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(ABSTRACT)

The electric utility companies that own and/or operate the nation’s 112 licensed commer-

cial nuclear power reactors are required by federal law to provide emergency information to resi-

dents living around those plants in advance of a nuclear plant emergency. This requires the

owner/operators to acknowledge certain risks (e.g., radiation, nuclear plant accidents, evacuation,

etc.) that face people living near nuclear generating plants.

This dissertation critiques the effectiveness of pre-emergency risk communication strategies

by nuclear utilities. Specifically, the dissertation demonstrates that certain historic message themes

about nuclear power -· terrned the "nuclear ethic" -- have become irnbedded in the rhetoric of cur-

rent nuclear risk communication programs and downplay or mask the seriousness of nuclear plant

emergencies, thereby contributing to the apparent ineffectiveness of these communication programs.

For example, a survey of residents living around four nuclear plants who receive utility risk com-

munication materials found that nearly two-thirds said they would not follow official instructions

in a nuclear plant emergency.

Such promotional rhetoric and images remain a part of nuclear risk communication pro-

grams because agencies which regulate nuclear power delegate their responsibility for pre-emergency

risk communication to the utilities operating the plants. Moreover, there is little involvement in

pre-emergency nuclear risk communication by state and local govemments. This suggests that risk

communication serves a latent symbolic role rather than a functional role for both the regulatory

agencies and the utilities by making both groups appear to be isomorphic with societal goals of

safety and security for a risky technology.



The dissertation concludes by suggesting federal regulatory agencies, and speciiically the

Federal Emergency Management Agency, intensify their vigilance of risk communication planning

and take steps to create authentic two·way communication between the nuclear utilities and the

_ public living near the plants. One way this could be done is by establishing local citizens advisory

committees to assess utility risk communication programs and suggest improvements that would

help bridge the gap between the nuclear industry’s view of nuclear plant risk and that of the public.
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Preface

Nearly three and one-half million people live within the shadow of the more than 100

commercial nuclear power reactors that dot the American landscape. Like most Americans, these

”nuclear neighbors" appear to have settled into an uneasy peace with nuclear power. Some have

reservations about the safety of the plants while others are decidedly pro-nuclear, but most are ap-

parently either unwilling or unable to relocate. These individuals live daily with the risk that a

major release of radiation from a nearby plant may suddenly force them to leave homes, farms, and

businesses -- perhaps never to return again. _

It has only been within the past decade that the U.S. government has made a serious effort

to prepare the public for the consequences of a nuclear plant accident. Prior to the accident at

Three Mile Island in 1979, the government’s policy toward nuclear power was heavily tilted toward

promotion of the nuclear energy option, hence ignoring or playing down the safety, environmental,

and financial risks of continued nuclear development. Following World War II, the federal gov-

ernment forged a protective regulatory relationship with the nuclear industry -- a relationship sup-

ported by atomic scientists who wanted to convert the destructive power of the atom into peaceful

applications. Only after TMI did the regulatory environment change as the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, under pressure from both the executive and legislative branches, reassessed its previ-

ous assumptions that serious nuclear plant accidents were unlikely. New administrative rules were '
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issued that initiated a massive emergency planning process involving the Federal Emergency Man-

agement Agency, the utilities that own and operate the plants, and state and local govemmental

agencies. Among the goals of that process was the establishment of an emergency management

program speciiically to prepare and thereby protect the public from the consequences of a major

release of radiation from an operating nuclear reactor.

Today, govemment and utility personnel prepare and practice for accidents at all com-

mercial nuclear power plants. Sirens and other warning devices are tested monthly to insure that

people living near the plants will be promptly alerted when an accident occurs, and various com-

munication strategies have been devised by plant operators to educate the public about nuclear

power. News media representatives are also trained in the nuances of nuclear terminology and plant

operations so they can accurately report accident conditions. Millions of dollars have been invested

in training and equipment to ensure that everyone knows what to do when trouble strikes a nuclear

power plant.

This study examines how the nation’s nuclear power industry communicates information

about nuclear power risk to the public living near the plants. Such an examination into one of the

nation’s most comprehensive and sustained efforts to comrnunicate information about technolog-

ical risk is long overdue, particularly as society devotes increasing resources to relying on risk

communication as a substitute for more stringent regulatory measures necessary to protect public

health and safety in a technological age. However, before those concemed with preparing the public

for technological emergencies rush to embrace nuclear risk communication as a ”success" to be

emulated, they should recognize that atomic scientists, governrnental ofiicials, and the nuclear in-

dustry have taken a long, tortuous path to reach today’s modem nuclear risk communication pro-

grarn.

Through an analysis of how nuclear power was introduced into America’s cultural con-

sciousness, this study demonstrates how that path is strewn with rhetoric and images that have

minirnized safety concerns and promoted nuclear power development -- images that have become

irnbedded in modem nuclear risk communication. Furthermore, despite increased federal scrutiny

of nuclear plant licensing, construction, and operation in an effort to prevent accidents, I have found
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that federal regulatory agencies make little effort to assess whether people understand information

that is developed to help them survive accidents that may happen. Instead, the govemment relies

on the utilities that own and operate the plants to communicate information to the public about

nuclear power risks, asking an industry that has actively promoted the safety of commercial nuclear _

power for more than 30 years to produce materials which raise troubling questions about the ability

of the industry to achieve that level of safety.

While many nuclear utilities have made a serious effort to develop risk communication

programs that accomplish the govemment’s objectives for nuclear risk communication, this study

questions whether these programs have convinced nuclear plant residents to follow emergency in-

structions in a nuclear plant emergency. Because emergency plans for protecting public health and

safety in a nuclear plant accident are predicated on the assumption that people will follow in-

structions, a failure to do so has serious consequences for how well a community will cope with a

dangerous nuclear plant accident. I believe that the roots of that failure can be traced back to the

promotional history of nuclear risk communication -- a history that promotes nuclear power de-

velopment, deemphasizes potential dangers from nuclear radiation, and reassures people that acci-

dents are unlikely.

I begin this analysis ir1 Chapter I with a discussion of the issues surrounding modem risk

communication while in Chapter II I trace the development of certain values about nuclear power

that make up what I have termed the "nuclear ethic.' Chapter III examines how the values of the

ethic have been translated by government and industry publicists into promotional rhetoric and

images that are now interwoven with the essential messages ofmodern nuclear risk cornrnunication.

I examine the effectiveness of risk communication programs around four nuclear power plants in

Chapter IV before concluding with recommendations for improving risk communication programs

through a combination of increased federal scrutinty and greater public involvement in the devel-

opment of communication materials.
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Chapter I

The Social Construction of Nuclear Risk

(IOIHIHUHICHÜOII

Increasing numbers of chernical plant leaks, train derailments, oil refrnery fires, nuclear

plant accidents, toxic waste problems, and other technological crises provide grisly testimony to the

seriousness of the task facing those who must communicate information about risk so that people

can prepare for and survive a technological disaster. The nightmare of Bhopal, India, is but one

example of the tragedy that can result when technology goes awry and an unsuspecting public does

not know how to get out of the way} And while the technological revolution has made life "easier"

for most people, it has made life irnmensely more difficult for those who must manage the risks

which that technology creates} As Baruch Fischhoif and his colleagues point out, our decision-

making is becoming ”swamped” by the magnitude of the choices that must be made to effectively

manage each new risk. "Coping with these problems demands a decision·making revolution

commensurate with the technologica.l revolution of the last 30 years."

Historically, govemment has met its responsibilities for protectirrg human life and property

against risk by providing the public with information about the risk and ways either to avoid or to
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mitigate its effects. We put our faith in the assumption that human beings are rational creatures

who can effectively manage risk if only given adequate information and freedom to act in the mar-

ketplace. But providing the public with information about the possiblity that a technological dis-

aster may occur must necessarily begin with an admission that such a disaster is possible -— an

admission that those who manage the technology are often reluctant to make because of the po-

tential liabilities involved, the costs of adding safety equipment, the impact of such an admission
T

on public relations, or simply a lack of knowledge about the risks associated with the technology.

For these reasons, those who operate risky technologies have often been reluctant to inform the

public about those risks. The growth of regulatory agencies is a testament to the failure of the free

market approach to risk management, and as technological hazards have become a major factor in

twentieth century life, these agencies have become increasingly mired in complex issues surrounding

questions of identifying risk, its consequences, and the regulators’ responsibilities to the public.

One way that U.S. regulatory agencies have sought to meet these responsibilities has been

to create numerous information programs about risk. Govemment’s investment in such programs

is considerable, no doubt exceeding several hundred million dollars annually. Indeed, some argue
i

that provision of this information is the most important function of regulatory agencies! National

attention to the need for risk information has stirnulated a virtual risk communication ”industry"

as public and private organizations devote increasing attention and resources to the development

of irnproved ways to cornrnunicate this information to the public. For example, the ”Superfund

Amendments and Reauthorization Act of l986" (SARA) established sweeping requirements for

federal, state, and local govemrnents and industry to provide information to the public on the

presence of hazardous chemicals in their comrnunities and releases of these chemicals into the

environment} As a result, thousands of companies have sought guidance from risk communication

specialists on how best to inform the public about toxic chemicals. In the area of public health,

an unprecedented risk communication effort was undertaken in 1988 when the U.S. Surgeon Gen-

eral’s office mailed information to American households detailing the risks associated with AIDS}

In an effort to integrate risk communication research with public policy, several universities have

established risk and environmental communication centers where researchers seek to discover the
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most effective techniques for communicating risk information. Dozens of federal studies are being

supported by the Environmental Protection Agency, the National Science Foundation, and other

agencies concemed with risk communication, while recent issues of several scholarly joumals have

been devoted solely to articles about risk communication}

Information, Awareness, and Behavior

The underlying logic of govemment risk communication programs has been to provide

information to the public in advance of an emergency on the assumption that the information will

(1) increase public awareness and (2) lead to the adoption of protective measures. That logic is

reilected in a 1985 article on techniques for communicating hazard infonnation by Ronald W.

Perry, a pioneer in natural hazards research, and Joanne M. Nigg. They conclude that "the more

attention that an emergency manager can give to providing information on hazards, risk, and pro-

tective measures in non·crisis situations, the more likely it is that such information communicated

during an actual emergency will result in adaptive citizen actions/’° But while this reasoning seems

logical, the bulk of scholarly research on risk communication has failed to demonstrate the validity

of the assumption that education leads to behavior. In their 1983 summary of education programs

to increase public awareness of natural hazards, John H. Sims and Duane D. Baumann conclude

that ”contrary to conventional wisdom, the fact that an individual is aware of the risk of a natural

hazard and the range of damage mitigation measures is no guarantee that he or she will act on that

inf0rrnation.” They found that while education programs often increased public awareness of a

natural hazard,
”the

available evidence is weak on the relationship between awareness or knowledge

and the consequent adoption of damage mitigation measures/"

Similar fmdings have resulted from the relatively few studies of educational campaigns for

inforrning the public about technological hazards. A report on a Maine program to provide

homeowners with information about health risks from indoor radon gas concludes that ”the evi-
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dence does not support the naive assumption that merely giving people a quantity of fairly technical

information on health risks will induce either accurate perceptions of the problem or cost-effective

protective measures/"° Similar conclusions were reached by Robert S. Adler and R. David Pittle

when they examined three govemment education programs designed to inform consumers about

risk -- the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration program to increase automobile seat

belt use, a Consumer Product Safety Commission program to help prevent injuries from bums, and

a federally-fmanced program to develop a heart disease education campaign in three California

communities. Although the three programs had been carefully developed, well-implemented, and

adequately financed, the researchers concluded that none was an unqualified success and each left

major questions unanswered about the effectiveness of health and safety education campaigns}
‘

Despite these generally pessimistic results, there is some evidence to indicate that pre-

emergency communication does produce some limited behavioral change. Sims and Baumann re- _

port on a study in which informational brochures produced "rnild success" in increasing flood

hazard awareness and mitigation behavior}2 and a 1978 study of a hurricane awareness programs

among Texas coastal residents indicates that brochures were successful in increasing both hurricane

awareness and pre-evacuation planning." These positive though limited fmdings lead Sims and

Baumann to assert cautiously that "sometimes, under highly specified conditions, and if properly

executed, with certain target publics, information may lead to awareness and awareness may lead

to behavior/"‘ They are cautious because a large body of social science research has shown that

people have distorted perceptions of risk ·- perceptions that make effective risk communication a

far more difficult matter than simply making information available.

Nobel prize-winner Herbert Simon pioneered an explanation of why human decision-

making is not always the product of adequate information and free choice by demonstrating that

people and organizations make decisions on the basis of limited information, alternatives, and

cogr1itive ability} 5 Simon’s theory of "bounded rationality" argued that people often settle for ”good

enough" decisions within these limits by constructing simplified models of the world and then

making decisions on the basis of these models. Simon’s work has had tremendous impact on re-

search into how people make decisions when confronted with risk and uncertainty. As Paul Slovic
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notes, risk communicators "must recognize and overcome a number of obstacles that have their

A roots in the limitations of scientific risk assessment and the idiosyncrasies of the human mind/"°

Chief among those obstacles is the tendency of risk analysts to make faulty assumptions

about how the public perceives and responds to risk. Risk researchers have demonstrated that a

considerable gap exists between public perception and "expert' assessment of the same risks, even

in cases where the consequences of the risk are well known and the information about the risks has

been widely circulated." In one study, researchers asked four different groups of people (college

students, members of the League of Women Voters, business and professional people, and "experts”

in risk assessment) to rate 30 activities, substances and technologies according to the risk of death

_ from each. The experts’ judgrnent of risk differed markedly from those of the other groups. For

example, the league representatives and the college students ranked nuclear power as the most risky

activity on the list, while the experts ranked it 20th.“

While lack of complete or accurate information may account for some of this discrepancy,

other factors influencing people’s perceptions of risk include the extent to which the risk is faced

voluntarily, the length of delay between cause and effect, the degree of control over the risk, and the

potential for large and catastrophic effects." Judgrnental heuristics that help people simplify com-

plex tasks also play a role in how people assess risks.'° For example, a person’s perception of risk

can become distorted because of a bias in what is called the availability heuristic. People using this

heuristic tend to judge an event as occurring frequently if instances of it are easy to recall. But

because drarnatic or sensational events are memorable, they are generally remembered as occurring

more frequently than less sensational events. Thus, people tend to overestimate the number of

deaths from risks that are drarnatic, such as murders, cancer, and natural disasters, and underesti-

mate deaths from undramatic causes such as diabetes.

People also overestimate the accuracy of their risk judgrnents made under this heuristic

because a sense of certainty about such decisions helps reduce anxiety. People think they are per-

sonally immune to certain risks, such as traffic accidents, because they believe those risks are under

their control or because their experience with the risk has been benign. Finally, the overconiidence

that people have in risk judgments based on the availability heuristic is no doubt bolstered by the
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tendency of the news media to focus on the sensational (frequent media reports of murders may

indicate to an individual that murders occur more frequently than other causes of death). Experts

are just as prone to overconfidence in their risk judgments as the public.“

Risk Communication Has Multiple Objectives

These research fmdings strongly suggest that govemment risk communication programs, if

they are to be effective, must overcome a variety of psychological problems influencing the ways

in which human beings think about risk. "Govemment programs that seek to reduce health and

safety risks with information programs instead of using more conventional enforced standards must

be crafted very carefully to accommodate this complex process/’ note F. Reed Johnson and Ralph

A. Luken.“ However, some have suggested that many of these programs are doomed to failure

from the beginning because they seek to achieve goals other than their stated purpose of infomiing

the public about risk. Adler and Pittle point out in their analysis that govemment risk education

programs have become a substitute for direct regulation because (1) regulators believe that direct

regulation is ineffective in preventing injuries and illnesses; (2) information and education programs

are easier and faster to implement than rule·making; (3) such programs enhance the agency’s image

as "doing something" about risk; and (4) information and education programs, particularly ir1 recent

years, have given regulatory agencies a way to preserve freedom of individual choice in the mar-

ketplace while avoiding substantial intervention into industry production techniques. ”While we

do not challenge the value of all information and education programs} they write,
”we

suggest their

popularity rests more on philosophical and ideological grounds than on solid empirical evidence

supporting their ability to alter consumer behavior/’"

The recognition that risk communication may seek to serve goals other than the public

welfare has caused several scholars to expand their conception of risk communication beyond that
i

of mere information exchange between technical experts and the public. Harry Otway and Kerry
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Thomas have looked critically at research traditions in risk research as having an 'ideological

commitment" to either an objective 'science of facts' or a subjective 'and ultimately socially con-

structed, view of the world."‘ They take a subjectivist view, arguing that "truths" do not exist in-

dependently of people:

It is people, and not independent facts, who constrain the way concepts are framed, questions posed,
and research goals set. And it is people who design event and fault trees, close options, choose at-
tribute sets, fund data collection, interpret, and publish findings. Once the criterion of an absolute
truth is abandoned, then surely no one can avoid the inference that people see the world dwerently
and that t.hese differences emerge from different experiences of differently constructed social worlds.
And furthermore, that people want different outcomes (for themselves or on behalf of others) and
have different resources (in kind and extent) to employ in the service of those wants.“

A subjectivist approach fully acknowledges that risk research is a political 'tool in a discourse . . .

whose hidden agenda is the legitimacy of decision-making institutions and the equitable distribution

of hazards and benefits/’2° Alonzo Plough and Sheldon Krimsky adopt a subjectivist view of risk

by arguing that conventional risk communication research ”neglects cultural themes, motivations,

and symbolic meanings which may be ofequal or greater importance to the technical understanding

of how and why a risk message gets transmitted."7 By studying risk communication within a

cultural context, Plough and Krimsky believe that certain symbolic meanings within the commu-

nication emerge:

A scientist speaking to a community about the health risks of a chemical dump may be carrying out
a ritual that displays confidence and control. The technical information . . . is secondary to the real
goal of the communicator: 'Have faith; we are in charge' . . . For a company, risk communication
is frequently not about risks but about safety and confidence."

By communicating information that reinforces safety and confidence, risk communication

may symbolically serve to make both regulatory agencies and regulated industries appear to con-

form to valued societal goals rather than play a functional role of effectively communicating the

nature of risk. Philip Selznick was one of the first organizational theorists to recognize that the

formal and social structure of organizations is shaped by the institutional environment in which the

organization finds itself.” Expanding on Selznick’s pioneering work, John W. Meyer and Brian

Rowan argue that public organizations frequently incorporate myths from their extemal environ-

ments to gain legitimacy, resources, stability; and to enhance survival.’° This concept of organ-

izational myth comes out of a growing body of literature concemed with organizational culture.

Culture, as Gareth Morgan notes, is an "ethos. . .sustained by social processes, images, symbols,
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and 1itual." Rituals, myths, and ceremonies "continua1ly reaffirm the organization’s cu1ture' in both

the eyes of its employees and with outsiders. He points out that the belief systems of modem or-

ganizations are sustained by myths, rituals, and cultures that function "to demonstrate rationality

and objectivity in action."‘

According to Myer and Rowan, the sources of these organizational myths are deeply

institutionalized societal beliefs that are supported by public opinion, the educational system, the

desire for social prestige, and the law. By adopting these highly institutionalized beliefs as myths,

public organizations become isomorphic with their institutional environments and thereby increase

their chances for success and survival. Organizational characteristics are modified to conform to

environmental characteristics. Risk communication programs may serve a symbolic function

within regulatory agencies because the existence of such programs provides evidence that the or-

ganization is concemed with societal norms of safety and confidence as it monitors risky technolo-

ges.

Meyer and Rowan also emphasize the role that language plays in the legtimizing process,

as organizations label their structures in accordance with institutionalized myths so that they appear

to be oriented toward collectively defined and legitirnate ends. Their example concerning environ-

mental safety has relevance for risk communication:

. . environmental safety institutions make it important for organizations to create formal safety rules,
safety departments, and safety programs. No Smoking rules and signs, regardless of their enforce-
ment, are necessary to avoid charges of negligence and to avoid the extreme of illegitimation: the
closing of buildings by the state."

Similarly, risk communication programs may serve to legtirnize both regulatory agencies and reg-

ulated industries within society through highly visible activities that may or may not contribute to

safety. For example, Perry and Nigg suggest that one of the principal functions of pre-emergency

risk communication programs is to establish the credibility of emergency management agencies with

the public through distribution ofbrochures, publication of hazard-information telephone numbers,

creation of citizen advisory committees, and other attention-getting activities. 'A major thrust of

citizen contacts during normal times. . .should be to establish the technical expertise of the manager

and his/her staff,” they write. "l\/Iaking the public aware that emergency managers have both tech-

nical training and access to special equipment to cope with environmental threats sets the manager
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apart as having a professional approach to handling community threats. By establishing expecta—

tions of professionalism for emergency management personnel during normal times, public recog-

nition of the agency is enhanced and credibility is heightened/'” ,

Communicating information that makes organizations appear isomorphic with societal

goals of safety and confidence may be particularly important for organizations that Todd La Porte

- has labeled high reliability organizations (HROs) and for the public agencies that regulate HROs.

La Porte and Paula M. Consolini have shown that HROs such as nuclear power plants and air

trafiic control operations dilfer from other kinds of organizations in that they cannot rely on trial

and error learning to improve their operations, but must operate from the beginning in nearly

error-free fashion:

Operators and watchful publics, in effect, assume that some organizations can avoid system failure.
Organization representatives play to this hope assuring us that they will not fall. They claim sufficient
technical knowledge to prevent it. As long as these organizations succeed at what they do, we assume
they will continue to do so. We grow to take their benefits for granted. Reliability and safety are
technically assured. We need not worry overly about t.he social and political dynamics in t.hese
organizations."

However, as HROs continue to proliferate, there will be increased demands by the public to reduce

their risks through improving their operational reliability. We may then discover, writes La Porte,

that it is not possible to reach the level of operational perfection required by society:

lf substantial errors do occur, it is likely that the institutions directly involved in the production and
regulation of the responsible technologies will be blamed. lf there were relatively frequent and sig-
nificant errors, the legitimacy of those institutions would decline as would contidence in the eflicacy
of incremental legislative and regulatory-policy processes, which is perhaps the most troubling aspect
of the social response to potentially hazardous technologies."

Risk communication, therefore, may serve a symbolic role for HROs by communicating

messages that reinforce societal values for HROs (e.g., safety and security), rather than a functional

role of effectively communicating the nature of the risk posed by HRO technology. A cultural

approach to the study of risk communication programs may help illuminate the symbolic under-

pirming of such programs and explain why many such efforts do not effectively communicate risk

information to the public.
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A Cultural Approach

Raphael Kasper suggests that many risk communication programs fail because policy

makers typically place public perceptions on a lower footing than those of technical experts. This

disparity arises from a technocratic arrogance that tends to view 'objective" expert characterizations

of risk 'as somehow more real or more valid than the perceptions of the rest of the public."’°

Carrying Kasper’s observation a step further, Plough and Krimsky believe that the disparity be-

tween technical and lay perceptions ofrisk reflects a political conflict between the values of scientific

rationality and democracy, and that policy makers have tended to judge risk communication as ei-

ther success or failure depending upon how closely popular attitudes confonn to "expert” esti-

mations of risk. They reject this approach as a "deviant model of risk comrnunication”:

Lay people bring many more factors into a risk event than do scientists. For technical experts, the
event is denuded of elements that are irrelevant to the analytical model. . .many events that are
deemed to have very low or insignificant risk by experts are viewed as serious problems by the laity.
Burial of low level radioactive wastes and releasing a natural organism minus a few genes into the
environment are among such cases. Where there has been discussion of rationality, it has focused
on the scientific grounds of a decision. And yet there are clear instances of reasonable decision-
making at the community level that are inconsistent with expert opinion. Once it is accepted that two
inconsistent decisions can be rational and consistent on their own grounds, it is possible to reach be-
yond the deviant model of risk communication}7

Plough and Krimsky call for risk research that focuses on analysis of cultural factors that may in-

fluence public perceptions of risk, an approach also advocated by Mary Douglas and Aaron

Wildavsky. "Between private, subjective perception and public, physical science there lies culture,

a middle area of shared beliefs and values/' they write. "The present division of the subject that

ignores culture is arbitrary and self-defeating/’” Kasper also acknowledges the value of the cultural

approach when he observes that the manner in which a risk activity is originally presented to the

public greatly affects public perception of that risk:

Consider what possible current conceptions of the automobile might be if the introduction of petro-
leum products to the public had been in the form of napalm rather than in the form of oil for light
and heat. (Nuclear power, it should be recalled, was introduced to the public through the awesome
destructive power of the atomic bomb and it is almost certainly true that current public perceptions
of nuclear power are shaped largely by the first impression.) lf people’s visual image of petroleum
were the hideous scenes of Vietnamese cloaked in flames (as their visual image of uranium is a
mushroom shaped cloud) rather than the cozy warmth of a fire on a cold day, it might be more dif-
ficult to cruise down the highway with equanimity atop a twenty-gallon tank of gasoline.’°
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Sirnilarly, Slovic cites research showing that the way information is ”framed" -- for example, asking

people to choose between two options for cancer treatment with one choice framed in terms of

survival rate and the other framed in terms of a death rate -- can produce dramatic differences in

the choices people make. He makes the significant point that "the fact that subtle differences ir1

how risks are presented can have such marked effects suggests that those responsible for information

programs have considerable ability to manipulate perceptions and behavior. This possibility raises

ethical problems that must be addressed by any responsible risk-information program.”‘° Risk

comrnunicators may not even be aware of such biases in their presentation of information. A study

involving more than a dozen non-metropolitan communities experiencing ground water contam-

ination from toxic chemicals found that the marmer in which risk communicators chose to present

information was often determined by many subtle cultural influences:

Each messenger operating in the community is an individual with his or her own personal attitudes
and perspectives about risk. Messengers are also products of institutions, and as such they have
intemalized the assumptions and biases about risk that characterize the discipline in which they were
trained and the firm or agency for which they work."

Thus, risk communication is heavily value-laden, consisting of judgrnents made by risk

analysis experts, political leaders, cornrnunication specialists, and others who influence both the

content and the presentation of risk information. Any comprehensive examination of a risk com- .

munication program that ignores the social, political, and cultural roots of the program risks over-

looking biases in the presentation of information that may not be apparent on the surface. To

avoid this problem, Slovic and his colleagues encourage a broad-based risk communication research

effort that incorporates sociological, anthropological, and geographical studies, not only as a means

of exploring the social and cultural roots of risk, but also as a way to examine the process of risk

communication in a clearer light. This is a complex task, for

[t]he stakes in risk problems are high: industrial profits, jobs, energy costs, willingness of patients to
accept treatments, public safety and health. Potential conflicts of interest abound. When subtle as-
pects of how (or what) information is presented can change people’s behavior, someone needs to
determine which formulation should be used. Making that decision takes one out of the domain of
psychology and into law, ethics, and politics. The possibilities for manipulation suggest that infor-
mational programs cannot be left to any one group (e.g., employers, unions, physicians, toxicologists).
[ndeed, the way to get the most balanced message rnay be to subject it to diverse critiques, with each
group challenging features that it considers to be confusing or misleading.‘2
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Risk Communication and Nuclear Power

Perhaps no other risk communication effort in the United States lends itself better to a

cultural analysis than the federal program to provide emergency information to residents living

around the nation's commercial nuclear power plants. Bom in the crisis of the accident at Three

Mile Island in March 1979, nuclear emergency communication is one of the nation's most com-

prehensive technological risk communication programs, with nearly a decade of experience ir1 pro-

viding pre-emergency information to what is now estirnated at 3.4 million Americans.“ Because

of the rich, well-documented, and controversial history of commercial nuclear power development

in the United States, nuclear risk communication is particularly well-suited to a cultural analysis to

see if elements of that history have become imbedded in the fabric of the risk cornrnunication

process.

It was not until shortly after the Three Mile Island accident in March 1979 that a serious '

federal etfort was begun to plan for off-site ramifications of an accident involving a commercial

nuclear power plant. Prior to Three Mile Island, both the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)

ar1d the nuclear industry generally ignored off-site emergency planning. Richard T. Sylves suggests

several reasons for this indifference. First, federal regulators and the nuclear industry believed that

the probabilities of an accident were so low, due to engineering safeguards built into the plants, that

planning for an accident was unnecessary and would create needless public concem. Beset by rising

costs and increasing numbers of safety regulations necessitating major engineering changes at the

plants, nuclear plant owner/operators tended to put ot}-site emergency concems on the back bumer.

And, ironically, the anti-nuclear movement that developed in the late 1960s and early 1970s sirni-

larly tended to denigrate off-site planning, believing that full-scale evacuation of a large population

living around a plant would be impossible in a serious accident."

At the time of the Three Mile Island accident, the federal govemment did not require either

the states or the nuclear plant owner/operators to have approved off-site emergency response plans

as a condition of plant licensing. Instead, the NRC issued "guide1ines” that encouraged but did
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not require states with radiological facilities to submit emergency plans for NRC ”review and con-

currence." Pennsylvania was one of 32 states with nuclear facilities that did not have emergency

plans meeting the NRC guidelines. Sylves suggests that Congress had allowed this situation to

occur because it feared that state and local govemments might use such a requirement to withhold

plans and thereby block the licensing of plants.*’

Both the Presidential commission that investigated the Three Mile Island accident and the

NRC’s own review of the accident were highly critical, as was Congress, of the lack of off-site

emergency planning around the plant.*° For example, the Presidential commission noted that there

was a "lack of coordination and urgency” at all levels of govemment in planning for off-site emer-

gencies and that the interaction between NRC, utility, state, and local emergency organizations was

"insufficient to ensure an adequate level of preparedness for a serious radiological accident at

A TMI."'" The key recommendation made by the commission was that federal responsibility for

off-site emergency radiological planning be transferred from the NRC to the Federal Emergency

Management Agency (FEMA), a step taken by President Carter in December 1979.*8

The NRC retained federal responsibility for assessing the overall state of a nuclear plant’s

safety, in effect creating joint NRC—FEMA responsibility for emergency planning. That relation-

ship evolved from a Memorandum of Understanding entered into between FEMA and the NRC

in November 1980, and was spelled out in administrative rules issued by both agencies.*° Here is

a sirnplified version of how the joint FEMA-NRC responsibilities for emergency planning are

shared:

• FEMA is responsible for coordinating all federal planning for the off-site impact of radiological

emergencies. FEMA reviews and judges the adequacy of off-site plans and readiness of state

and local emergency preparedness agencies and communicates its findings to the NRC.

• The NRC reviews the FEMA findings and determinations, in conjunction with its own

findings on a utility’s on-site emergency plan, and makes a deterrnination on the overall state

of emergency preparedness.
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• From its overall frndings, the NRC decides whether new plants should be licensed or existing

plants should continue operating. However, a fmding by FEMA that offsite safety is not ad-

equate to protect the public does not obligate the NRC to deny a license, withdraw a license,

or take ar1y other punitive action.’°

The process begins when the governor of the state in which a nuclear plant is located

submits state and local plans for review. Since March 1982, FEMA has been assisted in its review

of those plans by a Federal Radiological Preparedness Coordinating Committee composed of rep-

resentatives from FEMA, NRC, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the Departments of

Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Energy, Health and Human Services, Interior, and Transporta-

tion. Ten regional assistance committees composed of officials from these agencies assist state and

local govemment oflicials in developing their p1ans." „

Before an off-site emergency plan can be approved, it must first meet planning criteria de-

veloped jointly by NRC and FEMA and published in November l980.” Known in the industry

as NUREG·0654, the critera consist of I6 planning standards, 15 of which relate to both on- and

off-site safety and one related solely to on-site safety, that are further broken down into 196 ele-

ments describing the intent of the standards. The overall objective of NUREG-0654 is the devel-

opment of emergency plans that reduce radiation exposure to people living within a 10-rnile radius

of a nuclear plant in the event of an accident and that address problems associated with

radioactively contaminated food ar1d water for a distance of 50 miles from the plant. Before FEMA

will approve an off-site emergency plan, the nuclear plant owner/operator must conduct an exercise

that tests state and local governments' ability to implement the plan, followed by a public meeting

in which both the plan and the exercise are discussed.”

Of particular relevance to this study is the planning standard for public education and in-

formation. ln its report following the accident at Three Mile Island, the Presidential cormnission

recommended a program to "educate the public on how nuclear power plants operate, on radiation

and its health effects, and on protective actions against radiation," no doubt believing that public

education would lead to a more effective response during an emergency."‘ Under its public educa-
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tion and information planning standard, NUREG-0654 requires that nuclear plant owner/operators

make information available to the public on a periodic basis that tells them how they will be notified

and what their actions should be in an emergency. In evaluating whether an emergency plan meets

the standard, NUREG-0654 specifies that information be provided the public living within 10 miles

of a nuclear plant. That information addresses the following topics:

l. Educational information about radiation.

2. Where the public can obtain additional information.

3. Radiation protection measures, such as evacuation routes and relocation centers, sheltering,

respiratory protection, and radioprotective drugs.

4. Special needs of the handicapped.”

NUREG-0654 does not require that plant owner/operators adopt any specific communication tools

or techniques for disseminating such information, but does offer some suggestions, including pub-

lishing the information in telephone books and with utility bills; posting in public areas; and dis-

tributing the information annually in publications. While a few local and state governments prepare

these information materials, norrnally the nuclear plant owner/operator prepares the materials for

review and approval by state and local govemments. The form of these materials varies from plant

to plant, but most are booldets or calendars, supplemented by telephone book inserts, posters,

brochures, and other communication media (see Chapter III for a more complete description of

these materials).

How effective are the nuclear industry’s efforts to communicate emergency information to

the public'? A 1986 assessment by Philip L. Rutledge of the public education program for the

McGuire Nuclear Station near Charlotte, N.C., found that less than one-half of the households

living in the plant’s 10-mile radius Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ) knew that upon hearing the

plant’s emergency warning sirens, they were to turn to the area's broadcast media for further

instructions.’° Instead, many respondents indicated that they would gather their families and evac-

uate the area without first detennining the nature of the radiological emergency or even if they were

at risk.’7
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Rutledge points out that this finding is consistent with other studies showing that sponta-

neous evacuation is a characteristic of nuclear plant emergencies. The classic example is the public’s

behavior around the Three Mile island plant during the March 1979 accident. On the third day

of the crisis, Pennsylvania Gov. Richard Thomburgh issued an advisory recormnending that preg-

nant women and pre-school children living within five miles of the plant evacuate, and that every-

one within 10 miles of the plant take shelter. Post-accident studies indicate that had everyone

evacuated who was advised to evacuate, only about 2,500 people would have left the area. Instead,

144,000 individuals living within 15 miles of the plant evacuated.”

As several researchers have noted, the experience at Three Mile Island suggests that more

people will evacuate during a radiological emergency than are advised to, a process that has been

called the evacuation shadow phenomenon.” According to Houts et al., this is the reverse of what

norrnally occurs in natural disasters when less people evacuate than are asked. They say the public

tends to underreact in natural disasters because many people are familiar with the threat and over-

estimate their ability to deal with it, while radiological emergencies involve a threat that is invisible,

associated in the public mind with cancer and bombs, and can cover a wide area geographically.
l

Public disagreements among experts about the nature of the threat also cause people to underreact

in natural disasters and overreact in radiological emergencies.°°

Despite evidence that the evacuation shadow phenomenon may play a significant role in

the public response to a radiological emergency, many nuclear plant emergency information pro-

grarns are designed to educate the public to the specifics of participating in zorzal evacuation: in

which only porziom of the 10-mile EPZ would be evacuated depending upon the nature of the

emergency, wind direction from the plant, the geography of the EZ, etc. At plants that rely on

zonal evacuation, education materials provided the public include a map of the EPZ divided into

labeled zones. Presumably, officials would use the broadcast media to advise people living in zones

downwind from the plant to evacuate and instruct people living in non·threatened zones to take

other protective measures (i.e., stay indoors) and avoid clogging routes of egress for those who are

evacuating. This follows suggestions by several researchers that the goal of pre-emergency infor-

mation programs should be to educate the public on the importance of listening to official in- '
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structions before making a decision to evacuate an area.°‘ However, Rutledge’s North Carolina

findings, where less than one-half of the people surveyed indicated that their first response after

hearing the warning sirens would be to turn on the radio or television for official instructions,

questions whether this goal for public education is being achieved.

Program Effectiveness Not Assessed

Because it does not attempt to assess the effectiveness of nuclear public education pro-

grams, the federal govemment has not generated evidence to contradict Rutledge’s findings. In-

stead, FEMA, the federal agency charged with responsibility for assessing off-site nuclear emergency

plans, confmes its assessment of nuclear plant public education programs to determine only if EPZ

residents have received the required information dealing with radiological emergency procedures.

However, as a 1987 General Accounting Office (GAO) report noted, "these results do not neces-

sarily mean that people understand this information or know what to do in such an emergency/°Z

FEMA bases its deterrnination of whether EPZ residents have received public education

materials on a survey conducted to assess the adequacy of nuclear plant emergency siren systems.

Once the siren system has been installed and tested, a FEMA contractor telephones a sample of

EPZ residents to determine the number who heard the siren test. As part of this telephone survey,

residents are asked whether they recall receiving emergency preparedness information. According

to GAO, as of November 1986 FEMA had tested the coverage of the siren systems for 57 nuclear

power plant sites and estirnated that an average of 71.1 percent of the residents living within the

EPZs around those plants recalled receiving emergency preparedness information. However, actual

responses at the plants ranged from 31.5 to 84.5 percent, with many in the S0 to 60 percent range.°’

As a result of the survey’s fmdings that public education materials are apparently not at-

tracting the attention of many EPZ residents, FEMA has devoted attention to irnproving the

quality of materials being distributed by plant owner/operators. Under prodding from GAO,
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FEMA issued A Guide To Preparing Emergency Public Information Material.: (FEMA·REP·l 1) in

1984 to help emergency management oflicials prepare or revise public education materials. The

goal of the 27-page guide is "to increase the comprehensibility of. . .public information documents

so that if a notification is signaled, area residents will immediately tune in to EBS [Emergency _

Broadcast System]."°‘ The document emphasizes the need to match the reading level of the ma-

terials with the comprehension level of the EPZ audience and suggests that emergency planners

"analyze their target population and develop a style that is focused at a site-specific audience

proftle.'°’ The document provides guidance on how to simplify content and organization,

readibility, comprehensibility, and graphic design, but emphasizes that its guidelines are only sug-

gestions. 'Setting standards for evaluating public information materials is very difficult because el-

ements like graphics and design are not readily quantiliable/’ the document notes. ”Producing

public information is a creative process and the producers need a certain latitude in which to

operate.'°°

FEMA also conducts a voluntary program under which it works through a contractor di-

rectly with pla.nt owner/operators to improve their public education programs using standards like

those listed above. According to GAO, FEMA had conducted extensive reviews of 35

owner/operator programs through November 1986. The GAO report noted that one plant partic-

ipating in the review had replaced its information brochure with an attractive calendar, increasing

the number of households that were aware of the information, while another plant rewrote its

brochure to lower the reading level, also increasing the number of people who remembered receiv-

ing the information. But as the GAO report points out, "Neither FEMA nor the NRC deterrnines

whether -— or to what extent -- the public pays attention to the radiological emergency preparedness

materials provided by the utilities that operate nuclear power p1ants."°”’

However, at one point in its history FEMA was wiHing to try to determine if EPZ residents

understood the materials they received from nuclear plant owner/operators. In 1980, FEMA pro-

posed to begn mailing an annual questionnaire to EPZ residents nationwide to assess both the ef-

fectiveness of the siren systems as well as how much the public knew about radiological emergency

procedures. FEMA, which envisioned an initial mailing of 165,000 questionnaires in 1981 ar1d
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about 300,000 each year thereafter, was required under the Paperwork Reduction Act (PL 96-511)

l to obtain approval from the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) before using the question-

naire. OMB denied FEMA’s request in July 198l, on grounds that the survey was too large and

was not required for FEMA to meet its responsibilities under NUREG-0654.00

FEMA could meet its oversight responsibility, OMB stated, by simply requesting copies

of the emergeny information sent out by nuclear plant owner/operators to the public. FEMA’s

responsibility, OMB emphasized, did not extend to making sure that people understood the infor-

mation once they had received it. "It should not be necessary to ask ten percent of the affected

population what they know about actions they should take in the event of nuclear emergencies,"

wrote OMB Deputy Administrator Jim J. Tozzi. "As to FEMA’s proposal to assess the level of

public understanding of the notification message, it could be argued that once the agency has as-

sured that the warning signal was audible, and that the licensee has provided the population with

emergency information, it has discharged its responsibility. FEMA should not be expected to make

sure the public has read the material it has been given; that is an individual action. Nor should it

be required to expend scarce resources supplementing the licensees’ efforts/’°’ Following the rebuff,

FEMA modified the survey by removing the questions on public knowledge of radiological proce-

dures and converting it into a telephone survey. OMB approved the modified survey in 1983.70

Industry Ultimately Responsible

Why has govemment chosen not to become more directly involved in nuclear power

emergency communication programs? In an article describing efforts by the State of Califomia to

take a more active role in the public education component of nuclear emergency planning, Judy

E. Rosener and Sallie C. Russell suggest two reasons: First, because the plant owner/operators

are ultirnately responsible for the public education programs as a condition for licensing, they can

pass along the costs of these programs directly to ratepayers, absolving govemment of the program’s
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expense. Second, government is reluctant to enter the nuclear power debate. "If they [state and

local goverrunents] disserninate materials that warn of a risk, they increase the possibility of oppo-

sition to nuclear plants and are dragged into the nuclear power debate. . .By relegating public edu-

cation to the utility, they effectively are able to ’lay low' with respect to the nuclear power plant risk

issue."“ By being handed the responsibility for public education by default, the owner/operators

of the nation’s nuclear power plants have been placed in the contradictory position of showing

people what to do when a nuclear plant accident occurs while assuring them that accidents are

highly unlikely, notes Rosener and Russell. "Reconciling the need to assure citizens they have little

to fear from nuclear power plants (which helps promote support for the industry) and the need to

inform citizens of potential radiation threats (which is one of the goals of public education) poses

an interesting dilemma,' they write." In effect, the government is asking an industry that has ac-

tively promoted a benign view of the safety of commercial nuclear power for more than 30 years

to produce materials that raise signticant questions about the ability of the industry to achieve that

level of safety. As a result, while many nuclear plant owner/operators have made a serious effort

to develop public education programs that accomplish the goverr1ment's objectives for emergency

communication, the industry has framed its risk messages with both promotional rhetoric and im-

ages -· images that mask the seriousness of the information it is trying to communicate to people

living around the nation’s nuclear power plants.

For example, as part of his study of the McGuire Nuclear Plant public education program,

Rutledge analyzed the content ofboth the McGuire brochure and 40 other nuclear plant emergency

booklets from across the United States. Rutledge first coded material in the booklets by paragraph

under six themes -- essential information (notification and protective actions); background infor-

mation (introduction, glossary of nuclear terms, etc.); radiation; plant design or operation; nuclear

issues (risks, benefits, and history); and non-nuclear information. He next classilied the paragraphs

under each theme on the basis of whether or not each contained "reassurance” statements. Ac-

cording to Rutledge, reassurances presented information about nuclear energy in a favorable light

by either minimizing risks associated with nuclear power or emphasizing positive features such as

the industry’s safety record or the role of nuclear energy in society. Finally, Rutledge further coded
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the material on the basis on whether it was presented in a "normalcy' or "c1isis' context. Under

his classification criteria, a crisis orientation
”at

least irnplicity acknowledges that the plant poses

some risk,' while a norrnalcy context ”references the secure, everyday world of normal plant

operation.”"

Rutledge concluded from his analysis that all of the booklets presented the required infor-

mation concerning the actions people living around the plants should take when first wamed of a

radiological emergency and that this ”essential" information tended to reference a crisis context.

However, he found that only about one-third of the brochures devoted more than one·half of their

text to essential information, and that nuclear plant owner/operators chose to include vast amounts

of non-essential information that did not bear directly or indirectly on protective actions."

Rutledge suggests that the amount of this non·essential information and the marmer in which it is

presented disguises the essential information. ”This thesis is evident by both the context in which

these [non·essential] themes are discussed and by the numerous reassurances in these booklets,”

Rutledge writes. ’Sorne reassurances directly promote the benefits of nuclear energy, while others

emphasize the safety of the plant/’7’

Rutledge found that the brochures, rather than emphasizing the nature of the nuclear plant

hazard, played down the risk. 'Thus, a dual and conflicting message is present within most book-

lets: the protective action information is important but it will probably never be needed/’7°

Rutledge argued, therefore, that nuclear education programs may serve both manifest and latent

goals. While the manifest goal is to provide essential emergency information, the latent goal may

be to "legitimate" the plant. "Efforts to legitimate the plant by persuading the public that it is safe

(or beneficial) are consistent with the nuclear ir1dustry’s efforts elsewhere," he noted.77

These findings, coupled with the govemment’s reluctance to become more involved in

nuclear emergency communication, lead me to suggest that the history of commercial nuclear

power development in the United States -· particularly the close, supportive relationship that once

existed between the American nuclear industry, federal regulatory agencies, and Congress -- is still

functioning to seriously irnpede the effectiveness of modem nuclear risk communication. It is my

contention that Americans living around commercial nuclear power plants are generally ill·ir1formed
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concerning the steps they should take to protect health and safety during a nuclear plant accident.

They are ill-informed because federal regulatory agencies have allowed the owner/operators of the

nation’s nuclear power plants to frame risk communication materials in such a way as to mask the

seriousness of the information contained within those materials, primarily through the use of his-

torical message themes and/or images that are supportive of nuclear power development.

If, as communication research has shown, the attitudes of the participants in a communi-

cation process are a much more important determinant of communications impact than message

content, examination ofhow those attitudes have been formed may provide insight into why nuclear

plant risk messages are being framed as they are.”’° I believe that the way these messages are framed

serves not to communicate the nature of the nuclear plant risk, but to reinforce in the public con-

sciousness those images and rhetoric that the nuclear industry has historically used to affrrm the

worth of cornrnercial nuclear power. Thusly, nuclear risk communication symbolically aflirms

societal values of safety and conlidence, thereby masking the possibility of technological failure and

protecting both the regulators and the owner/operators of nuclear power plants from public con-

cems over the safety of a high-risk technology. Under these conditions, the latent symbolic role of

risk communication overvvhelrns its manyest functionalgoal to protect the health and safety of the

public living around cornrnercial nuclear power plants.

To confirm my hypothesis that important risk information contained within nuclear

emergency cornmunication is being masked or hidden by rhetoric and images that have been his-

torically associated with commercial nuclear power, I will frrst cxamine the social history of nuclear

power development to see if certain themes have dominated its historical discourse. Like physicist

and science historian Spencer R. Weart, whose 535-page Nuclear Fear makes the definitive state-

ment on the crucial role that imagery has played in the history of nuclear energy, I am convinced

that the way we communicate risk information about nuclear power today is signiücantly influenced

by rhetoric and images that have become imbedded in our cultural consciousness, some for many

hundreds of years. 'That fact is disturbing/' says Weart, ”for it shows that such thinking has less

to do with current physical reality than with old, autonomous features of our society, our culture,

and our psychology/’7’ If we are to fully appreciate all of the ramiiications of our efforts to com-
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municate risk information to the public living around nuclear power plants, we must understand

how that communication has been informed by the past history of nuclear power development

before we can fix what’s wrong with today’s nuclear public education programs.

In the next chapter, I examine the central rhetorical themes that have dorninated the dis-

course of cornrnercial nuclear power throughout its history, as well as the institutions that have

played signiiicant roles in developing that discourse. In Chapter III, I apply that analysis to the risk

cornrnunication materials being distributed by nuclear plant/owner operators throughout the

United States. I demonstrate in Chapter IV how these materials are not meeting the govemment’s

goals for nuclear public education. Finally, I conclude this study with recomrnendations for im-

proving our national nuclear risk communication effort.

Why is this study significant? First, I believe there is every reason to expect that within the

next decade this country will experience a nuclear power plant accident requiring off-site evacuation

of people living around the plant. Many of our nuclear power plants have operated for between

15 ar1d 20 years, and some are approaching 30 years of operation."° While many of the operating

and safety systems in these older plants have been modified or replaced, engineers are still learning
I

new facts about the damaging effects of long-terrn radiation on metal and other materials used in

plant construction. The deteriorating condition of the 35-year—old nuclear reactors at the Depart-

ment of Energy’s Savannah River (S.C.) military facility may prove to be a portent of conditions

inside some of the nation’s older nuclear power plants.“ Despite improvements in the design of

safety systems and training for nuclear plant operators, we must still be aware of the potential for

human error in the operation of these complex technological systems. Part of the painful history

of the development of commercial nuclear power has been the gradual awareness that it is irnpos-

sible to totally engineer the human factor out of nuclear plant safety.“

Finally, despite dire predictions that safety considerations and economics have "killed" fu-

ture development of commercial nuclear power in the United States, there is some indication that

the industry may be on the brink of a rebirth. World concems about the impact of carbon

monoxide on global warrning have come to make large-scale energy sources that do not rely on

fossil fuels appear more attractive from an environmental standpoint, while new developments in
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reactor design are being touted as safer and more economical than previous reactors." Reports in

the business media that demand for electricity is finally catching up with the utility ir1dustry’s ability

to meet that demand are being touted by the nuclear industry as evidence that new nuclear power

plants will be vitally needed in the future."‘ Of even more signilicance to the importar1ce of this

study is President Reagan’s Executive Order of November 18, 1988, that directs FEMA to assume

operational responsibility for off-site emergency plarming should state and/or local governrnents

refuse to cooperate in developing emergency plans." The President’s action was stirnulated by the

refusal of local and state authorities to cooperate in developing off-site emergency plans for the

Shoreham plant on Long Island, N.Y., and the Seabrook plant in New Hampshire.“° The Presi-

dent’s action has apparently removed a weapon from the arsenal of local ofiicials who may want

to use emergency planning as a tool to stop development of future nuclear power plants." Re-

gardless of the outcome of the debate over the future of commercial nuclear power, there is no

question that govemment has a responsibility to protect the safety of the estimated 3.4 million

Americans who presently live within the shadow of more than 100 operating nuclear reactors."

This study seeks to help increase that margin of safety. ‘
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Notes to Chapter I

1. In December 1984, a chernical leak from the Union Carbide plant in Bhopal overwhelrned
people sleeping in the surrounding neighborhood. The Indian govemment now estimates that the
accident killed 3,330 people and injured up to 200,000, many of whom the government says will
die from their injuries. See The New York Times, 4 December 1988, 33.

2. I believe it important here to explain my use of certain terms. I follow W. David Conn and
Nickolaus R. Feimer by defrning a "hazard" as a threat that has the potential, at a certain magni-
tude, to produce negative consequences such as illness, death, or damage for an individual or a
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Chapter II
The Nuclear Ethic

It has been observed that "those who control the discourse on risk will most likely control

the political battles as well."‘ lf, indeed, social, political and cultural factors have shaped modern

discourse about risks associated with living around commercial nuclear power plants, a study which

examines these factors is long overdue. This approach to nuclear risk communication is particularly

appropriate given the rich and diverse body of information compiled about the history of com-

mercial nuclear power development -- information that frequently focuses on the complex re-

latiorrships between Congress, the regulatory agencies, the nuclear industry, and the

owner/operators of America’s commercial nuclear power plants.

If risk messages often have symbolic meanings for those individuals and organizations that

communicate information about risk, an exarnination of the historic discourse about atomic energy

that took place during the development of America’s nuclear power industry may help illuminate

the hidden symbolic messages that exist within nuclear risk communication programs today --

messages that may be counterproductive to regulatory goals for communicating information about

nuclear plant risk. On another level, the history of nuclear power, and particularly an examination

of how it was introduced into America’s cultural consciousness, may yield valuable insights into the

attitudes that affect how the message senders and receivers perceive nuclear plant risks -- attitudes

that have serious implications for the marmer in which nuclear plant risk information is presently

being communicated to the public.
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Some researchers believe that the concems many Americans have about the risks of nuclear

power can be found in the social history of its development. Christoph Hohenemser, Roger

Kasperson, and Robert Kates argue that modern attitudes about the atom rest in part in the herit-

age of atomic power as a weapon of terrible destruction:

Throughout its 30-year history, nuclear power has inspired some of the major hopes and fears of
mankind. While it is difficult to describe this relationship except in terms of influence or anecdote,
to ignore the social history of nuclear power is to misunderstand its present predicament. Many new
technologies are born in wartime efforts. None have [sic] come to symbolize the destructiveness of
war as has the atomic bomb. For better or worse, nuclear power was for many years tied to and
overshadowed by the course of military developments.:

If America's cultural consciousness was first introduced to the destructive potential of the atom

through news reports of the devastation of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, it seems incongruous that

post-war America could begin construction of its first commercial nuclear power plant a mere

decade after atomic bombs fell on Japan. Yet, a Gallup poll conducted one month after the war

ended found that 47 percent ofAmericans surveyed believed that atomic energy would be developed

within the next decade to supply power for industry with only 19 percent saying it would not. By

1956, 66 percent of Americans surveyed by the Gallup organization believed that industries in their

states would be using atomic energy in the next decade, and another survey found that 64 percent

of Americans supported the generation of electricity from atomic energy with only six percent

opposed.’

Why was the atom so quickly transformed from a weapon of destruction to an instrument

of progress in the minds of a majority of Americans? The answer to this question goes to the very

heart of the complex cultural relationship that we have had with atomic energy, a relationship that

must be understood before present efforts to communicate nuclear risk infomiation can be ade-

quately assessed.

The rhetoric and images of nuclear risk communication, as I will show, have been heavily

influenced by three institutions that have had a signilicant stake in the success of nuclear power --

science, industry, and government. The combined efforts of these institutions to develop atomic

energy as a positive force for humankind has created what I will call a "nuclear ethic” that informs

the rhetoric of nuclear risk communication today. The "nuclear ethic" puts its faith in the abilities

of scientists and engineers to control the forces of the atom for positive rather than destructive ends.
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The roots of the ethic can be found in the atomic euphoria of the late 19th and early 20th centuries

that characterized early scientific discoveries about the nature and structure of the atom, a euphoria

that lasted until the mid-1950s. As a result of the enthusiasm generated in the popular press about

the atom, atomic scientists were seen as 20th century manifestations of the ancient alchemists, only

these "new alchemists" were not concemed with tra.nsmuting lead into gold but with unlocking and

controlling the secrets of the atom.

The rhetoric of this period is significant in that it established within the culture, and par-

ticularly with those who would direct atomic development after the war, an image of the atomic

scientist as a ”magician-technician" who could transmute the destructive potential of the atom into

an energy source that would benefit humankind. This view of the atomic scientist fitted in well

with the already well-established idea within Western culture of science having power over nature,

an idea that could easily be transferred to the engineers and technicians who designed and operated

commercial nuclear power plants, and ultimately to the plants themselves. Thus, nuclear power

plants inherited from atomic scientists a symbolic legacy of having the power to release unlimited

energy for the good of humankind ~- one might think of them as ’magic castles of technology" --

a myth that, though shaken in the past decade by accidents, still functions as a powerful symbol

within the culture and influences the tone and substance of nuclear risk communication today.

I will demonstrate in this chapter that the values associated with the "nuclear ethic" were

particularly appealing to scientists following World War II because most were feeling a deep sense

of guilt over their contribution to the development of atomic weapons -— guilt that provided an

impetus to find something ”positive" in post-war military atomic research programs that could uti-

lize the forces of the atom. When it became apparent to scientists such as Robert Oppenheimer,

the "father" of the atomic bomb, that controlled atomic fission could be used to produce electricity

to heat homes and run factories, the reactor became a powerful symbol of "positive" development

of the atom -- a symbol that both govemment and industry would rhetorically support throughout

atomic power’s commercial development phase of the 1950s and l960s when both institutions used

their considerable marketing resources to "sell' atomic power to electric utility systems both at

home and abroad. While the economic and safety problems of the 1970s, capped by the accident
I
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at Three Mile Island, have forced govemment and industry to reevaluate their respective rolcs in

nuclear development, the "nuclear ethic" has continued to exert an influence over the continued

operation of nuclear power plants. This study exarnines how that influence has found its way into

nuclear risk communication and functions to emphasize certain values about nuclear power at the

expense of public safety.

Atomic Energy and Alchemy

For many years prior to the development of the atomic bomb, atomic energy had been a

topic of discussion in both literature and the popular media. Led by the scientific community, the

discussion was generally positive and hopeful, and pre-war rhetoric about the atom was filled with

predictions about its potential to improve people’s lives. In their interesting discussion of how the

"1anguage" of nuclear power has helped shape political arguments over its place in American life,

Stephen Hilgartner, Richard C. Bell and Rory O’Connon note that the l930s were filled with op-

tirnistic predictions about the development of atomic energy:

The discovery of X-rays and radium at the end of the nineteenth century brought forth visions of a
technological Garden of Eden. The phiI0sopher’s stone and the elixir of Iße had been found at last.
The discovery of nuclear fission in 1938 unleashed a torrent of similar imagery: nuclear-powered
planes and automobiles would whisk us effortlessly around the globe, while unlimited nuclear elec-
tricity powered underground cities, farms, and factories.‘

The references to atomic energy as the "phi1osopher’s stone" and the "elixir of life" make

an important rhetorical connection between the atomic scientist and the alchernist, a connection

that was maintained throughout the first half of the 20th century in the popular media and by the

scientists themselves. Although the passage of time has caused us to remember alchernists as

charlatans who swindled people into believing they could transmute tin and lead into silver and

gold, alchemy was a complex network incorporating religious, philosophical, and mystical ideas that

sought to uncover the laws of nature, much like modern science. Alchemy existed in ancient China

and India, but its main tradition emerged in Egypt at about 100 A.D. It was practiced by the
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Greeks and enthusiastically adopted by the Arabs. When Arabic texts were translated into Latin

after 1100, alchemy spread through western Europe, reaching its peak between the 14th and 17th

centuries before the emergence of the scientific method began to dim the alchemist’s star.’

In his account of how modem chemistry developed from alchemy, John Read acknowl- .

edges the broader role for alchemy, noting that it was a ". . .philosophical system which aimed at

penetrating and harmonising the mysteries of creation and of life. . .' and that transmutation of

matter
”.

. .was merely an incidental aim of alchemy, designed to afford proof on the material plane

of its wider tenets, in particular that of the essential unity of all things/’° According to Read, the

search among alchemists for the "philosopher’s stone" and the 'elixir of life" is ”the most enduring

and romantic epic to be found in the whole history of science/’7 Although the guiding principles

of alchemy were subjected to widely varying interpretations, it was generally assumed that the phi-

losopher’s stone functioned as a powerful transmuting agent or catalyst that was capable of curing

”diseases" in the base metals so that they would be changed into the "noble' metals, silver and gold.

Because the alchernist believed in the unity of all matter, ". . .it followed that such an agent should

also be effective in healing the infirmities of man and prolonging his life. In this guise the Philos-

opher’s Stone was regarded as the perfect medicine of man, under the name of the Elixir Vitae, or

Elixir of Life/" While descriptions of the physical processes required to produce the phi1osopher’s

stone and the elixir are both numerous and difficult to untangle, most were based on bringing to-

gether various elements in a hermetically sealed and heated glass vessel, known as variously as the

Vase of Hermes, the Vase of the Philosophers, or the Philosopher’s Egg, where they were combined

in the vessel with a liquid medium called either the Hermetic Stream, ”philosophical water," or

"heavy water.”°

As Brian Easlae points out, early 20th century scientists were well aware of their alchemical

legacy as they struggled to change the atomic structure of the elements:

. . .in the very first years of the twentieth century the principal investigators of radioactivity saw
themselves as taking the path that, in their eyes, had been so actively pursued by alchemists and na-
tural magicians but which had been abandoned by the new philosophers as impossible; they were
taking none other than the path leading to the discovery of the philosopher’s stone and from thence
to the elixir of lif“e.‘°
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For the modem scientist, transmutation of the elements would produce not silver or gold, but

lirnitless energy, the modern day elixir of life. In a widely-read book published in 1908, Nobel

prize-winning chemist Frederick Soddy declared that the energy derived from the transmutation of

the atom would 'make the whole world one smiling Garden of Eden/’** Transmutation was but

one of several comparisons that were made between alchemy and the new atomic science. The

alchemist's hermetic vessel, which relied on tremendous heat to create the elixir of life, closely re-

sembled in function the scientists’ conception of the atomic reactor. "The material aim of the

alchemists, the transmutation ofmetals, has now been realized by science, and the alchemical vessel

is the uranium piIe,' wrote F. Sherwood Taylor, director of the London Science Museum, in

1949.*2 The 'heavy water' used by alchemists as a medium for the creation of the elixir of life had

its 20th century equivalent in deuterium, an isotope of hydrogen useful in sustaining nuclear chain

reactions and terrned "heavy water" by scientists because it weighed twice as much as hydrogen.*’

MIT President Karl Taylor Compton hammered home the comparison between alchemy and

atomic science in a lengthy 1933 article:

. . .where have we left the alchemist? We left him dead, killed by the chemist who had destroyed his
hopes of effecting the transmutation of elements. But now the physicist has brought him to life again,’
with renewed vigor and enthusiasm. For if t.he atomic nucleus is a structure of electrons and protons,
it should be possible to break up this structure or to add to it, and thus to change one chemical ele-
ment into another. The agencies are no longer earth, water, air, and fire, but electricity and probably
electrical particles shot with tremendous speeds into nuclei. The goal is not gold or silver, but energy.
And with the alchemist, who is a practical man trying to get something, is working the physicist, who
is not an impractical man, trying to learn something. In fact they are one and the same man.*‘

The image became part of the scientific culture in 1937 when Emest Rutherford, the Nobel prize-

winning British physicist who expressed concem in 1902 about being compared with alchemists,

named his book on atomic science The Newer AIchemy.*’

By comparing themselves with alchemists, the early atomic scientists inherited an image

ofpossessing 'magica1" power to control forces that the layperson could not understand. Alchemy,

according to Read, was a ". . .vast network in which the sparse strands of rudimentary chemistry

were interwoven with threads derived from ancient and later religions, folklore, mythology,

astrology, magic, mysticism, philosophy, theosophy, and other wide fields of human imagination

and experience/’*° Alchemists distanced themselves from the layperson by protecting their secrets

with obscure language and symbolic drawings, just as the work of the atomic scientist was shielded
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from public view at first by technical language and mathematics and later by the overwhelrning se-

crecy of the Manhattan Project. ”Just as the Vessel itself was hermetically sealed,” writes Read, "so

was everything pertaining to it guarded by the ’Sons of Herrnes’ as a sealed body of knowledge and

ritual, sacred to these priests of ’the Divine Art/”"

Alchernists protected their secrets not out of selfish motivations, but because they feared

the dangers of placing such great power in the hands of those not properly trained to receive it.

This idea was carried into the 20th century through the medium of popular fiction and film, as

many of the public prior to World War II were introduced to atomic energy by stories and movies

that depicted scientists as "masters’ of secrets locked inside the atom who could use their magic for

either good or evil ends. 'Anyone who could read a comic book or see a Saturday movie seria1,'

notes Weart, ”knew that vast arnounts of energy were locked within atoms -- energy somehow

connected with the transmutation of elements, energy somehow connected with radiation, energy

that might possibly be released someday for great benefit or destruction.””

Throughout its history, magical allusions have been used to characterize developments in

atomic science. Easlea notes that as early as 1893, scientists were depicted as modem-day

magicians, and that by 1898 the president of the British Association for the Advancement of Science

was predicting that the energy locked inside the atom awaited only ’the magic wand of science" to

be set free." By the 1930s, the atom was often described in the popular media as a ”mysterious"

force that scientists were trying to both "control" and 'ur1leash." For example, a 1933 New York

Times' commentary talked of a future ". . . less than a century away" in which the world would

be ”transforrned by the atomic engineer. . .at last the nucleus of the atom can be made to ernit rays

of energy by an instrument which man has invented and over which he has a crude control/’2°

The image of scientist as alchemist or magician who could use the atom as a magic wand

to transforrn and improve daily life endured into the 1950s. As I—li1gartner et al. point out, one of

the image’s more memorable representations occurred with the publication of the 1956 book Our

Friend the ATOM, written by Heinz Haber and transforrned by Walt Disney Productions into an

animated cartoon version that was shown in movie theatres and on television. The story line was

based on the legend of the genie and the bottle, with atomic energy personified as the wish-granting
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genie and the atomic scientist as the fisherman who first fears and then controls the genie.2‘ The

govemment capitalized on the power of the image when President Eisenhower used what Läe

magazine described as a 'radioactive wand" to symbolically begin construction of the nation’s first

commercial nuclear power reactor at Shippingport, Pennsylvania, on Labor Day 1954.22 In a

speech to the National Association of Science Writers nine days later, AEC Chairman Lewis Strauss

used an alchernical allusion to describe the "new’ magic ofatomic power ·- the production of energy

so inexpensive that it would not need to be metered, an image that would come back to haunt

nuclear energy in the decade of the 1970s:

Transmutation of the elements -- unlimited power. . .these and a host of other results all in fifteen
short years. It is not too much to expect that our children will enjoy in their homes electrical energy
too cheap to meter, will know of great periodic regional famines in the world only as matters of his·
tory, will travel effortlessly over the seas and under them and through the air with a minimum of
danger and at great speeds, and will experience a life span far longer than ours. . .This is the forecast
for an age of peace.2

While the atomic euphoria was generally confined to writers in the popular press through-

out the early part of the 20th century, some scientists were also caught up ir1 the excitement. One

of the most enthusiastic scientific spokesman for atomic development during this period was R.

M. Langer of the California Institute of Technology. Langer painted a bright picture of an atomic

future in which scientists would hand over the magical secrets of the atom to engineers for practical

application in everyday life:

. . .we are about to enter a period of unparalleled richness and opportunities for all. Privilege and
class distinctions and the other sources of social uneasiness and bittemess will become relics because
things that make up the good life will be so abundant and inexpensive. War itself will become ob-
solete because of the disappearance of those economic stresses that immemorially have caused it.
lndustrious, powerful nations and clever, aggressive races can win at peace far more than ever could
be won at war. This is not visionary. The foundations of the happy era have already been laid. The
driving force is within our grasp. Reality is about to be handed from the scientists in their laboratories
to the engineers in their factories for application to your daily life. lt is a new form ofpower ·- atomic
power. lt will change our lives in a thousand ways. . .Transportation anywhere on, over or beyond
the eart.h will be at your personal touch. The face of the earth will be changed ~- with rails, houses,
and roads gone. Your social and cultural and recreational life will have infinite variety. Everything
-- your clothes, food, health -- will be touched by the wand.2‘

The popular press shared Langer’s vision of a future positively shaped by atomic power.

Time magazine reported in 1940 that ”the old dream of sending a ship around the world on the

energy in a pint of atoms. . .seemed much closer than before,”2’ and John J. O’Neill noted in

Harpefs Magazine that developments lI1 atomic research ". . .may open a new era for civi1ization."

Looking at the impact of atomic energy on the economy, O’Nei11 forecast that coal mining would
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cease as an industry a.r1d oil would be exclusively devoted to chemical production. Railroads, no

longer required to ship large quantities of coal for power production, would be hard hit by theI
atomic revolution, and electric energy production would be tra.nsformed. O’Neill also noted the
bcneficial uses of atomic energy in medicine, particularly in the treatment of cancer, but cautioned

that the effect of atomic energy on the human body would need to receive a ”great deal of attention"

because of the tendency of scientists working with the new force to have low white cell counts."’

With the exception of a flurry of interest in radiurn poisioning in the late 1920s, rarely were

the health risks associated with atomic energy reported in the popular media prior to World War

II, though tales of radioactive "monsters" and "mad” atomic scientists didbecome popular subject

matter for pulp science fiction magazines and motion pictures.27 If dangers associated with the atom

were mentioned in the media, they were generally confined to descriptions of the heavy metal or

water shielding provided scientists to protect them from the ’rays" produced by the new force. A

1938 article ir1 Popular Mechanics described work in the radiation laboratory by the University of

California at Berkeley and pointed out that overexposure to the "rays" could be lethal, but the ar-

ticle’s focus was on the benefits of the rays in the treatment of cancer and other diseases.28 Langer

also briefly mentioned in his Collie/s article that atomic energy rays were 'deadly in character" and

could be used as a weapon, but concluded that such a weapon '. . .would be effective only for a few

yards/'zg ·

Atomic Scientists Emerge Into Spotlight

Allusions to the atom as a 'mysterious' force and the atomic scientist as the alchemist or

magician who could produce the magic conveyed a symbolic image to the American public of the

scientist as one who could, for the good of civilization, control the forces locked inside the atom.

Already well-established in the popular media before the war, the image was further enhanced by

public revelation of the contributions of the Manhattan Project scientists to the development of the
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bomb that ended World War II. "For some of the scientists,” notes Peter Goodchild, "there were

medals and letters of merit and, now that their secret was out, men who, for the duration of the

war, had been thought by friends and relatives to have ducked out of the war effort, found them-

selves treated as heroes.”’° As nuclear power critic Daniel Ford points out, scientists, and partic-

ularly atomic scientists, emerged after World War II as
’.

. .the high priests of a state religion that

promised social progress by means of made-to-order technological advances.""

The successful completion of the Manhattan Project and the public disclosure of the role

that atomic scientists had played in winning the war brought many scientists out of the laboratory

and into the glare of the public spotlight for the first time. They became the country's first technical

'experts’ on atomic energy, and their advice was sought at the highest levels of government con-

ceming what should be done with the new and terrible source of energy. As David E. Lilienthal

observed several years after completing his term as the first chairman of the Atomic Energy Com-

mission (AEC), the atomic scientist immediately after the war assumed a stature that was larger

than life:

The Atom became all-important, and so therefore did the men who had called it into being, the
atomic scientists. These men. whose skills lay in the handling of abstract concepts and inanimate
physical materials, were suddenly catapulted into the very center of human affairs. Military men,
politicians, business leaders, teachers -- all categories of men who dealt with the more ornery and
unpredictable affairs of human beings -- were dwarfed by comparison. The scientist scemed to take
on some of the attributes of his world-shaking creation; there was, in the public mind, something
unearthly, something superhuman, something uncanny about him."

But for many post·World War II atomic scientists, enjoyment of their celebrity status was tempered

by recognition of their responsibility for unleashing forces powerful enough to destroy the world.

VJ Day, as Goodchild points out, brought a sense of relief to the Los Alamos scientists who had

designed the first bomb, but also feelings of guilt about what they had created:

. . .there were those who, even on that jubilant evening [of VJ Day], felt that they were there cele-
brating a hollow victory. For years most of the men at. Los Alamos had been caught up in t.he ex-
citement of the technical challenge and had given so little thought to the consequences of their action.
Their celebration marked the profound relief that a monumental task had been achieved, but at the
same time there was a realisation of the awfulness of what they had done.°°

The feelings of "awfulness' were exacerbated for some scientists because they had continued to de-

velop the bomb after Germany, the foe thought most likely to produce atomic weapons, surren-

dered in May 1945. Richard Feynman, a physicist who would win the Nobel prize, was one of a
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number of scientists who joined the project because he believed the Germans were capable of

producing atomic weapons:

What I did immorally was not to remember the reason why I was doing it. So when the reason
changed, which was that Germany was defeated, not a single thought came to my mind that it meant
I should reconsider why I was continuing to do this. I simply didn’t think."

The realization that the blind search for scientific "truth' had unlocked the most destructive force

known to humankind caused many atomic scientists to actively call for civilian control of atomic

energy and an acceleration of the development of peaceful uses of the atom. "Science, which had

theretofore been considered a progressive force for good, had revealed its essential neutrality and

consequent potential for evil,' observes Diane Carter Maleson. 'The magnitude of the destructive

force of the atom virtually mandated a showing that this force was also capable of conferring ex-

ceptional benefits upon mankind.””

A key figure in the scientist’s search for atomic atonement was Robert Oppenheimer, who

directed the special weapons laboratory at Los Alamos, New Mexico, where the first bombs were

designed and assembled. Oppenheirner emerged after the war as a figure of popular acclaim with

both the public and the scientific community for his accomplishments at Los Alarnos and as an

adviser of high regard among government policy makers who were setting the foundation of

American nuclear policy.’° From 1945 to 1954, according to James W. Kunetka, ". . .Oppenheimer

was one of the most important and influential consultants to the United States Government on

matters of atomic energy/’” During this period Oppenheirner served on several govemment com-

mittees and panels that helped develop post-war policy on atomic energy, including five years as

chair of the influential General Advisory Committee (GAC) to the AEC commissioners. He also

contributed to the ill-fated U.S. effort to establish intemational controls on atomic energy through

the United Nations. His government career ended in 1954 when he lost his AEC security clearance

following a hearing into his prewar association with leftwing associations and his alleged activities

to oppose development of the hydrogen bomb. He spent the final years of his life as director of the

Institute of Advanced Studies at Princeton University. Ironically, the AEC awarded Oppenheirner

its Enrico Fermi award ir1 1963 for his contributions to the development of atomic energy. He died

of cancer in 1967 at age 62.
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Although his final years as a govemment adviser were tainted by suspicion and doubt,

Oppenheimer was representative of a number of scientists who provided a "br·idge’ between the

atomic euphoria of the late 19th and early 20th centuries and the period of intense industrial interest

in atomic power that began in the l950s. While Oppenheimer the realist recognized that weapons

development would always be associated with atomic energy, he worked tirelessly after World War

Il to promote peacetime development of the atom through a combination of international controls,

fundamental atomic research, and development of an AEC organization capable of creating a real-

istic atomic reactor development program. More importantly, Oppenheimer was the first in a

generation of scientists-statesmen whose endorsement of commercial atomic power would lend

scientific credibility to the "nuc1ear ethic." By hclping to effect the transformation of atomic energy

from a weapon of war into an instrument with the potential to produce cheap and abundant energy,

Oppenheimer indeed became a ”new alchemist.'

Oppenheimer, like many Manhattan Project scientists, was tom between his feelings of

guilt over the role science had played
al

the creation of the atomic bomb and the conviction that

the pursuit of ”pure" scientific research would ultimately produce societal good. "The designing and

developing of a scientifically remarkable atomic weapon was a project that had interested and ex-

cited Oppenheimer as a scientist,” observes Kunetka, "but the violent and devastating implications

of the weapon presented another matter altogether. It was, perhaps, a situation that greatly com-

plicated the scientist’s life.'“ At the end of the war, he is quoted by Goodchild as saying, "ln some

sort of crude sense, which no vulgarity, no humour, no overstatement can quite extinguish, the

physicists have known sin, and this is a knowledge which they cannot use." In 1948, he would tell

President Truman, 'Mr. President, I have blood on my hands/’”

Oppenheimer was aware of the implications of his work w11ile he labored on developing

the bomb in the New Mexico desert, according to his colleague, Victor F. Weisskopf:

Long before the great test [of the first bomb at Alamogordo], the political and moral implications of
the bomb were in the foreground of interest. Oppenheimer and [Niels] Bohr started many discussions
about the dangers of atomic weapons and about ways and means of tuming this new discovery into
a constructive force for peace. All of us hoped that this great force of destruction might open the eyes
of the world to the futility ofwar. lt was in part Oppie's leadership that led to the formation ofgroups
devoted to these problems and to a number of ideas and plans for an intemational approach to the
exploitation of atomic energy, so that this new force would bring nations together instead of tearing
them apart.‘°
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But Oppenheimer was also convinced that scientists must be free to pursue their investigations into

nature, regardless of what others would do with the knowledge of their discoveries. Speaking to the

Association of Los Alamos Scientists in November 1945, Oppenheimer expressed his fear that na-

tional security restrictions on scientific exchange of information about the atom threatened the very

existence of science:

lfyou are a scientist you believe that it is good to find out how the world works; that it is good to find
out what the realities are; t.hat it is good to turn over to mankind at large the greatest possible power
to control the world and to deal with it according to its lights and its values. . .lt is not possible to
be a scientist. . .unless you think that it is of the highest value to share your knowledge, to share it
with anyone who is interested. It is not possible to be a scientist unless you believe that the knowledge
of the world, and the power which this gives, is a thing which is of intrinsic value to humanity, and
that you are using it to help in the spread of knowledge, and are willing to take the consequences."

Unlike the ancient alchemists who were reluctant to share their secrets with others, Oppenheimer

believed that it was incumbent upon scientists to freely provide information about atomic energy.

If the promise of atomic energy would be achieved, the ”new alchemists" must function effectively

not only in the laboratory, but also in the world:

. . .we are not only scientists; we are men, too. We cannot forget our dependence on our fellow men.
1 mean not only our material dependence, without which no science would be possible, and without
which we could not work; l mean also our deep moral dependence, in that the value of science must
lie in the world of men, that all our roots lie there. These are the strongest bonds in the world,
stronger than those even that bind us to one another, these are the deepest bonds -- that bind us to

- our fellow men.‘2

Oppenheminer had defmed what would later become the role of the ”new alchemist" as a

”scientist·statesman” after the war. In that role, Oppenheimer strongly pushed for peaceful devel-

opment of atomic power as a means to erase in the public mind the spectre of atomic war. His

most influential position in helping determine the course of peaceful development of atomic power

was as chair of the influential AEC General Advisory Comrnittee.'*’

The General Advisory Committee

The AEC was created in 1946 following a bitter political debate over whether control of

the atom should remain in military hands or be turned over to a civilian administration. Most
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scientists pushed hard for civilian control in the hope that future atomic research would not be

hampered by rigid security requirements.“ They particularly liked the language in a bill introduced

by freshman Connecticut Senator Brien McMahon in December 1945 that loosened security con-

trols over atomic research and forbade atomic weapons research that was contrary to intemational

agreements. The McMahon bill called for a civilian commission appointed by the President subject

to Senate confumation that would oversee a complete govemment monopoly over the development

and use of atomic energy, including the ownership of materials and production facilities. The bill

was debated throughout the spring and summer of 1946 before a compromise bill was signed into

law by President Truman on August 1 as the Atomic Energy Act of 1946. A significant product

of the prolonged debate was the creation of an 18-member Congressional Joint Committee on

Atomic Energy (JCAE) to oversee military and civilian development of atomic energy under the

new commission."’

The Atomic Energy Act of 1946 directed the AEC to create an advisory committee ". . .to

advise the Commission on materials, production, research and development policies, and other

matters."‘° Lilienthal was President Truman’s choice as the first AEC chairman and he quickly

named Oppenheimer to the GAC. Lilienthal and Oppenheimer had previously served together on

an advisory panel that helped the U.S. State Department develop its proposal to the U.N. for

international control of atomic energy. In working together to produce the panel’s final report, the

two men agreed that the key to eliminating military use of atomic energy was to increase public

understanding of its peaceful applications. Lilienthal shared Oppenheimer’s belief that such a de-

structive force as atomic energy had to have a peacetime use, and he was particularly impressed

with Oppenheimer’s mental ability during the advisory panel meetings."

Although not present at the GAC’s first meeting in January 1947, Oppenheimer was elected

chair and soon occupied the most influential position in the country for guiding the post-war de-

velopment of atomic power, second only to that of being an AEC commissioner}8 While

Oppenheimer recognized the importance of establishing a high priority on the continued develop-

ment of nuclear weapons for national defense, it is clear that he reached that conclusion reluctantly.

But Oppenheimer was above all else a realist, and he realized that national security priorities would
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relegate peacetime development of atomic power to a secondary position behind weapons devel-

opment. Glenn T. Seaborg, one of Oppenheimer’s GAC colleagues who would later serve a

10-year term as AEC chairman, recalled that Oppenheimer approached the job fully cognizant of

the difliculties ahead. 'During those early GAC days Oppie also showed his great desire to foster

the peaceful role of the atom," said Seaborg in a 1967 collection of essays written to honor

Oppenheimer’s memory. ^'Like most of us he wanted to see the early development of nuclear

power. But, also like most of us at that time, he was overly pessirnistic about the possibilities of

rapid growth in this area."’

A major impediment to peaceful development of atomic power was that the nation’s lim-

ited supplies of fissionable material were vitally needed for the weapons development program. A

hope for the future might rest in reactors that would produce more fissionable material than they

consumed ·- the breeders ·- but many technical difficulties confronted commercial development of

such reactors.’° Despite the negative prospects, Oppenheimer urged the GAC in its early meetings

to support development of commercial nuclear reactors as a way to help mold public understanding

of the peaceful potential of the atom, according to AEC historians Richard G. Hewlett 8.Ild Francis

Duncan:

After lunch, Oppenheimer began to think out loud on the subject. As well as he understood Lhe value
of weapons, he could not give reactors a second priority. . .he dwelt on the extraordinary opportunity
to transform public understanding of atomic energy from a specter of war into a promise for peace
by developing reactors for the production of power. Perhaps with a top priority it might be possible
to obtain some power from a reactor in a year or two.’

‘

When it was pointed out that the intemational situation precipitated by the Cold War required an

increase in research and development of atomic weapons, Oppenheimer ". . .was reluctant to accept

the conclusion that the production of weapons and the development of improved models would

be necessary in the postwar world." He tried to make a case for establishing a strong reactor re-

search laboratory at Los Alamos that would have ". . .greater appeal to the exceptional scientist

than the development of thermonuclear weapons."2 But, in the end, the advisory committee as-

signed a high priority to weapons development, and Oppenheimer carried the committee’s dis-

couraging report on commercial nuclear power development to the AEC commissioners in 1947.
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While weapons would be the comrnittee’s first priority, the GAC defrnitely determined that

atomic reactors should be its second, according to Kunetka. ”Reactor research was the key to in-

creased fissionable materials production as well as for a myriad of scientific and technical achieve-

ments which might one day include cheap electrical power/'” The GAC actively supervised a

number of small AEC experimental reactor projects and GAC members frequently visited remote

laboratory locations where prototype reactors were being developed.“ Oppenheimer, notes

Seaborg, was particularly interested in how the AEC might support fundamental atomic energy

research by universities and small laboratories -· research not related to weapons:

During his leadership of the GAC, Oppenheimer spearheaded the move for strong AEC support of
fundamental research. ln no other era of human history had the world seen such a transfer of theory
into application as in the events of the Manhattan Project. Perhaps better than any other person,
Oppenheimer, who had overseen so much of this project, saw this transfer take place. And to a man
of his depth and philosophical insight the realization of the future implications of fundamental re-
search had a most profound effect. He saw the dawn of a new age of science and knew that the
government's relationship to science could never be the same. Therefore, he argued brilliantly in
GAC proposals to ensure that the AEC would play a leading role in fundamental nuclear research.“

While Oppenheimer was unable to convince the GAC to place reactor development on an

equal footing with weapons, he was an effective advocate for peacetime development of the atom.

His forceful personality undoubtedly exexted considerable influence over both his GAC colleagues

and Lilienthal, who became a strong promoter of atomic energy commercialization after his tenure

as AEC chaim1an.’° In his joumal, Lilienthal repeatedly praises the depth and clarity of

Oppenheirner’s thinking. For example, Lilienthal recalls that at his first meeting with Oppenheimer

in 1946 he was
”.

. .greatly impressed with his [Oppenheimer’s] flash of mind" ar1d considered him
”.

. .a really great teacher" of atomic energy fundamentals [Lilienthal's emphasis].” Goodchild

quotes Lilienthal on Oppenheimer: "He is worth living a lifetime just to know that mankind has

been able to produce such a being. We may have to wait another hundred years for the second

one to come off the line/58 During Senate hearings on the McMahon bill, Lilienthal found

Oppenheirner’s testimony "bri1liant" and makes a later observation that Oppenheimer has '. . .su-

perior knowledge" and ". . .skecial sensitiveness." Describing a one-hour Oppenheimer summation

of GAC views on fundamental atomic research before the commissioners in 1947, Lilienthal called

the report '. . .as brilliant, lively, and accurate'a statement as I believe I have ever heard. He
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[Oppenheimer] is pure genius. Even these great brains [the GAC] joined in the amazement and

delight we all felt with this wonderful piece/’”

Despite his keen interest in peaceful uses of the atom, Oppenheimer recognized that unre-

alistic clairns about the potential of atomic energy would do more harm than good for future de-

velopment. He was particularly concemed about public statements on the future of atomic energy

made by respected figures of the day that ignored the infantile stage of development of reactor

technology.°° One such figure was John R. Dunning, director of the divison of research at

Columbia University, who predicted in 1946 that atomic energy would be used in ships and planes

within three to five years, an estimate that the GAC members believed was off by at least a

decade.°‘ Even the normally cautious Maj. Gen. Leslie R. Groves, director of the Manhattan

Project, was swept up in the post-war atomic euphoria, telling an audience that, "Reports that

limitless energy will be available from a superabundance of power, light and heat, that streamliners

will be running across the continent on the atomic energy of a thimbleful of water are entirely

within the realm of speculation; in fact, beyond it."°2
n

Oppenheimer’s solution to the problem of public education about atomic power was to

strongly encourage the AEC commissioners to release a statement that would reflect the "rea1"

prospects for commercial development. But the commissioners were feeling increasing pressure

from Congress, the scientific community, American industry, and some foreign govemments in

1947 to meet inflated public expectations for commercial nuclear power development, and

Lilienthal was afraid that a negative report on nuclear power development would put the com-

mercial reactor program further behind weapons development.°’ After negotiation between the

AEC and the GAC, a statement was issued that was somewhat more positive in tone than

Oppenheimer’s original draft, but indicated that the GAC still did not see any sigrrificant role for

nuclear power in replacing the world’s convential power sources within the next 20 years.°‘

While Oppenheimer believed that the public deserved a realistic appraisal of atomic energy

development, he also led the GAC to take several concrete steps designed to make the reality of the

AEC power reactor program move at least a little closer toward public expectations. Oppenheimer

created a reactor development cornrnittee composed of representatives from each AEC research
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laboratory, believing that such a committee could help the commission focus and set priorities in

a development program that was spread out over a number of different projects.°’ Convinced that

the AEC’s organizational structure was too decentralized, Oppenheimer and the GAC issued a

highly critical report in 1948 that called for the creation of five new staff positions to direct research,

weapons, reactors, production, and administration. In Oppenheirner's typical no-nonsense fashion,

the report’s conclusion pointedly said that the GAC members '. . .despair of progress in the reactor

program and see further difficulty even in the areas of weapons and production unless a reorgan-

ization takes place/’°° Shortly thereafter, the commission announced a new organization with most

of the major components recommended by the GAC in place.

The most signilicant step taken by the GAC under Oppenheimer to further reactor devel-

opment occurred shortly before the GAC issued its negative 1947 statement on the prospects for

commercial nuclear power. In a meeting with the newly formed reactor development group, the

GAC heard a report on the lack of progress in power reactor development. At the same time, the

Navy and Air Force were petitioning the commission to assign some priority to development of

atomic-power subrnarines and aircraft. The GAC saw in the Navy and Air Force programs an

opportunity to give the reactor development effort some direction, and assigned its highest priority

to the development of an atomic-powered submarine.°7 That decision provided the spark that

would lead first to the development of the atomic submarine Nautilus and ultirnately to the con-

struction of the first civilian nuclear reactor in the United States.

While the GAC continued to help guide the reactor development program throughout

Oppenheirner's five and one-half years as chairrnan, detonation of a Soviet atomic device in 1949

would force the GAC committee to return its attention to weapons development, and stimulated

renewed interest by U.S. leaders in production of the "Super” or hydrogen bomb. Although

Oppenheimer and the GAC recommended against pursuing the "Super” for both political and

humanitarian reasons, President Truman directed the AEC in January 1950 to accelerate its devel-

opment program toward the ”Super.' The outbreak of the Korean War in June further reinforced

the governrr1ent’s determination to make more destructive atomic weapons. By this time

Oppenheimer was beginning to hear the first rumblings of a concerted campaign to brand him as
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a leftwing sympathizer and a security risk, allegations that would culminate in 1954 with a four-

week hearing before the AEC’s Personnel Security Board that produced three thousand pages of

testimony. Although the board’s majority report was contradictory, it recommended that

Oppenheimer’s security clearance be withdrawn.°°

Government-Industry Cooperation

Oppenheimer’s well-publicized difficulties did not dirn the public credibility of the ’new

a1chemists" helped to establish commercialization of the atomic reactor as a positive value within

the "nuclea.r ethic.' However, if atomic power was to make a successful transition into American

society after World War II, it would need the support of two powerful institutions -- government

and industry. That support came haltingly as government had to overcome its desire to monopolize

the atom’s secrets and industry had to be shown that atomic energy had the potential to produce

profits. But by the mid- 1950s, both govemment and industry had overcome the political and eco-

nomic problems that had initially blocked atomic development and were cooperating to make

atomic power a positive symbol of American technological know-how. That cooperation would

become a key component of the "nuclear ethic."

The cooperative relationship between govemment and industry to develop commercial

atomic power began during the Manhattan Project when several companies worked as government

contractors in the bomb development program. Many of these contractors were interested in the

commercial potential of atomic power at the end of World War ll, but a number of impediments

had to be removed before industry would invest the capital necessary to build atomic power plants.

Chief among these was the veil of secrecy that was thrown up around atomic power during World

War II and that persisted into the Cold War years of the late 1940s and early 1950s. Despite the

hopes of many scientists, the security requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1946, coupled with

the Cold War conservatism of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, severely restricted the flow
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of information about atomic power. Only a limited number of companies able to obtain military

contracts with atomic energy applications could gain any atomic expertise immediately after the

war. Two such companies were Westinghouse and General Electric, and their vehicle for obtaining

on-the-job atomic training was the Navy program to develop a better way to power submarines.

Heading the Navy atomic reactor development effort was Captain Hyman G. Rickover,

who would have tremendous influence over the direction of the civilian reactor program through

the experience that private contractors gained by working on Rickover’s submarine reactors. After

a six-month assignment in 1946 at the Manhattan Project’s Clinton Laboratories near Oak Ridge,

Tennessee, Rickover became the Navy’s 'expert" on atomic power. Like Oppenheimer and the

GAC, Rickover recognized in 1947 that the AEC reactor research effort was not committed to a

practical engineering program to develop an atomic power plant but wanted instead to explore a

number of research options for atomic energy that might or might not prove feasible. Rickover

believed that the only way the Navy was going to achieve an atomic-powered submarine was to

remove its program from the laboratory physicists and put it into the hands of industry engineers

under close Navy supervision.°’
”

Inspired by Rickover’s vision of an atomic-powered Navy, Westinghouse President

Gwilym A. Price established in 1946 a separate division within the company to develop a submarine

reactor and the company signed a contract with the Navy in 1948 to begin work on a reactor system

code-named 'Wizard," forerunner to the atomic power plant that would power the Nautilus in

l954.7° General Electric was also pursuing basic atomic research at its Knolls Atomic Power

Laboratory near the company’s Schenectady, N.Y., corporate headquarters. The laboratory had

been financed by the Manhattan Project in exchange for the GE’s agreement to take over operation

of the government’s plutonium production facilities at Hanford, Washington, shortly after the end

of World War II. GE scientists expended considerable effort at Knolls in trying to develop a

"breeder" reactor -- so·called because it theoretically would produce more fuel than it consumed --

but when that project stalled, the company agreed to join the Navy’s reactor development effort in

a project named "Genie." The Genie reactor system would eventually be installed in the Navy’s

second atomic submarine, Seawoüj launched in 1955.71
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Westinghouse and General Electric gained a tremendous advantage over the rest of industry

through their Navy work, an advantage that helped the two companies ultirnately dominate the

domestic reactor manufacturing market.72 But the security requirements of the Atomic Energy Act,

aggressively enforced by the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, severely limited the access ofmost

American companies to technical information generated by the AEC’s reactor research program.

Hewlett and Anderson advance two reasons why Congress placed such tremendous emphasis on

control of atomic technology -- control that at the time seemed to fly in the face of the American

free enterprise system. One was to keep "atomic energy firmly under the govemment’s thumb" until

international controls could be established. The second was to keep the new atomic technology

from "swamping" the free enterprise system:

What stirred. . .unprecedented Govemment intervention in the economic process was the anticipation
of substantial if not spectacular innovations in nonmilitary uses of atomic energy. Most of the sci-
entists probably would have agreed with Oppenheimer’s conclusion that technological advances in the
foreseeable future would fall within the area of existing scientific knowledge; but lawyers and legisla-
tors had to allow for every eventuality, scientists only for the plausible. Who could be sure that
someone would not invent a pill which could be dropped in a pail of water to heat a house or even
a community for a year? Could the Government permit such a revolutionary invention to remain in
the hands of a single individual or company?"

Because they were denied access to the classified atomic research being conducted under

military contracts and in AEC laboratories, American business adopted a 'wait-and·see" attitude

toward commercialization of atomic energy throughout the late 1940s. The economic realities of

the new technology also made industry cautious. Lawrence Hafstad, director of reactor develop-

ment for the AEC, noted in a November 1950 speech to oil industry executives that the cost of

electric power produced by the atom would have to become competitive with fossil fuels before

commercial development would begin:

We can jusufv [Hafstad’s emphasis] heavy commitrnents to reactors producing electric power only if
and when the cost of this power bears a reasonable relationship to the cost under comparable con-
ditions of power available from conventional fuels."

Projected costs of atomic power compared poorly with power produced from oil and coal, a con-

clusion reached in a widely publicized 1950 study by the University of Chicago’s Cowles Commis-

sion for Research in Economics." Indicative of the general lessening of enthusiasm for atomic

power was a Newsweek report on the Chicago study that began, 'As yet no deserts have burst into

bloom, no polar icecaps have melted away. Indeed the brave new world of cheap and abundant
U
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atomic power seems far more remote then it did just after the war. And estirnates of the atom’s

industrial future are becoming less extravagant/’7°

While the AEC commissioners recognized that cormnercialization would not proceed until

the private sector had sufficient information on which it could make informed judgments about the

economic potential of atomic energy, the Cold War mindset of the late 1940s kept atomic research

under the lock and key of national security. The commissioners did recruit a committee ofbusiness

leaders in 1947 to investigate industrial opportunities for nuclear power, but there is evidence in

Lilienthal’s journal that the committee was little more than a public relations ploy to quiet industry

concems about secrecy." After a year of study, the cornrnittee made a few feeble recommendations

that did nothing to lower the wall of secrecy.

Change in National Atomic Policy

As America entered the 1950s, however, world affairs prompted the AEC to alter its posi-

tion of secrecy and improve the flow of research information on reactor technology into the private

sector. Korean War electricity requirements began taking up a larger proportion of U.S. power

supplies, making civilian power reactor development more attractive to U.S. policy makers. Be-

cause of the war, the AEC staff found it prudent to encourage development through private industry

rather than through AEC contractors such as Westinghouse and GE who were preoccupied with

military programs.78 Evidence by the end of 1952 that the Soviet Union and Great Britain were

actively working to develop the atom’s industrial potential also introduced foreign policy consider-

ations into the commercial reactor program. As AEC Commissioner Thomas Murray pointed out

in a 1953 speech, the U.S. could not afford to fall behind in the race to develop the industrial atom

or power-hungry developing nations might be tempted to move toward those countries with the

most developed reactor systems."
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Finally, national policy toward private atomic development significantly changed after the

death of JCAE Chairman McMahon in the summer of 1952 and the election of President Dwight
l

Eisenhower the following November. McMahon had vigorously pushed for a govemment mo-

nopoly in atomic energy for security reasons, and his death, coupled with the return of Republicans ,

to power, resulted in reorganization of the JCAE and reduced influence for those members con-

cemed with the security implications of providing atomic information to industry.“° President

Eisenhower’s famous ”Atoms for Peace" speech before the General Assembly of the United Nations

in December 1953 also publicly signaled the new admir1istration’s positive attitude toward com-

mercial development of atomic power. Among the ideas expressed by the President was the role

that atomic energy could play in meeting the electric power needs of developing nations.°‘ Shortly

after Eisenhower’s inauguration, the National Security Council decided that a vigorous national

industrial program in atomic power development was in the interest of national security.“

By perrnitting greater industry access to reactor information, the AEC gave

commercialization of atomic power a much-needed boost, and in 1951 the commission received a

positive, though qualified, report about the potential of atomic energy for power production from

a Dow Chernical-Detroit Edison team that had been given limited access to classified reactor

information." Interest in commercialization was further stirnulated by news at the end of the year

that an experimental reactor at the AEC’s reactor testing facility in the Idaho dessert had produced

the first electricity from atomic power.“ Now industry had a working demonstration of the po·

tential of the atom. By 1952, enthusiastic reports about atomic power had been received from three

other industrial study groups, and by the end of 1954 the AEC had authorized studies by 18 teams

representing 41 utilities, 29 private engineering or manufacttuing concems, one federal agency (the

Tennessee Valley Authority) and one trade association (National Association of Railroad and

Utilities Commissioners).“

But industry needed more than access to information to make the commitment to

commercialization. The Atomic Energy Act of 1946 restricted ownership of reactors and fuels to

the government. If industry was going to participate in the development of atomic energy, it wanted

to own and operate its own nuclear facilities. By 1953 the pressure had built to amend the 1946
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act to provide industry with incentives that would encourage its particpation in atomic power de-;

vclopment, although the number and kind of those incentives were extensively debated. For ex-

a.rnple, public power advocates and organized labor were concemed that arnending the act to benefit

industry would result in a private monopoly of the atomic power. But the scientific community,

the AEC comrnissioners, and the JCAE were equally convinced that atomic energy would not take

its rightful place in American society without fundamental changes ir1 the law that would allow the

private sector wider participation in power reactor development.°°

As the push for legislation gained momentum in Congress, the pace of atomic technological

development also gathered speed. In January of 1954 the Nautilus was launched, powered by the

reactor developed by Westinghouse and brought to fruition by Hyman Rickover. But the most

significant development for commercial nuclear power occurred on September 6, 1954, when

ground was broken for the nation’s first full-scale reactor project at Shippingport, Pennsylvania.

The AEC had entered into a contract with Westinghouse nearly a year earlier for development,

design, and construction of the reactor that would have a capacity of 60,000 kilowatts and be op-

erated by Duquesne Light Company. The reactor’s pressurized·water design was based on work

that Westinghouse had done for the Navy."

These events, coupled with AEC and JCAE interest in a greater role for private industry

in atomic power_development, culminated in the passage of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, a

wholesale revision of the 1946 statute that, according to Frank G. Dawson, ". . .paved the way for

a new relationship between the AEC and industry in developing commercial nuclear power."“

The key provisions of the new legislation allowed private ownership of nuclear facilities under AEC

licensing and provided more normal patent rights for private equipment manufacturers. While the

law required that the government maintain ownership of fissionable materials, the AEC was al-

lowed to lease these to private industry. The legislation also provided greater industry access to

government information about atomic power and directed the AEC to develop programs necessary

to introduce atomic energy into the private sector. In effect, Congress was asking the commission

to promote atomic power with one hand and, through licensing of reactors, regulate it with the other

·- a pattem which would have important implications for the industry’s later risk communication
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efforts. The JCAE also firmly established itself as the most powerful element in Congress on

atomic power issues by including a provision in the new law giving the comrnittee power to au-

thorize appropriations for federal atomic plant construction and real-property acquisitions, al-

though civilian power reactors were still beyond the scope of the JCAE’s authorization power.“’

With the passage of the 1954 legislation, a mechanism was in the place that should have

provided the impetus for the growth of commercial atomic power, but industry was still reluctant

to make the investments necessary to commercialize the technology. The AEC tried to involve

industry in the construction of new atomic power plants through a joint program in which gov-

ermnent and industry would develop the plants together. Once the reactors were built, the AEC

would step out of the project and industry would shoulder the financial responsibility. But indus-

try, although encouraged by the commercial prospects of atomic power, was still unwilling to ab-

sorb the costs and risks associated with construction of power plants, and response was lukewarm

to the AEC program.°° Fear of liability from nuclear reactor accidents had scared off most utilities

from ordering reactors, although by 1955 the insurance industry had created insurance pools that

provided up to $60 rr1illion each for property damage and liability arising from atomic energy ac-

tivities. This coverage was viewed as inadequate by the fledging nuclear industry, which would not

risk bankruptcy to move ahead with civilian reactor deve1opment."

Congress’ solution was passage of the Price-Anderson Act of 1957 that limited industry li-

ability for accidents to $560 million and provided some compensation to the public. The $560

million ceiling was arrived at by totaling all of the private insurance that the nuclear industry could

raise, $60 million, with the govemment putting up the remaining $500 million. It was obvious even

in 1957 that the consequences of a serious nuclear plant accident would far exceed the $560 million

ceiling, but the JCAE recognized that no commercial nuclear plants would be built without a fi-

nancial safety net to protect industry from an accident. Most observers agree that Price-Anderson

removed the last major roadblock to commercialization of nuclear power in the United States.’Z

With the passage of Price-Anderson, the American nuclear industry was poised and ready

to take off. Congress ar1d the AEC were cooperating fully with the industry and reactor manufac-

turers and owner/operators were no longer bound by liability concems should the technology fail.
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But, as Daniel Ford notes, one major obstacle still remained before nuclear power plants would

dominate the American landscape -- economics:

Economically, nuclear power did not look like a winner. Coal, the major fuel used by the electric
utilities, was in plentiful supply. lmprovements in the elliciency of coal-burning power plants, more-
over, had been dramatically reducing the cost of the electricity they generated. Even under the most
favorable assumptions, nuclear power appeared to be decidedly more expensive than the electricity
generated using this orthodox fuel.°’

In an effort to stimulate sales and compete with coal, the reactor manufacturers, led by GE, offered

"turnkey" contracts to utilities in which the manufacturers guaranteed delivery of a complete plant

by a specified date and at a firm price that was competitive with coal-fired plants. The contracts

were called "tumkey" because all a utility had to do when the plant was completed was tum the

key, walk ir1 the door, and begin operations. The ”turnkey" contracts resulted in huge losses for the

manufacturers, but they achieved their purpose of stimulating sales and creating confidence in the

market that atomic power plants could compete competitively with coal plants. Once sales began

to pick up, manufacturers switched from "turnkey' contracts to 'cost-plus" contracts ir1 which the

utilities began paying for cost oven*uns." Encouraged by a steady national demand for electricity

that averaged 7-8 percent per year from 1960-1972, utilities ordered 211 reactors between 1965 and

1974, more than 10 times the total number of reactor systems ordered prior to l965.°’

"Selling" Atomic Power

It is beyond the scope of this study to explore all of the ramifications of the cooperative

effort by the AEC, the JCAE, and the private sector to develop atomic energy. There is ample

evidence to suggest that one sigxilicant consequence of the AEC’s close relationship to industry

was neglect of the agency’s regulatory function, particularly in the area of reactor safety.’° Indeed,

Elizabeth Rolf points out that the issue of public health and safety was noticeably absent from the

1956 bill. ”While many of the hazards of radiation were clearly apparent in l946," she writes,
”no

one viewed the potential threat of an evolving nuclear technology as intolerable or something good
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engineering could not acceptably control/"’ A more significarrt consequence of the cooperative

relationship to this examination of nuclear risk communication is the extensive effort made by

government and industry to establish a climate of public opir1ion conducive to the growth of the

new industry through a variety of public relations activities.

The govemment public relations effort began initially as a campaign to "se1l” President

Eisenhower’s "Atoms for Peace" program to foreign nations. At the first Intemational Conference

on the Peaceful Uses ofAtomic Energy held in Geneva in 1955, the AEC sponsored several exhibits

containing models of different types of atomic reactors, radiation-detection instrumentation, and

other assorted atomic "hardware.' Highlight of the U.S. exhibit at the conference was a small

working research reactor that had been purchased from the U.S. by the Swiss govemment. Con-

ference attendees were able to look down in the reactor while it was operating and observe the blue

glow of the Cerenkov effect caused by reactor radiation?8 Many of the AEC exhibits developed for

the Geneva conference were returned to the U.S. and reassembled to help educate American citizens

about atomic energy.

The AEC relied principally on press releases, speeches by cornrnissioners, and interviews
”

with the news media to keep the positive aspects of atomic energy in the news, but the agency also

took some innovative measures to reach the American public directly with positive information

about atomic energy. Five mobile exhibits detailing various phases of atomic energy development

began traveling throughout the United States in 1956 and were offered free of charge to exhibitors.

These were the first in a series of exhibits that were seen by millions of Americans throughout the

1950s and 1960s. The AEC also established the American Museum of Atomic Energy in Oak

Ridge, Tennessee, and began assisting colleges and universities to develop programs in nuclear sci-

ence and engineering.g° Perhaps its most productive effort was the distribution of numerous films

about atomic power. In 1960 alone, an estimated 2,500,000 people viewed these films, and

throughout the decade of the 1960s, more than 200 million people watched the films either at direct

screenings or on te1evision.‘°° As Ford notes, the films were generally positive, upbeat productions

about atomic energy that tappcd into the now common theme of atomic scientists controlling the

"magic" of atomic energy:
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The scientists in the A.E.C. films did not discuss the risks and, indeed, hardly ever said anything.
They were shown in scenarios ·- handling nuclear materials by remote control, pressing buttons to
turn on equipment, or sitting behind drafting tables working on the blueprints for the atomic future
-- while A.E.C. announcers described how 'the sure hand of science brings power unlimited from the
magic of the atom."°‘

Private industry cooperated fully with the AEC. More than 80 U.S. companies, including

all of the major reactor equipment manufacturers, contributed equipment a.nd other resources to

the U.S. exhibits in Geneva. General Electric was one of the most enthusiastic promoters of the

atom. A Is For Atom, a GE-produced film about atomic energy, was shown at the Geneva con-

ference and then later included in the AEC frlm catalogue for distribution to the American public.

The company also used the three-minute commercial advertising segment of its popular GE Tele-

vision Theatre to
”sell”

atomic power to tens of millions of television viewers."2 But while GE and

the atomic industry supported the AEC’s public relations effort, it also felt the need for its own

public relations arm, and in 1953 created a trade association that has since functioned as a powerful

tool for the dissernination of positive information about atomic power.

The idea for an industry-sponsored association of atomic industries was conceived by Dr.

T. Keith Glennan, president of Case Institute of Technology and a former AEC commissioner.

Glennan proposed in a speech to manufacturing chemists in 1952 that ". . .those industrial concems,

institutions, and individuals that are today actively engaged in atomic energy research, development,

and operations form -- voluntarily and without governmental urging or subsidy -- a national asso-

ciation of atomic industries."‘°° Taking his cue from Glennan, Walker L. Cisler, president of the

Detroit Edison Company, organized a meeting of 30 industrial leaders, scientists, and engineers in

January 1953 that resulted, four months later, in the establishment of the Atomic Industrial Forum,

Inc. (AIF), a non·profit, membership organization designed to "facilitate the continuing develop-

ment of atomic energy for the common good."‘°‘ The founding members included nearly 170

atomic equipment manufacturers, engineering and construction companies, electric utilities, and

other organizations interested in atomic development.‘°’

Over the next three decades, AIF became a powerful force for molding public opinion

about atomic power through a well-planned and implemented campaign that combined close and

frequent contacts with the news media, Congress, regulatory agencies, and the owner/operators of
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the nation’s atomic power plants. Indicative of AIF’s close relationship with the AEC was the fact

that the Forum was designated the AEC’s first official depository for atomic energy information in

1954 and was recognized by the United States Information Agency for its contributions to the At-

oms for Peace public relations effort in Europe.‘°°

The AIF is particularly significant to this study of the rhetoric of nuclear risk communi-

cation because much of its public relations effort on behalf of atomic power has been directed at

helping nuclear plant owner/operators communicate with their electric ratepayers and other publics

about issues involving atomic energy. As early as 1960, AIF began to articulate in its annual report

what became the dominant public relations philosophy of the organization; i.e., that public under-

standing of atomic energy is equivalent to public acceptance of atomic energy:

The Forum is acutely aware that the peaceful utilization of atomic energy, to which it is exclusively
dedicated, can survive and grow only in the context of basic acceptance by the general public.
Concern has recently been growing that a generally favorable climate of public opinion may be
jeopardized by continued sensational news and public media treatment of events relating to atomic
energy and radiation, and by the activities of several groups devoted for various reasons to empha-
sizing t.he dangers of radiation to t.he public.

lt is the belief of the Forum that the atomic industry can be proud ofits remarkably good safety
record, and that a proper public understanding of radiation should encompass not only its hazards
but the safeguards against them, the benefits of radiation for public welfare, and the perspective of
radiation hazards set against t.he hazards associated with other more familiar servants of humanity
such as fire, electricity, gravity, and the automobile.‘°7

While research has shown that new knowledge serves to confirrn rather than shape attitudes and

that opposition to nuclear power stems from factors other than ignorance, the philosophy that

public education equals public acceptance has dominated the AIF’s public affairs program since its

inception.‘°°

The Forum’s concem about media reports of radiation was stirnulated by a series of events

beginning in 1955 that began to call into question the safety of atomic power p1ants.‘°’ As noted

above, safety was not a major issue for either Congress or the AEC during the comrnission’s early

years as the nation grappled with developing a stockpile ofatomic weapons and getting the fledgling

atomic power industry underway. The Navy reactor program under Rickover had set a standard

for safety that most in the industry thought could be maintained in the civilian reactor program.

"Nobody ever thought that safety was a problem," former AEC lawyer Harold Green is quoted as

saying. "They assumed that if you just wrote the requirement that it be done properly, it would

be done properly.”‘
‘°
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According to Rolf, the first safety controversy involving atomic reactors began in 1955

when a consortium of utilities made a proposal under the AEC’s demonstration program to buildl
and operate a breeder reactor called the Fermi reactor about 20 miles from Detroit. The proposal

came just as a small experimental breeder reactor suffered an accidental core meltdown at the AEC’s

Idaho laboratory facilities. Despite contrary advice from its own Advisory Committee on Reactor

Safety (ACRS), the AEC decided to issue a conditional construction permit for the Fermi project,

triggering lengthy public hearings by the JCAE in 1957 that questioned the safety of the breeder

design and the advisability of locating the plant so close to a major city. According to Ropp, the

debate called ". . .public attention to the fact that there continued to be substantial gaps in our in-

formation about the hazards irnposed by nuclear teclmology and that where some information ex-

isted, experts could still differ.”‘ "
A second major safety issue surfaced in 1957 when the AEC released a report by its

Brookhaven National Laboratory that was the frrst major study to detail the implications ofa major
‘

atomic plant accident. The study was requested by the JCAE in 1956 to determine potential in-

dustry liabilities in preparation for the committee’s consideration of legislation that would ulti-

mately become the Price-Anderson Act of 1957. Known by its AEC nomenclature as WASH-740,

the study estimated that a major accident at a nuclear plant located near a large city could produce

$7 billion in property damage, 3,400 deaths, and 43,000 injuries.“2 The publicity surrounding the

study caused public relations problems for the atomic industry and further raised the level of public

concem over atomic power.“’ That concem was elevated in May of 1957 when the JCAE held

several days of hearings on setting national radiation protection standards and criticized the AEC

for its failure to educate the American public about radiation dangers.“‘ A few months later, the

world’s first major reactor accident occurred at the Windscale plutonium plant ir1 Great Britain,

when a fire in the reactor core released large amounts of radioactive isotopes into the atmosphere,

contarninating an area of 500 square kilometers around the plant and requiring the destruction of

two million litres of milk.‘ " About one year later, an incident at the AEC’s Oak Ridge, Tennessee,

operations was widely publicized when eight employees received excessive radiation exposures}
‘°
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Local opposition to the proposed construction of plants at Bodega Head north of San Francisco

and at Ravenswood in the Queens section of New York City also attracted national attention.“7

The cumulative effect of these events caused AIF and the atomic industry to pay particular

attention to public opinion polls conducted by member organizations in 1960 that indicated in-

creasing concem by Americans about the safety of commercial atomic power. A General Electric-

sponsored survey of 1,500 households nationally showed that larger numbers of Americans favored

government development of atomic power over private development. Less than one-half believed

that working in a atomic power plant was as safe as working anywhere else. The AIF report on

the study noted that the GE survey produced a "significant' percentage of respondents (25 percent)

who gave "negative" replies when asked the question, 'What does atomic energy mean to you?'

GE concluded that the findings indicated '. . .the need for an organized, integrated and intensified

effort. . .' to solve problems of negative public reaction to atomic power, and stepped up its own

public relations effort by designing a Sunday newspaper supplement on atomic energy and creating

a "Citizen Atom" literature campaign. Findings from a second survey of 1,000 people living ir1 the

power service area of Consolidated Edison Company of New York were generally in accord with

the GE results. The AIF report on that survey noted that it
”.

. .showed a relatively consistent hard

core of negative attitude responses -- a small percentage -- to questions bearing on whether it is a

good idea for a company to build a nuclear power plant, and whether there is danger from such a

plant to the individual or the community/" *8

As a result of concems that American public opinion was tuming against cornrnercial de-

velopment of atomic power, the AIF began in 1960 to increase what it called 'public education"

activities. It established a Committee on Public Understanding to coordinate the public education

effort and began to assist member organizations in developing inforrnational materials that would

'. . .present for the general public in a straiglitforward and meaningful way the benefits and hazards

associated with atomic energy development.'“’ Over the next decade, these public education ac-

tivities were many and varied. They included publishing a newsletter to keep the industry informed

about activities supporting the promotion of atomic power. A series of articles under the general

title of "The Busy Atom' were written and distributed to newspapers throughout the United States.
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Numerous 'fact' booklets were chumed out and distributed to schools, organizations, and anyone

interested in atomic power. The AIF completed a 28-minute film for public distribution entitled

'Atomic Power Today: Service with Safety" and established an annual program to recognize

joumalists and others who made 'signilicant contributions to public understanding of atomic

energy.”‘2° And in an effort to disconnect atomic power from atomic bombs, AIF and industry

publicists began encouraging everyone to use the more scientilically accurate term 'nuclear" when

writing or speaking about atomic power."‘

By 1969 the Forum had tripled its public affairs and information program budget to meet

what it termed '. . .increasingly sharp attacks on the [atomic] industry by dissidents who are seeking

to spread misinforrnation about the impact of nuclear energy on the environrnent.”‘" Those "at-

tacks" were the product of a growing national concem for the environment ·· a concem reilected

in the passage of major environmental laws like the National Environmental Policy Act (1969) and

the Water Quality Improvement Act (1970).*23 By 1970, "People were no longer complacent with

nuclear power safety and environmental claims made by industry and govemment," notes Tomain.

'Even though Congress left the 1954 enabling legislation intact except for some 1964 amendments,

the consciousness raising accomplished through the environmental movement made people aware

of radiological hazards.'"‘

But the increasing public relations problems faced by nuclear power in the late 1960s and

early 1970s were also generated by a conflict within the AEC itself. The conflict began in the

mid-l960’s when reactor manufacturers began increasing the size of reactors sold to utilities in an

effort to utilize economies of scale to make nuclear power competitive with coal. According to

Ropp, average reactor generating capacities increased from 550 to 850 megawatts (MW) between

1963-1967. Utilities, seeking to further lower their costs, increasingly petitioned the AEC to allow

reactors to be built closer to major cities and thereby reduce transmission line costs.‘2‘ As the

number ofnuclear power plants increased, so did the the probability of an accident, while the larger

reactors and the proximity of new plants to cities signiiicantly increased the consequences of such

an accident.
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The number and variety of safety issues resulting from these developments put the AEC

on the homs of a dilemma. AEC technical staff recognized in the early 1960s that locating large

reactors close to cities was a potentially dangerous combination, and had urged the AEC adminis-

trative staff to slow licensing of new plants until the agency’s safety research could catch up with

developments in reactor technology and resolve the emerging safety questions. But the adminis-

trative staff, under pressure from Congress, the JCAE, and the industry to promote commercial

development, chose to ignore or suppress technical staff concems, and adopted a policy that al-

lowed continued licensing of nuclear reactors. The policy effectively put the responsibility for safety

on the back of industry. Frustrated by the lack of regulatory action, AEC technical staff began to

raise safety issues outside the confines of the agency in technical publications read by environmental

groups, and by the early 1970s these issues were starting to receive widespread coverage in the

popular news media.‘2°

As media attention to safety issues increased, the AIF refocused its efforts to counterbal-

ance criticism of nuclear power by concentrating on key groups within American society that it

believed could influence the nuclear debate. Chief among these groups were members of the news

media, and AIF established as one of its major objectives the provision of
”.

. .accurate and timely

information about nuclear energy to the mass media/"27 The organization began publishing in

1970 a special press edition of its monthly membership newsletter INFO. The new newsletter gave

the media AIF's perspective on a variety of nuclear energy issues as well as critiques of books, ar-

ticles, and news stories about nuclear power. By 1971, Press Info was being sent to 1,100 reporters

who covered energy issues. AIF also began a series of workshops around the nation specifically

designed to ”educate" news media representatives to AIF's position on various energy issues}28

Held under the joint sponsorship of local nuclear plant owner/operators and AIF, the workshops

were effective in establishing the organization as a credible source of information about nuclear

power. AIF moved its public relations operation to Washington to be closer to policy makers and

influential news media, and by 1973 the organization could boast that it was a principal source of

information for the first hour~long network television documentary on nuclear power, ABC's The

Nuclear A lterrzative} 29
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While AIF was succeeding in establishing itself as a source of information for the news

media about nuclear energy, the AEC was rapidly being overvvhelmed by the critieisms of the

growing anti-nuclear power movement. The movement had begun to take shape in the late 1960s

when the Union of Concemed Scientists, an independent group of scientists concemed about

technical deficiencies at nuclear power plants, began questioning the AEC’s assumptions about the

adequacy of emergency systems which cool the reactor’s core and prevent a meltdown during cer-

tain serious accidents."° Much of the information critical of the AEC assumptions was provided

to the scientific group by AEC technical staff and, in addition to raising serious safety issues, gen-

erated considerable negative publicity about the AEC efforts to ignore or suppress its own technical

staff in the rush to promote nuclear power. At the same time, utilities were starting to reconsider

the nuclear option due to skyrocketing cost overrums resulting from a combination of licensing

delays, construction mismanagement, and more stringent regulatory safety standards."‘ In 1974

consumer advocate Ralph Nader convened Critical Mass ’74, a gathering of 1,200 anti-nuclear

activists that attracted national attention and galvanized public opposition against nuclear power,

_ and a host of regional groups began actively taking their case against nuclear plants to the public

in films, leaflets, and at public forums."2

The controversy convinced Congress that the AEC’s dual mission of promotion and pro-

tection was clearly not in the public interest, and it passed the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974.

The act created two organizations -- the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), responsible for

safety and licensing, and the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA), respon-

sible for promotion and development of nuclear power and later absorbed by the Department of

Energy. However, as Tomain points out, the dissolution of the AEC into two separate units had

little effect on the govemment’s promotion of nuclear power because the pattem of govemment

promotion had been set and the split failed to elirninate a basic regulatory conflict between the

NRC’s responsibility for licensing and the protection of public safety. "lf the commission too vig-

orously exercises its safety role,” notes Tomain, 'then the attendant compliance costs act as a dis-

incentive to invest in nuclear plants and cut. across the NRC’s promotional grain."‘” Thus
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promotion and protection remained linked within the nuclear ethic, a linkage which continues to

shape risk communication literature within the nuclear industry.

New PR Strategies Emerge

It would be four more years before the accident at the Three Mile Island nuclear plant in

Pennsylvania would shake the NRC's legacy of nuclear power promotion. But the dissolution of

the AEC, coupled with criticism of its zeal in promoting nuclear power, did reduce the level and

effectiveness of the govemment’s public relations effort for nuclear power, leaving private industry

to take up the slack. According to the New York Times, the AIF doubled its public education

program in 1975 primarily because of the AEC’s demise.‘3" President Carl Walske told his board

of directors that the increased funding would be used to influence the views of key govemment of-

iicials, newspeople, labor organizations, and women’s groups. One part of the new effort would

provide "balanced" information on nuclear power to legislative decision·makers at the Federal, state,

and local levels, while the second part would generate ". . .positive news events. . .to counter the

pseudo-press conferences held regularly by the national critics, and to provide a news peg for media

attention.
‘ 3 3

The AIF strategy was no doubt influenced by a 1975 report prepared for the electric power

industry by Cambridge Reports, Inc., a national polling organization. Based on national surveys

of public attitudes toward nuclear power, the report suggested that support for nuclear power was

particular weak among women, young people, and people of low socieconornic status. The report

suggested that the industry develop ”messages" about nuclear power that would be directed at each

group. For women, Cambridge Reports proposed that the message emphasize that nuclear power

is safe for women and their children, and suggested that women be used as spokespersons to address

other women on the issue. For young people and people in low socio-economic status groups, the

report recommended that the industry emphasize how nuclear energy was essential for continued
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economic growth and point out the impact of a no-growth society on jobs and opportunities for

the young and the poor. Cambridge Reports proposed that scientists, particularly young, articulate,

ecology-minded scientists, be used as spokespersons for nuclear energy because ". . .the public has

faith in science, believes scientists and would listen. .
."”°

Labor leaders would also be effective in

reaching low socieconomic groups, the report added.

Analysis of the AIF annual reports after l975 indicates the extent to which the Forum took

to heart Cambridge Reports’ recommendations. Here are just a few of the public relations activities

conducted by AIF during the four years preceeding the Three Mile Island accident in 1979:

•
Completed and distributed a 25-minute film entitled "Now That the Dinosaurs Are Gone"

featuring Dr. Dixie Lee Ray, chairrnan and only female member of the Atomic Energy

. Cornmision.

• Organized a tour of the Salem nuclear plant in New Jersey for a group of women’s magazine

editors.

•
Developed a new series of videotapes entitled 'Nuclear Power: An Introduction" and 'The

Need for Nuclear: Our Energy Options" narrated by scientists from the University of Texas

and the University of Missouri.

• Worked with five other energy organizations to sponsor Nuclear Power Assembly, two days

of briefmgs and contact meetings with Congressional staff for several hundred senior utility

officials.

• Conducted numerous special briefmgs for Congressmen, committees and staff on nuclear

subjects, developed programs for organized labor and the labor media, and provided speakers

for groups of university faculty and students, editors, and high school teachers.
• Expanded the operation of Nuclear Energy Women, a taskforce of female scientists and utility

personnel, and conducted special programs on nuclear energy for numerous women’s groups,

including the American Legion Auxiliary, American Medical Women’s Association, League

of Women Voters, American Association of University Women, National Organization for
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Women, American Women in Radio and Television, and the National Federation of Demo-

cratic Women.‘”

The Three Mile Island accident in March of 1979 had little effect on the industry’s already

intense public relations effort except, perhaps, to give it an added impetus. In its annual report for

1979, the Forum noted that one of the industry’s major goals for its public education effort after

the accident was to
”.

. .restore public confidence in the nuclear option and to inform the public that

the lessons of Three Mile Island will result in a safer nuclear industry/"“

In a special report issued by AIF’s Public Affairs and Information Program in 1980, the

Forum summarized the industry’s public education strategy following the Three Mile Island acci-

dent:

• 'To put Three Mile Island into its proper perspective, by providing authoritative information

about the accident and its effects.
• "I”o

demonstrate to the media and national opinion leaders that the nuclear industry has taken

seriously -- and applied -· the lessons learned from Three Mile Island.
•

"To show that the industry was far from immobilized by the Three Mile Island accident, that

amidst the turmoil surrounding that event the industry remained vigorous and a substantial

contributor to the nation’s energy supply. "

• "To explain how nuclear energy can play a far larger role than its critics contend in freeing

America’s dependence on foreign oil -- {the difficult financial problems confronting the entire

utility industry can be solved."‘”

Ironically, the accident also helped to thrust AIF spokespeople into the national spotlight where

they could provide industry’s perspective on the future of nuclear energy.

Three Mile Island was a serious setback for the American nuclear industry, but it did not

dampen the industry’s faith in nuclear technology. And with billions invested in commercial nu-

clear power, industry resolved to fight back. Its first step was to create a special industry public

relations group called the Committee on Energy Awareness with responsibility to deal with the
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public relations demands irnposed by Three Mile Island. AIF worked closely with the CEA while

also focusing on other problems facing the nuclear industry, including the serious issue of radioac-

tive waste disposal. AIF began a concerted effort shortly after Three Mile Island to counter anti-
I

nuclear organizations directly at the grassroots level. The strategy was motivated by the increasing

prevalence of anti-nuclear measures on state referenda and the growing tendency of state public

service commissions not to approve new nuclear power plants until questions about storage of ra-

dioactive waste and used reactor fuel were resolved."‘° By 1979, AIF was assisting more than 100

"independent” groups active ir1 opposing anti-nuclear forces in legislative hearings, schools, civic

clubs and the press. These "voices speakir1g out for energy adequacy' included most of the groups

that AIF had targeted for several years -- labor, ethnic groups, and acadernicians -· as well as large

energy users and their employees.""

In the aftermath of Three Mile Island, the American nuclear industry has settled on a

public relations strategy of showing how a continued effort to develop nuclear energy will help free

the country from its dependence on foreign oil. The strategy developed when the industry discov-

ered that its messages about nuclear safety immediately after the Three Mile Island accident were

1 generally not well received by the American people. "We found it was very difficult to cornmunicate

nuclear·power safety effectivelyf one industry spokesman is quoted as saying in a public relations

trade magazine. "It seemed our messages raised more concems, instead of alleviating
them.”‘“

Although the long gas lines resulting from the Arab oil embargo of 1973 had become a

distant memory in the minds of most Americans by the 1980s, television coverage of the Iranian

hostage crisis reminded people that the Middle East was an unsettled area on which the nation

depended for much of its energy. The nuclear industry took advantage of the situation by running

a series of television advertisements in the spring of 1980 that used the hostage crisis to focus na-

tional attention on the role that nuclear enegy could play in loosening the grip of Arab oil. Just

getting television stations to run the pro-nuclear ads was a major victory, the cormnittee pointed

out in a report on its advertising campaign. Broadcasters had been reluctant to run ads on nuclear

power up until now because they feared that anti-nuclear organizations would require them to de-

vote equal time to non-nuclear viewpoints under the Federal Communication Commission’s Fair-
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ness Doctrine. The cornrnittee was able to convince broadcasters to run the 1980 advertisements

as a counter to what the committee regarded as unbalanced coverage of the Three Mile Island ac-

cident. "Now, because of the CEA breakthrough, electror1ic advertising is a viable tool in the nu-

clear industry’s arsenal of communications weapons,' the cornrnittee said in its report on the

$760,000 national advertising campaign. "The surprisingly widespread broadcaster acceptance of

the pro-nuclear ads has paved the way for the industry to use the powerful electronic media to its

full advantage.""’

As the AIF noted in its 1981 annual report, the public relations effort of the American

nuclear industry since the Three Mile Island accident has focused on 'returning the nuclear option

to norma1cy.” This has meant explaining how nuclear power used for the generation of electricity

can assume an expanding role in meeting our nation’s future energy needs and, at the same time,

reduce our dependence on irnported oil.""‘ The message has been delivered by AIF and the

Conunittee on Energy Awareness, and the two organizations ultimately merged their public re-

lations efforts into the U.S. Council for Energy Awareness in 1987.

The audiences for this message are essentially the same as they were before Three Mile Is-

land -- news media, government leaders, labor unions, women, ethic groups and minorities. For a

brief period after the April 1986 accident at Chemobyl, the industry focused its advertising on

demonstrating the differences between the Soviet reactor design and those in the United States,

pointing out that U.S. reactors rely on containment structures surrounding the reactor vessel to

keep radioactive materials from entering the atmosphere outside the plant. According to a USCEA

spokesperson, public anxiety over Chemobyl was reduced enough by September 1986 so that the

industry could return to its traditional advertising themes."’

The promise of nuclear energy, so bright in the 1950s, has dimmed considerably over the

past three decades due to a combination of circumstances. In addition to the safety considerations

that have dogged nuclear power since the early 1960s, the costs of building nuclear plants have

skyrocketed as the demand for electricity has declined. Due to more stringent safety and environ-

mental requirements for licensing, plants under construction have been delayed by several years,

resulting in still higher costs. As a result, there has been a "de facto" moratorium on orders for new
i
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, nuclear power plants since 1978. Well-publicized problems at govemment nuclear weapons plants

at Hanford in Washington, Rocky Flats in Colorado, the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

Savarmah River in South Carolina, and the Feed Materials Production Center in Femald, Ohio,

have also helped fuel public opposition nuclear power that has risen dramatically since the halcyon

days of the l950s."°

The Nuclear Ethic

In his critique of the American nuclear industry, Mark Hertsgaard provides considerable

insight into the philosophy of American industrialists who guided the development of cornrnercial

nuclear power from its infancy in the late 1940s to its current struggle with safety issues, economics,

and govemment intervention. Within this philosophy it is possible to trace the values that have

coalesced into what I have chosen to call the 'nuclear ethic." That philosophy can be envisioned

as triangular. On one point rests the industry’s faith in science to provide information necessary

to liberate the energy from the atom. Faith in the ability of technology through engineering to use

that information to safely control atomic energy rests on the second point of the triangle, while

industry’s belief that nuclear energy is necessary for the continued growth, a.r1d even survival, of

Westem civilization sits at the third point. Surrounding this philosophy is a conviction that gov-

emment exists to support the private sector by creating the social, political, and technological cli-

mate necessary to achieve the prornise of nuclear power.

Hertsgaard points out that in the minds of these industry executives, "what is at stake in

the struggle over nuclear power is not just the profitability of their own corporations but the future

of American capitalism, teclmological society, and indeed Westem civilization."‘" Through inter-

views with industry executives, Hertsgaard provides a clear picture of the mindset of those who run

the American nuclear industry. It is a mindset that sees the nation’s very survival as dependent

upon abundant supplies of nuclear energy. Without nuclear power, the executives paint a dark
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picture of a nation in danger. The danger results from energy shortages caused by depletion of

native supplies of fossil fuels and the whims of hostile nations controlling the world’s major petro-

leum resources. The energy shortages produce extreme social consequences, including massive

unemployment, leaving people without jobs to freeze in the dark. The resulting domestic turrnoil ,

prompts the govemment to take drastic measures to free up supplies of foreign oil or other sources

of power, creating the conditions for a massive and disastrous war. Only continued development

of nuclear power can save the nation from this fate. There is no other altemative.

On a more philosophical level, these executives believe that nuclear power is the "very

embodiment of progress and enlightenment" -· the key ingredient in the natural evolution ofhuman

civilization."" Abundant energy through nuclear power is the nation’s only hope of maintaining

the advances that a technological society has produced for its people. And even if the creation of

that energy produces risk, it is a minimal risk that the nuclear industry executives car1 control. For

them, ". . .the scientific method, carefully applied, can permanently triumph over human

fal1ibility.”"° The risk of nuclear power cannot be eliminated but it can be managed to such a de-

gree that it becomes insignificant when compared to the other risks associated with daily life.

' These insights into the thinking of nuclear industry executives complete my search for the

values of the "nuclear ethic.' It is an ethic that draws its psychological power from the myth of the

ancient alchemist ·· a myth that reaffirms the power of science to unlock and control the mysteries

of the atom to produce energy for the benefit, and indeed the very survival, of American society.

The energy can be destructive, but the scientists-statesmen who emerged from the atomic labora-

tories at the end of World War II -- the "new alchemists” -- instilled positive values in the new en-

ergy source by promising and promoting peaceful development of that energy through the atomic

reactor. Thus, the credibility of the "new alchernists" succeeded in "transmuting” the atom from

an instrument of war to a tool for peace, and the power of that conversion helped to convince

government and industry that the "philosopher’s stone' of unlimited energy had been found. In the

cooperative effort to develop atomic power, govemment and industry conveyed these values into

the culture through a vast public relations effort. Govemment’s participation in that public re-

lations effort has become tempered by the problems ofnuclear plant safety, but private industry still
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devotes considerable resources to communicating the values of the "nuclear ethic” to public opinion

leaders, the news media, and ultirnately the American public.

The concem of this study is to show how those values have become irnbedded in the

rhetoric of nuclear risk communication. Ir1 the next chapter I will examine risk communication

materials provided to the public by the nation’s nuclear plant owner/operators to see how the

themes of the ”nuclear ethic” have become interwoven with the essential messages of nuclear risk

communication, thereby masking information vital to public safety in the event of a serious nuclear

plant accident.
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Chapter III
"Our Friend The Atom": The Reassuring Message

of Nuclear PR

ln the preceding chapter I examined the historical forces that combined to produce what I

have called the 'nuclear ethic' -- a set of values, fostered by atomic scientists, the federal govem-

ment, a.nd private industry, that undergirded development of a commercial nuclear power industry

in the United States. Now I wish to show how those values have become part of the rhetoric and

images of modem nuclear risk communication. But to do so I must retum again to the early days

of nuclear development when the industry began to focus on the importance of public acceptance

of the peaceful atom. I have argued that modern nuclear risk communication messages have be-

come clouded by rhetoric and images historically associated with the promotion of commercial

nuclear power. But these images have become so much a part of the culture of nuclear power that

it is necessary to go back to the begirmings of nuclear power promotion to see how such images

were created and then later modified as economic and political conditions dictated. My "texts" for

this analysis are the words, publications, advertisements, films, and photographs that the American

nuclear industry has produced in support of the development of cormnercial nuclear power. A

careful reading of these "texts" compared with today's nuclear risk communication materials will

show how the promotional history of the nuclear industry and the values of the ”nuclear ethic" have

influenced modem risk communication messages.
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Gathering the PR Forces

New York City was gripped by an unseasonably late snowstorrn on the morning of Mon-

day, March 19, 1956, when nuclear industry executives gathered in the Plaza Hotel for what would

be the first industry conference on public relations} The conference was called by the Atomic In-

dustrial Forum (AIF), the industry trade group formed three years earlier to promote development

and utilization of nuclear energy, and marked a recognition by the industry that a negative con-

nection still remained in the public mind between atomic bombs and atomic reactors. Public

opinion had moved to the top of the industry’s agenda because, after several years of frustration,

nuclear power appeared poised on the brink of a commercial breakthrough. The nation’s first

full-scale power-producing reactor at Shippingport, Pennsylvania, was only one year away from

operation, other reactors had been ordered, and Congress was actively considering legislation to

limit the industry’s liability for nuclear plant accidents, a step believed crucial for further commercial

development. But while the commercial prospects for nuclear power seemed brighter in 1956 than

at any time in the past, the executives were concemed about what their pollsters were learning about

American public opinion. Although optimistic about the peaceful uses of the atom, Americans

were extremely anxious about nuclear weapons, and by 1956 public opinion about the atom had

coalesced into what Weart calls ”the polarity of weapons versus peaceful uses, the atomic genie who

could be either menace or servant.'2 The question for the industry’s public relations specialists,

pointed out AIF Executive Manager Charles Robbins in his opening statement to the conference,

was "how do we overcome the doubts and apprehensions of the wartirne atom and replace these

with confidence and a ready acceptance of peaceful atomic enterprise?"’ Industry executives knew

that, for economic reasons, they eventually would have to locate nuclear reactors close to large

population centers. A concemed and worried citizenry would make it much more difficult to

convince local oflicials and state utility commissions that such plants were safe.

The problem for industry public relations specialists was how to send messages about nu-

clear power that would help the public make a strong distinction between bombs and power reac-
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tors, or, to use a Time magazine phrase, between 'Good & Bad Atoms."‘ Because polls had shown

that the public was poorly informed concerning private industry’s role in developing the peacetime

atom, the executives were also concemed that the knowledge gap would strengthen the hand of

public power advocates who wanted all nuclear facilities operated by the federal government. This

concem with public opinion no doubt deterrnined the choice of a pollster as the principal speaker

on the Monday evening program. Lebaron R. Foster, vice president of Opinion Research Corpo-

ration, told the group that the story of private industry’s role in the development of atomic energy

”is largely untold or unregistered so far as the people at large are concemed/" People were also

unsure of the proper role for govemrnent in the development of atomic energy, Foster said, and

were "groping for some kind of a social framework or social answer to atomic development.'°

Foster reported that a substantial percentage of the public was either pro-public development of

nuclear energy or had not yet formed an opinion on the public versus private development ques-

tion. And while people had very positive hopes for peaceful development of the atom, they had

very little knowledge about even the most elementary technical details ofhow nuclear power could

be produced.

Other speakers throughout the two·day seminar reiterated the message that the industry’s

public relations mission must be to erase in the public mind the specter of the atomic bomb and

replace it with an image of the "positive" benefits of the atom. Dr. Frank K. Pittman, deputy di-

rector of the AEC’s Division of Civilian Application, suggested that even the most basic change,

such as replacing the word "atomic” with the more scientifically correct term "nuclear," might go a

long way toward helping the public understand that atomic energy did not necessarily mean atomic

explosions.7 However, in a remarkably prescient statement, Pittman cautioned the executives that

if the industry was to maintain credibility with the public, it should not mask the potential dangers

associated with commercial development of nuclear power. "I think it’s really important for people

in your position to continuously get across to the public the idea that some day something is going

to happen,” Pittman said. "Then, when it does happen, you don’t have an hysterical reaction by
[
the public, which would really set back the whole nuclear energy industry/’°
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Pittman's prophetic concem about the impact of a serious accident on the future growth

of the nuclear industry was not lost on the executives. One of nuclear power’s greatest strengths

ir1 the battle for public opinion in the 1950s was its good safety record. There had been no serious

accidents at any of the nuclear test and development facilities, and while there was some limited

public concem about radiation, it was mainly associated with radioactive fallout from bomb tests

and not from operation of nuclear facilities? General Electric’s Harold A. Beaudoin cited a 1950

University of Michigan study that indicated the public regarded the nuclear industry
”as

just another

industry ·· with the risks and technical problems known to exist in the industrial world genera1ly."‘°

The survey’s authors stressed that a serious accident could cause the public to recognize the

uniqueness of the hazards posed by nuclear energy in the industrial field:

One incident happening in one company’s facilities could have a most damaging elfort on the entire
industry program and its rate of progress. Looked at in this way, we in this industry have a mutual
stake in what happens and how it is interpreted to and by the public. ln terms of each company’s
interests, it would seem wise to evaluate the public relations risks -- as we do other risks -- and set
up a program to reduce such risks in so far as is possible."

Such a public relations program, Beaudoin pointed out, would involve 'education on a low·

pressure basis" of the public and local oflicials and opinion leaders prior to the construction of a

nuclear plant, including providing information on radiation, safety measures, and waste disposal.

"A good, positive educational approach on the local scene at the time of announcement of plans

will forestall fears and the spread of ’scare’ or misleading information as the project progresses."2

Beaudoin was GE’s farsighted manager of advertising, sales promotion, and public re-

lations, and had become a leading figure among the industry’s public relations executives due to

his company’s experience with nuclear energy. While in 1956 the industry was just beginning to

recognize the important role that public opinion would play in future nuclear development, GE

had well underway a strong promotional program that involved a combination of print and

broadcasting advertising, education of the news media, and community relations around GE nuclear

facilities. For example, the Federal Communications Commission allowed GE three minutes of

commercial time on the popular
”GE

Television Theatre’ to promote activities like nuclear energy

development, enabling the company to reach 20 to 30 million television viewers with its nuclear

message. The commercials were narrated by highly credible Don Herbert, television’s famous "Mr.
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Wizard,’ and were designed to instruct the audience about science and technology as well as pro-

mote GE’s efforts in various scientific CI1dC3.VOI'S.13 In addition to television, the company’s feature

film, A Is For Atom, would be seen by five million people by 1956, and was among several films

V being distributed by the AEC to schools as part of a govemment effort to educate young people

about nuclear energy developments.
GE’s

"opinion leader" advertising series in Time, Fortune,

Newsweek, Harper's, and the WallStreet Journal reached more than nine million readers each week,

and more than 12 million copies of the comic book Inside the Atom would be distributed to sec-

ondary, high school and college students between 1948 and l965."‘

Beaudoin told his audience that as early as 1948, when GE built its first developmental

reactor, the company had recognized that "it was both desirable and necessary to teH local civic and

municipal leaders, and the press, the full story [about company nuclear facilities] with the greatest

possible speed." GE quickly discovered, Beaudoin said, that 'public enthusiasm for pioneering with

the atom completely outweighed questions about the potential hazards."" For Beaudoin, the job

of nuclear public relations could be summarized in one word: education. "It is importa.nt that we

tell the townsfolk and the city folk our stories so that they can understand something more of what

. a nuclear power plant is, how it works, as well as its advantages to the comrr1unity." Beaudoin

termed GE’s program "a massive dose ofpreventive medicine, of atomic vaccine” and characterized

as its purpose "to inform, and thereby to condition the public mind to familiarity and, ultimately,

acceptance."‘°

For the industry as a whole, Beaudoin noted, a strong public relations effort would estab-

lish a climate of public trust, making future development of nuclear energy that much easier.
"It’s

far easier to borrow money from a friend if he knows, from past experience, that you won’t play

the horses with it," Beaudoin concluded. "Likewise, if the mind is strongly conditioned on a con-

tinuing basis, then the public problem of a particular moment -- locating a reactor in a populated

area, for example -— can be superimposed with a far better chance of understanding/"7
4
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Separating "Good" from "Bad" Atoms

While Beaudoin and the other executives recognized that intensive public education pro-
i

grarns might convince even the most skeptical members of the public that nuclear power plants

were not atomic bombs waiting to explode, a much more difficult problem of public perception

remained -- radiation. Like so many facets of nuclear power, radiation exemplified the classic di-

chotomy of 'good and bad atoms.' By 1956 the public was intimately familiar with the benefits

of X-rays for medical diagnostic purposes and the use of radiation treatments for carrcer and other

diseases. However, people had also read news media reports from Japan shortly after the end of

the war about the 'mysterious' deaths of Japanese who initially survived the blast and heat from

the bomb dropped on Hiroshima, reports initially dismissed by the American military as Japanese

propaganda." The AEC’s decision to allow news media coverage of bomb tests in the South

Pacific in 1946 and later at the Nevada Proving Ground in the early l950s increased media attention

to radiation as technicians continually scanned reporters with Geiger counters following each

blast." When in 1954 a Bikini test showered the Japanese fishing ship Fukuryu Maru (The Lucky

Dragon) with radioactive ash, resulting in the death of one fisherman from radioactive poisoning,

the protest from the Japanese received considerable publicity i11 the United States.Z°

The industry’s public relations executives recognized that people were beginning to develop

an "irrational" fear of radiation that might inhibit the development of commercial nuclear power.

William A. Stenzel, manager of public relations for Tracerlab, Inc., a company that produced var-

ious gauges and instruments containing radioactive sources, said that if the nuclear industry was

going to "develop consumer acceptance of radioactivity,” it would have to convince the public that

radiation was ”another industrial hazard over which we have spread a net of protection.”“ It was

imperative, Stenzel emphasized, that the industry develop a "policy' for telling the public that ra-

diation raises '. . .no more of a hazard than any other industrial hazard, when adequately protected

against.' He noted that such a policy should emphasize the 'scientific, pragmatic control of

peaceful applications of radioactivity” ir1 contrast to the "uncontrol1ed dangers of the bomb/’“
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By the time the AIF conference ended, a picture had emerged of what would become the

industry’s public relations strategy for the next two decades. One element of the strategy would

be to place emphasis on educating the public about nuclear energy, prirnarily as a means to separate

commercial nuclear power in the public mind from the image of atomic bombs. Polls had shown

that the American public was ignorant about how nuclear power was produced, so the industry

would devote considerable resources to instructing the public about nuclear fission, the structure

of the atom, and how electricity was manufactured, while at the same time pointing out the differ-

ences between nuclear power and nuclear explosions. Bombs were the product of "bad atoms" and

were produced for destructive purposes, so the nuclear industry would use education as a means

of hammering home the "positive' aspects of nuclear energy, and particularly how ’good atoms"

were daily touching the lives of people in industry, agriculture, and through the use of radioactive

isotopes for the treatment of disease. "You must implant in the minds of our people the picture

of the constructive atom -- working for them,"' emphasized one conference speaker. "You must

minimize the mental picture of mass destruction and misery whenever the words atomic energy are

mentioned."" And as another speaker noted, education would put "the real, objective story of the

atom over to the public so that the atomic age can be ushered in with the benefit of public under-

standing rather than misapprehension/’“ Better public understanding of nuclear energy would be

the key to public acceptance.

The second prong of the industry’s public relations strategy would be to provide the public

with visual images ar1d rhetoric that would help nuclear power blend in and become part of

American technological life -- what I call the ’naturalization" of nuclear power. Stuart Hall has

argued that certain codes, or meanings, may be "so widely distributed in a specific language com-

munity or culture, and be leamed at so early an age, that they appear not to be constructued. . .but

to be ’naturally’ given." These codes, according to Hall, produce apparently "natural" recognitions

that conceal "the practices of coding which are present.’ 25 Thus, when nuclear publicists produced

rhetoric and images to reinforce the idea that production of electricity from nuclear power plants

was no different from other industrial processes and that the risks, particularly from radiation, were

no greater, they were attaching certain meanings, or codes, to nuclear power that were already
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"natura1ized' in America’s industrialized culture. Such a strategy carried with it certain dangers, the

publicists recognized. A serious accident at a nuclear power plant involving a large release of radi-
I

ation into the environment would quickly dispel the image of ”natura1ness” and rnight even create

a backlash among the public. But of greater concem to the industry was the connection between

the power plants and bombs -- a connection that would be broken if the public accepted nuclear

power as part of the 'natura1" march of progress.

Finally, it was important to create in the public consciousness a connection between the

scientists who had unlocked the secrets of the atom in their laboratories and the

engineers/technicians who were putting the atom to work in nuclear power plants. The develop-

ment of nuclear power was the fulfillment of a great scientific quest dating back some 2,000 years

to the ancient alchemists and such thinkers as Democritus and Aristotle. These early scientists, and

their successors, had transferred the secrets of the atom to the engineers and technicians who would

build and operate nuclear power plants. And the key secret that had been transferred was ”contro1”

-- the scientists had gained their control over the atom in the laboratory and the research reactor,

and engineers would maintain that control in the power plant. Furthennore, an emphasis on

technological control in the power plant would further dispell the connection between peaceful uses

of the atom and atomic bombs, whose destructive power was created by uncontrolled "bad atoms."

One of the first ways in which the nuclear industry sought to educate the public about the
i

atom was through traveling exhibits that visited county fairs, public buildings, a.nd school rooms

to demonstrate the peaceful benefits of nuclear energy. The AEC pioneered in the use of such

exhibits, having designed the United States technical exhibit at the First Intemational Conference

on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy in 1955. That exhibit was brought back to the United

States in 1956 and viewed by several hundred thousand people at showings in New York and

Oklahoma before being permanently installed at the Musueum of Science and Industry in Chicago.

By 1958, the AEC exhibit inventory included three large 86-panel "Atoms for Peace" exhibits; five

mobile vans that were utilized in the agency’s '1"his Atomic World" lecture series at high schools;

10 18-panel exhibits that could be shipped and shown without an attendant; three eight-panel ex-

hibits entitled "The Useful Atom" that were designed forllibraries and encouraged students to read
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about nuclear energy; and one booth exhibit for trade shows. The exhibits provided information

on nuclear raw materials, reactors, nuclear power in the U.S., industrial applications through the

use of radioisotopes, and beneiicial uses of nuclear energy in medicine and agriculture.“’ By June

of 1958, the exhibits had been seen by more than 111118 million Americans."

Reaching school children with information about nuclear power was a major part of the

AEC’s public education eifort. More than 1.2 million school children had seen the "1"his Atomic

World" program by l958." The program, conducted by AEC persormel, allowed students to come

face-to-face with a model of a power reactor, a ’visual and auditory chain reaction device,” a Van

de Graif generator, a Geiger counter, and other equipment.” The AEC had also put seven specially

trained high school teachers on the road in government-provided station wagons to visit high

schools and conduct programs stimulating interest in science courses. By 1957, the teachers had

visited 186 schools in all 48 states plus the District of Columbia.’° Requests by elementary and high

school students and their teachers for kits of published material on nuclear energy exceeded 2,000

per month.“ Years later, the nuclear industry would still use exhibits to reach target audiences at
V

a variety of locations. For example, in 1983 some 43,000 people saw AIF exhibits on nuclear en-

ergy at a variety of meetings, including those of the National Education Association, the American

Association of University Women, and the American Association for the Advancement of

Science."

”Naturalizing" the Atom

A more subtle technique for gaining acceptance of the new industry was to reassure the

public that commercial nuclear power was no different from any other industrial process. "Nuc1ea.r

energy is an industry just like the chernical industry or any other fabricating industry in which ac-

cidents will occur," one speaker had emphasized at the Plaza Hotel meeting. "Working in nuclear

energy will not harm people/'” Making nuclear power seem like just another industry required the
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public relations specialists to create an image of an industry that could coexist with the natural en-

vironment. By associating nuclear power with images and rhetoric that tapped into the normal,

everyday environment with which people were farniliar, the technological process of producing

nuclear energy could appear to be a natural extension of the technological advances that Americans

had come to expect in the post·war years -- advances that had made the world a better place in

which to live. And because that technological progress was identified by the public with science

and scientists, nuclear power could be shown to be under the "control" of these same scientists, and,

by proxy, the engineers and technicians who built and operated nuclear power plants. The scientific

"magicia.ns' who had used their magic to release the energy from the atom could also put that magic

to work and control the energy.

The "naturalization' of nuclear power was accomplished both through the images that

publicists selected for public view and through the language used in articles, booklets, and press

releases describing the new technology. For example, General Electric chose to "market” nuclear

power with the same photographie strategy that it had used since the tum of the century to market

electricity and the electric light bulb. In his study of General Electric’s use ofphotography between

1890 and 1930, David Nye points out how the photograph became a mechanism for helping GE

tie new technological developments in with the past:

Through photographs it [GE] sought to reshape the structure of the social world. Yet these changes
were continually presented as small conveniences or clear developments from the past, not as rev-
olutionary shifts in the ways Americans illuminated their streets, lived in their homes, traveled, or
communicated. Photography helped to smooth these transformations, suggesting landscapes of de-
sires and wants.°‘ '

Similarly, General Electric used photography to show how nuclear power was a logical, orderly

extension of technological progress, not a radically different way of making electricity. For example,

a GE insert in a 1955 edition ofSenior Scholastic entitled 'Atoms At Work” used text, photographs,

and drawings to tell the story of the company’s role in nuclear power development. The cover

photograph showed two clean-cut, white male engineers leaning over an architectural model of a

nuclear power plant. The photograph is shot so that the large, round reactor containrnent sphere

·- a piece of equipment not found at conventional electric generating plants -- is placed in the

background and partially hidden by an engineer’s arm, while the more common electric trans-
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mission line towers are placed in the foreground. The photograph thus conveys an image that

nuclear power plants produce electricity and are no different from conventional power plants.”

Photographs of engineers towering over nuclear power plant models also conveyed the

image that the engineers/technicians who designed and built the plants had inherited the mantle of

control from the scientists who first unlocked the power of the atom. These young engineers, the

GE ads said, were "pioneers” who would "hamess" and "tame’ the atom.3° A 1958 AEC publication

made the connection between the scientists and the engineers crystal clear for a public that was still

awed by the mystery of nuclear energy:

Today’s 'atomic scientist’ may be a physicist or chemist, but he is as likely to be a mathematician,
metallurgist, meteorologist, medical scientist, biologist, geologist, engineer, or even an oceanographer.
Nor is it uncommon to find an engineer working as a reactor physicist, or a physicist working as a
reactor engineer. ln fact, the transmutation of disciplines is as much a part of the alchemy of atomic
energy as the transmutation of elements.”

Simi1a.rly, a full-page advertisement in a 1955 edition of General Electric Review, a magazine that

went primarily to engineers both inside and outside the company, shows two engineers leaning over

an architectural model of GE’s first commercial nuclear power plant for Commonwealth Edison in

Chicago. One man, obviously the older of the two, points to the plant in an instructive pose, while

the younger man leans forward and looks on with interest. The headline reads that "l“he Atomic

Age Is Now" and the advertising copy, after stressing America’s need for more electricity, points

out that "the many-sided atom is already working its magic for the good of mankind. As we see

it, the Atomic Age is n0w." Even when the company had a "real" reactor to photograph, as when

it opened the research reactor at its Vallecitos Atomic Laboratory in 1957, the company chose to

compose the photograph with two GE executives in the foreground on a hillside overlooking the

laboratory and research reactor, making the men appear larger than the nuclear facilities they

managed.” Many GE advertisements of this period also carried a phrase across the top reading

"Engineering Leadership Key To Atomic Progress.'”

The use of architectural models in the GE advertisements illustrates a problem for nuclear

publicists prior to the completion of the Shippingport plant in 1957 -- there were no full-size nu-

clear power plants to photograph. Therefore, many of the advertisements during the period were

illustrated with drawings. As Nye points out, in certain situations the drawings enabled GE to help
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the viewer make connections that would have been difficult or impossible with a photograph.‘°

For example, a two-page GE ad in the October 1956 issue of Harper': entitled 'What General

Electric is doing to help bring America atomic-electric power' uses 12 drawings of equal size to il-

lustrate the company’s history in the nuclear field. Most of the drawings reproduce visual themes

with which Americans were familiar in the l950s. Scientists are depicted in their laboratories. The

company’s contribution to the military effort, and by irnplication its patriotism, is illustrated by

drawings of the Manhattan Project complex in Oak Ridge and the launching of the nuclear-

powered submarine Seawoß Happy, smiling natives in tropical dress are shown near electric

transmission lines to illustrate the company’s efforts to sell reactors outside the United States, while

a large, electric light bulb superimposed over a nuclear plant makes a direct connection between

nuclear power and electricity -- a connection that could not have been made at that time in a

photograph. Only two of the 12 drawings -- one of workers in protective radiation clothing and

the other of a GE experimental reactor -- do not convey farniliar images." In later industry publi-

cations, schematic drawings of the irmer workings of both fossil fueled and nuclear power plants

would help the industry show how sirrriliar the electrical production processes were.
‘ No doubt in an effort to maintain the image of engineering ”control" over the atom, GE

deviated from historic company practice in the composition of photographs which showed equip-

ment necessary for the construction and operation of nuclear power plants and other nuclear tech-

nology. Nye points out that a random analysis of photographs contained in editions of the General

Electric Review published in the 1920s and 1930s showed that 70 percent contained pictures of

machines without people, and in the few photographs that did, the people functioned as units of

measurement to illustrate the size of the machines. "The photographs overwhelrningly emphasized

machines cut off from human involvement and from their social implications," Nye notes.‘2

Conversely, photographs of nuclear equipment used in GE Review in the 1950s rarely showed the

equipment without showing people in an active, operational state. Photographs that showed

technicians handling radioactive materials with remote-controlled arms (known as ”master-slave

manipulators'), engineers testing reactor safety equipment, radiation technicians in protective

clothing, and environmental specialists collecting samples of flora and fauna around nuclear facili-
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ties all conveyed an image of scientists, technicians, and engineers who were comfortable with the

nuclear equipment and in total control of the nuclear process.

Another technique used by the industry to ”naturalize' nuclear power plants was to pho-

tograph the plant buildings so that they blended into the natural environment, what Weart calls "the

machine in the meadow."“ For example, the front and back color cover ofa 1958 AEC publication

extolling nuclear energy developments shows GE’s Vallecitos research reactor at the base of a green

hill with yellow wildflowers and a pond in the foreground and the leaves from a nearby tree grace-

fully framing the reactor containment vessel." The perspective provided by aerial photographs

helped minirnize the tremendous size of reactor buildings and such photographs were frequently

used in promotional publications. For example, ll of 13 full·view shots of nuclear power plants

in a 1964 AIF publication were shot from the air." When ground-level photographs of plants were

taken, a camera angle was frequently chosen that reduced the visual impact of the large, round

spherical containment buildings common on GE plants. Because most plants were located near

large bodies of water for reactor cooling purposes, photographs were taken with the water in the

foreground and the reactor buildings well in the background. Weart points out that a 1969 AEC

film included a scene of girls fishing near a white reactor building, and many an industry publication

took advantage of the positive effect that warm water discharged from the plant had in attracting

fish to include at least one shot of fishing boats near the plant cooling towers.‘°

Using Comics and Films

Another technique the industry used to "naturalize" nuclear power was to educate the

public about the new technology through cartoon characters and drawings. While modem research

has concluded that cartoons do not enhance learning, there is evidence to suggest that they make

learning more enjoyable and tend to reduce anxiety, making them an ideal teaching tool for a sub-

ject that was bom under a mushroom c1oud.‘" Perhaps the industry’s most ambitious effort to use
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cartoons as a communication tool for educating the public about nuclear power was the publication

in 1955 of
GE’s

comic book Inside the Atom.‘“ Widely circulated in the country’s school systems,

Inside the Atom told the story of the development of nuclear energy through the eyes ofEd, an older

man who functioned as a teacher for Johnny, a boy of about 12. Like many popular accounts of

nuclear energy development that were produced in the 1950s, Inside the Atom begins with an ex-

planation of early atomic theories, and connects the work of well-known modem scientists such

as Bohr, Rutherford and Einstein to the legends surrounding the alchemists and the early atomic

theories of Democritus and Aristotle.‘° This is followed by a detailed explanation of the structure

of the atom and the principle of nuclear iission, and concludes with Ed’s explanation of how the

atom is making ”wonderful things possible" in power production, transportation, medicine, indus-

try, and agriculture.’°

By using a comic book to educate school children about nuclear energy, General Electric

was able to present strange and unfamiliar information in a context that was both noncontroversial

and enjoyable to children. 'Adopting the style of a particular kind of publication can be used both

to present a point of view in a striking form and, perhaps, to bring it to the attention of readers

who would not otherwise be made aware of it,' notes Edward Booth-Clibbom and Daniele Baroni

in The Language ofGraphics. "The fantasy world of comic books, for instance, seems remote from

political controversy, but their graphic techniques have been called to the aid of many causes. In

the process, the stereotypes of popular imagery become the format of an analytical message.”" In

Inside the Atom, the message is clear. "When we’ve solved all the problems [of developing com-

mercial nuclear power],' Ed tells Johnny, 'the energy potential locked inside the atom will provide

enough power for everybody -· everywhere/"2 Ed doesn’t mention the problems associated with

"bad atoms"; there’s no discussion ir1 the book of atomic bombs, just a brief reference to GE’s role

in helping develop uranium separation facilities during the war. Ed tells Johnny that the safety of

workers in the nuclear industry is assured through several measures ~- training, rules, protective

features of the plants, and "sensitive instruments" that "warn" workers of dangerous developments.

"The result: Folks living nearby are in no danger at all. . .and workers are as safe as they’d be in

their own homes/’”
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Because cartoons and drawings allowed publicists to create images that could not be re-

produced in photographs, they were frequently used to both educate and promote. For example,
F

the AEC relied on cartoon characters to educate workers in the early years of atomic development

about safe practices in handling nuclear materials. "Radiation. . .a new Hazard is bom!' began the

AEC’s Radiation Safety Primer, with an accompanying illustration showing a "baby" whose head

was the familiar atomic symbol (a small ball ringed by whirling electrons) being pushed in a stroller

by an engineer, a doctor, and a scientist." The parnphlet tells workers that radiation is a ”natural

force like electricity" and that ’radiation like electricity can be harmful in large amounts." Through

a series of simple cartoon illustrations and text, the prirner shows industry workers how they are

protected from overexposure to radiation by special shielding, instrumentation, and regular medical

checkups, and instructs them on techniques they must use to avoid radiation contamination. So

workers would not be left with the irnpression that radiation is their only job-related hazard, the

primer concludes with an illustrations of workers in various accident situations whose attention is

being distracted by an attractive woman in a swimsuit. The accompanying caption reads "Radi-

ation is New and Interesting. . .But D0n’t Forget the old reliable. . .Killers."

While produced for educational purposes, these cartoon drawings tended to ”naturalize”

radiation by depicting it symbolically as a woman, a baby, or the more common phenomenon of

electricity. A similar purpose was achieved in a 1966 AIF publication entitled The What And Why

OfA tomic Power in which a cartoon character named Harry Gibbs is instructed by an "information

specialist" named Burt Blake about nuclear energy." When Harry first "meets" nuclear energy on

the publication’s cover, the AEC’s radiation "baby" has grown up into an atomic power ”adult'

with the familiar atomic symbol still being used as the character’s head. Harry Gibbs functions as

a sort of "Everyman" in the publication who asks questions about nuclear energy, according to the

introduction, that the reader would want answered. By using cartoon characters and drawings, the

AIF publication draws on familiar themes to make the process of nuclear power production appear

simple and natural. Fission is depicted as a magic show in which a magician, ”The Great Neutron,"

throws neutrons at the atomic character and "splits’ the character into two identical characters.

The multiple levels of nuclear plant safety are illustrated by a baseball player who attempts to field
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a ground ball while being backed up by several other players and a large safety net. The atomic

character links hands with other characters depicting coal, oil, and gas to "help utilities keep down

electricity prices.” The publication concludes with a drawing of a man resting comfortably in a

harnrnock with a nuclear plant nearby as the text concludes that 'atomic power plants make good

neighborsf More recently, cartoon characters have proven useful in helping the industry make

further connections between ideas that are beyond the capability of photographs. A 1980 print

media and television advertising campaign by the U.S. Council for Energy Awareness used a

cartoon-like stick figure to illustrate how nuclear energy could help the country satisfy its need for

electricity and lower its dependence on foreign oil.’°

Films have also occupied an important position in the industry’s public education effort.

In 1952 the AEC began making available to private film studios and others black and white stock

film footage showing the use of nuclear energy in medical, biological, and agricultural research and

a variety of other peaceful applications.” Films were a particularly effective way to reach students,

and in 1953 the agency began distributing the GE-produced film A I: for Atom into classrooms

around the country. Other AEC films produced during the period included The Magic of the Atom

(1954), Atom: for Peace (1959), and Atom:for the America: (1963).“

A. Costandina Titus points out that these AEC frlrns presented basic information about the

atom and its positive uses to public school science classes and contained very little information

about the use of nuclear weapons. 'Their significance lies in their very existence, which demon-

strates an attempt by the govemment to launch an extensive campaign to present atomic power to

the American public as a positive, beneficial, non-threatening phenomenon as long as it was un-

derstood and controlled by the proper authorities,' he notes.” Most of the films used animated

cartoon characters that tended to greatly sirnplify and even trivialize atomic science. For example,

in a 1964 version of A Is For Atom, Dr. Atom, a cartoon character whose head was the familiar

atomic symbol, explains the intemal structure ofatoms while other similarly drawn characters jump

happily about in a community called "Element Town." Radium, the film explained, was a highly

"active" or radioactive element, so the cartoon character depicting radium was shown frantically

dancing. When the discussion turned to positive applications of nuclear power, a Geiger counter
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was transforrned into a cartoon character resembling the famous fictional detective Sherlock

Holmes, who busily began "tracking down" radioactive tracers in plants and people.°°

The film also depicted nuclear energy as a faceless, muscular gant, straddling the United

States with arms crossed, symbolically representing what Weart calls the "trar1scendental power" of

the atom to be both the savior and destroyer of humankind.°‘ The image of nuclear power as a

powerful giant capable of being both "good' and "bad" was perhaps best depicted in the 1957 Walt

Disney film Our Friend the Atom, which was produced for the Disney television series "Disney1and"

on ABC and later released to theaters in Europe.°2 Much of the film is narrated by Heinz Haber,

a scientist hired by Disney as a consultant to the studio on nuclear energy.°’ Haber, who spoke

with a heavy German accent, is surrounded throughout the film by white-coated teclmicians in the

Disney "science laboratory," giving the production an aura of scientific credibility. Haber explains

that the scientific search for the secrets of the atom is reminiscent of the ancient story of the fish-

erman who finds a genie in the bottle, and this story becomes the device through which Our Friend

the Atom traces the development of nuclear energy. In an animated sequence at the film’s begn-

ning, the fisherman removes the lead stopper from the bottle, releasing a malevolent-looking purple

genie who rises high above the scared fisherman in a mushroom·shaped cloud. The genie threatens

the fisherman with death, but the clever fisherman tricks the genie back into the bottle, and the

genie agrees to grant the fisherman three wishes for his release. In the Disney version of this ancient

story, the fisherman chooses for his first two wishes to use the ger1ie’s "magic power” to produce

energy and provide health and food. The fisherman’s third wish is that the atomic genie forever

remain the friend of humankind.

In Our Friend The Atom, Disney demonstrated the difference between "good” and "bad”

atoms by juxtaposing the image of the atomic mushroom cloud with a nuclear reactor. In one se-

quence, three atomic bomb tests are shown in sequence while Haber describes how, like the fish-

erman, society may wish it had never found the vessel containing the genie. But Disney then

proceeds to show a bomb blast in reverse motion with the mushroom cloud being sucked down

into the fisherrnan’s bottle. The scene dramatically illustrates the control that the film’s producer

believed society could have over the atomic genie. Later in the film, a now benevolent genie rises
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in a cloud from a nuclear reactor, while Haber describes the "magic power" of the reactor to make

materials radioactive for use in research and medicine. As the film ends, the now ”13.1’I1Cd” genie

towers over the land, and from his giant hands society receives the ”f1re" of atomic power and the

"magic tools for resea.rch' in agriculture, medicine, and industry. The film’s final image is a view

of the world as the nucleus of the atom.

Both of these films, and others produced by the industry, told the story of atomic energy

development as one of choices. Society had been given the power to control the atom by its sci-

entists, and that power could either serve or destroy. There was very little in the films to suggest

to the audience that there were risks or tradeoffs associated with the peaceful atom. When radiation

was discussed, it was always characterized as being under the control of those "experts" who held

the secrets of the atom. In A ls For A tom, for example, the narrator explained that nuclear reactors

could control radioactivity "in complete safety/’ and a sequence of drawings of various commercial

nuclear power plants were presented with cows shown grazing in the fields next to the cooling

towers while farmers plowed the land on tractors.

Films have continued to be a vehicle for public education by the nuclear industry. In its

1981 annual report, AIF reported that more than 10 million people had seen its film A Play Haß

Written: The Energy Adventure on commercial and public television and in school and community

showings.°‘

While photographs, drawings, films, and cartoons helped to create a visual image that nu-

clear power was a normal, natural, and logical extension of modern science and technological

progress, the language of nuclear promotion often relied on simile and metaphor to connect the

atom to familiar images in American life. No doubt because radiation was so feared by the public,

publications discussing it were marked by language that stressed science’s "control" of radiation ar1d

the positive impact it was having on the treatment of disease and in industry and agriculture. As

one AIF publication assured nuclear industry workers, radiation was "strictly regulated, effectively

controlled, carefully monitored, and precisely quantified/’°’ An AEC publication noted in 1958 that

radiation film badges and other detection devices "are today as familiar to workers in this field as

water coolers a.nd pencil sharpeners.”°° Publicists also went to great lengths to show that even
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without nuclear power plants, ’natura1" or background radiation was a part of the environment, and

that man-made radiation contributed very little to the radiation already present in nature. The

comparision between the two radiation categories was most often made by producing charts

showing both natural and man-made radiation sources, with nuclear power located at the bottom

of the list. An industry film released in 1982 was aptly named "Radiation. . .Naturally."°7

A comparison of 1951 and 1960 editions of an AEC publication designed to provide the

public with "nontechnica1' information about radiation provides in microcosm an example of how

government and industry publicists changed their treatment of radiation as commercial nuclear

power plants entered American culture.°° Both pamphlets rely on a question-and-answer format

to discuss radiation, but by 1960 such questions as "Is It Safe To Live Near Atomic Energy P1ants?"

and ^'Can Radiation lnjuries Be Cured?" had been dropped. Reflecting the concems of some

publicists that the word "atomic" was automatically connected in the public mind with bombs, the

1960 report substituted 'nuclear." Only three photographs showing radiation handling equipment

and a worker in protective clothing were included ir1 the 1951 report, while the 1960 edition in-

cluded photographs of a patient being treated with cobalt; the nuclear powered submarine

. Nauzilur; the use of radiation in agriculture to study plants and eradicate pests such as the

screwworm fly; and other ”positive' applications.

While some of the differences in the two publications can be explained by the passage of

time and technological developments in the nuclear energy field, the comparison also reveals the

efforts publicists made to 'natura1ize" radiation and emphasize its benefits, while at the same time

miriimizing its harrnful effects. For example, compare the opening paragraphs of the two publica-

tions:

1951

Light is a kind of radiation; so are radio waves. The word radiation, as used in the atomic energy
enterprise, applies to one particular kind ·- nuclear radiation. lt is called "nuclear' radiation because
it comes from the core, or the nucleus, of atoms.
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1960

Nuclear radiations are types of energy that occur naturally in the world we live in, just as do other
more familiar radiations such as light, heat, radio waves, and X-rays. General interest in nuclear
radiations is comparatively new, and our unfamiliarity with the term and what it means may make
these particular radiations seem mysterious, just as electricity once was mysterious to most people.
We now know electricity as a familiar and indispensable servant of mankind; it has been controlled
and put to work. Nuclear radiation, likewise, is being controlled and put to work for man’s good.
Handled carelessly, however, nuclear radiation, like electricity, can be destructive.

In 108 words, the 1960 paragraph established the following ideas about radiation:

•
Radiation occurs nazuralfv in the environment.

•
Radiation is a type of energy, just like light, heat, radio waves, and X-rays.

• Radiation may be unfamiliar and mysterious, but once so was electricity and, by implication,

so were other technological phenomena that we now take for granted.
•

Radiation can be controlled, just like electricity.
•

Radiation has been put to work for the benefit of mankind, just like electricity.
•

Radiation’s dangers are like those of familiar electricity, but danger occurs only if the two (very

similar) forces are "handled carelessly.'
l

The 1960 pamphlet also contained a discussion of national defense applications of nuclear

energy, although in most references ”bombs" were transforrned into "weapons." According to these

publications, the difference between weapons and reactors was "control." Bombs were examples

of atoms reacting in an 'uncontrolled" fashion, while in nuclear reactors
”.

. .the rate of the reaction

is under strict contro1.' Using a strained comparison, the 1960 publication sought to show that

nuclear energy was no different than any other power source, if handled properly: ”Similarly, gas-

oline can explode, but also can be bumed in a stove or in an automobile engine.”°’ References in

the 1951 report that atomic bombs can "kil1 and injure thousands" and that two govemment

workers had been killed by radiation in laboratory accidents were also dropped from the 1960

report.7°

Although directcd at the layperson, many of the industry’s publications about nuclear

power contained a high level of technical detail. Weart notes that in Europe and the United States,
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industry publicists created rational "information” campaigns with a multitude of teclmical facts and

detail. Even though many of the public didn’t understand all the technical details about nuclear

power, the volume of information served a symbolic function by projecting "confidence that matters

were safe with the experts who understood what it was all about/’"

For example, the 1960 AEC publication on radiation provided a detailed and specific dis-

cussion of the four principal kinds of radiation, complete with drawings of alpha, beta, and garnma

rays, and neutrons. A section on radioactive decay provided precise measurements of the decay

rates for various nuclear materials and contained a glossary defining the l0 different units for

measuring radiation exposure, including discussions of roentgens, rads, rems, and curies.72 A 1964

AIF publication on reactor safety devoted several pages to features of reactor operation such as the

”Doppler effect," nuclear "excursions,’ fuel rod cladding, "sa.fe geometry" in the reactor core,

"zero"-leakage containment shells, and other technical issues that projected scientific concem with

safety." To demonstrate the level of federal control over nuclear power, detailed descriptions of

how nuclear power plants were licensed by the AEC were included in some publications, and one

added drawings of cartoon characters who ”smiled" as they worked their way through the

multiple-levels of the federal licensing process."'

As the industry moved into its growth years in the l960s, publicists continued to use lan-

guage that educated, "naturalized' nuclear power, and emphasized control. Through the use of

drawings and schematic diagrams, the industry sought to show how nuclear plants produced elec-

tricity in the same manner as coal and hydroelectric plants, and that only the fuel source was dif-

ferent. It was "physically impossible" for a nuclear power plant to behave like an atomic bomb,

. emphasized one publication, and then explained the differences in detail." The amount of radiation

exposure to the public from living near a nuclear power plant was compared to radiation received

from watching television, wearing a luminescent watch, or having an X-ray,7° while another pub-

lication equated the number of ”man-hours' required to build the pyramids with the same amout

of effort devoted to research in nuclear energy.77 Substances placed in the reactor controlled neu-

trons "rnuch as a blotter soaks up ink,'" and nuclear fuel could be stored 'rn a space not much

' larger than your living roorn."7° Used nuclear fuel became 'spent.”“° Cooling water discharged
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from nuclear power plants was 'feebly radioactive/’ while releases of radioactive gases to the envi-

ronrnent were "controlled" to meet AEC regulations.“ The laws of physics governing the combi-
l

nation of nuclear fuel in water-cooled reactors (all but one commercial U.S. reactor are cooled by

water) created "natural safety features” that limited accidents. But should the ”natural' features fail,

operators could rely on "control rods,' "safety mechanisms' that operated in a "fail-safe" manner,

'multiple physical barriers,' and other 'special safeguards' to limit accidents.

To further "naturalize” the technology, publicists sometimes gave nuclear reactors human

characteristics. For example, the physical laws governing the operation of nuclear reactors caused

these devices to have a 'stubbom streak" that naturally prevented accidents." Neutrons were the

"1ife’s b1ood' of nuclear reactors and there were various 'generations" of reactor designs in the

”atomic power family/’“ And with all of their advantages, nuclear power plants made "good

neighbors/’“ Sometimes, the industry carried the machine-human comparisons too far, as in a

1976 advertisment in an industry trade publication that posed the provocative question, "Why is a

woman like a nuclear power plant'?"

In order to remain beautiful she must take good care of herself. . .she schedules her rest regularly. .
.when she is not up to par she sees her doctor. . .she never lets herself get out of date. . .she is as trim
now as she was ten years ago. . .in other words, she Ls a perfect example of preventative
maintenance.“

As criticism of the industry began to escalate in the 1970s, publicists recognized they would

have to confront the now actively debated issues associated with nuclear power safety and the en-

vironmental effects of operating the plants. A 1970 publication turned the environmentalists’ ar-

gument about nuclear power on its head by pointing out that unlike coal-fired generating plants,

nuclear plants were ’clean" because they did not introduce bulk combustion products such as fly

ash into the atmosphere. The same report characterized many of the environmental problems as-

sociated with nuclear power as "i.magined," but where real problems existed, such as the potential

damaging affects on aquatic life by warm water discharged from the plants, the industry could en-

gineer solutions to the problem (cooling towers). Nuclear plants were pleasing aesthetic additions

to the environment compared to coal-burning facilities; plants had a 'streamlined” look, resembling

'light industry.”’°
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By the mid-19706, the industry was openly acknowledging the growing public distrust of

nuclear power. One AIF pamphlet began: "People tell pollsters that their greatest worry about

nuclear power is that reactors will explode. A housewife asks if the electricity generated by a nuclear

g plant is radioactive. A Congressman refers to the ’nuclear exp1osions’ that produce energy at these

generating stations." The solution to these "misconceptionsf according to the pamphlet, was edu-

cation. 'Actually, nuclear plants are not as different from other power plants as these miscon-

ceptions imply. Understanding what they are and how they work is important to forming

judgments and attitudes about nuclear power."" But while education about the mechanics of

nuclear plant operations and safety would continue to be an industry theme throughout the 1970s,

a second theme began to emerge as consumers started becoming painfully educated to the world

energy situation through the oil embargo of 1973. AIF publications began to stress the country’s

"dependence" on electricity as a measure of an ”improved” standard of living. The country had an

'insatiable appetite" for electrical energy, an appetite that could not be realized ifAmerica continued

its dependence on foreign oil. The solution was heavier reliance on the country’s most plentiful

fuels -- coal and uranium. Increasing reliance on nuclear power "is vital to our way of life,” one

publication concluded, noting that "distinguished American scientists, including ll Nobel Prize

winners," agreed with the industry that the situation was ”critical.""

Although preoccupied with the political and economic fallout from the accident at Three

Mile Island in 1979, the industry continued to expand on an overall public relations theme of

making America "energy independent through nuclear power." The industry’s public relations

posture following the accident was to demonstrate that nuclear power was now even safer as a result

of the lessons learned and that more than ever the country needed nuclear energy to meet the

challenge of foreign oil. Indeed, support of nuclear power was deemed patriotic, and industry

publications ar1d advertising began to be marked by symbols that reflected patriotic ideals. For

example, in 1980 a major national advertising campaign begun by the the U.S. Council for Energy

Awareness (CEA) relied heavily on red, white, and blue designs and a "stars and bars” color scheme

to reinforce the message that nuclear energy was a necessary weapon in the battle to reduce Amer-

ica’s dependence on foreign oil.” ‘
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Nuclear Risk Communication Today

It is unlikely that the nuclear industry executives who met in the Plaza Hotel on a snowy
I

March day in 1956 could even have begun to imagine the twists and tums that the industry’s public

relations strategy would take over the next three decades. And while their prophetic concem that

a major accident at a nuclear plant would drastically change public attitudes toward the industry

has been dramatically confrrmed, few in that room would have ever guessed that their industry

would one day be responsible for publishing information waming the public about how it could

avoid the dangerous consequences of serious nuclear plant accidents. There is an old adage in the

practice of public relations that one should "never repeat a negative" when discussing issues alfecting

one’s client or employer, but among the sweeping changes forced on the industry after Three Mile

Island was just such a directive. Nuclear utilities, working with state and local oflicials, would be

required to discuss a subject they had historically avoided or minimized -- accidents involving ra-

diation releases and their impact on the public. How has an industry intent upon speaking no evil

about nuclear power managed to convey to the public the idea that nuclear power is a "risky"

technology. . .and how effective has the industry been in raising the level of public consciousness

about those risks?

As of June 1989, there were 112 commercial nuclear reactors with NRC operating licenses

at 73 locations in 34 states. During the first three months of 1989, those plants provided more than

18 percent of the electricity produced in the United States. Illinois has 12 operating reactors, the

most of any state, while 10 states have one reactor. The reactors are operated by 52 utilities, al-

though a number of reactors are jointly owned by several utility companies. For example, the

Arizona Public Service Company is the operating utility for the three—unit Palo Verde plant in

Wintersburg, Arizona, but the reactors are also owned by six other utilities.°°

Under the criteria developed jointly by the NRC and FEMA to assess radiological emer~

gency plans and preparedness around nuclear power plants (NUREG-0654), the nuclear plant

owner/operators, ir1 conjunction with state and local agencies, develop emergency plans to reduce
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radiation exposure to people living within a 10-mile radius of the nuclear plant and address potential

problems from radiation contarnination of food and water for a distance of 50 miles from the plant.

The l0·mile Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) are normally circular with the plant located at the

center, but the shape may vary for some plants due to geographical features at the plant site. The

NRC and FEMA criteria allow two small water·coo1ed reactors of less than 250 megawatts and the

Fort St. Vrain gas-cooled reactor in Colorado to establish EPZs of about five miles in radius. Be-

cause reactors at multiple unit plants are located close together, only one 10-mile EPZ is required

per plant."

As part of the utility/state/local emergency plan, nuclear plant owner/operators are required

periodically to make information available to the public living within the EPZ (and transients

passing through the area) concerning how they will be notified and what their actions should be if

a nuclear plant emergency occurs. As noted in Chapter I, the NUREG-0654 criteria for evaluating

whether the public education planning standard has been mct specifies that the information pro-

vided EPZ residents include, but not be limited to, educational material on radiation; a contact for

additional information; radiation protection measures such as evacuation routes, sheltering infor-

mation, and respiratory protection; and information for the benefit of the handicapped and others

with special needs. The planning standard does not require plant owner/operators or state and local

officials to adopt a specific communication format or method to provide the public with this in-

formation, but does suggest posting the information in public areas, placing it in telephone books,

and mailing the information with utility bills and in annual publications?2

To determine the cornrr1unication materials nuclear utilities use to meet the NUREG-0654

planning standard for public education and information, a questionnaire was mailed to the 52 nu-

clear utilities in May 1989 (Appendix A). The questionnaire was addressed to the heads of utility

public information offices or others who had previously been identified as having responsibility for

nuclear public education within the 10-mile EPZ. In many cases, the completed questionnaires

were returned by utility communication and emergency planning specialists who were physically

located at the nuclear plant site rather than at the utility’s headquarters address. A total of 47

questionnaires were retumed by utilities operating 93 reactors in 30 states, representing 83 percent
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of the licensed operating reactors in the United States. Two utilities operating separate nuclear

power plants that are geographically close together were counted as one because both plants share

a combined EPZ and the utilities use the same principal cornrnunication tool, thereby reducing, for

the purposes of the study, the number of participating utilities to 46.93 (Utilities that returned

questionnaires are identilied in Appendix B). The total combined estimated EPZ populations for

44 of the 46 utilities is more than 3 million people; two utilities did not provide estimates of EPZ

populations. EPZ populations served by the utilities ranged from a high of 420,919 to a low of

1,200.

Each utility was asked to indicate the communication material or materials it used to meet

the NUREG-0654 criteria for public education. The utility responses are shown in Table 1.

It shows that the most popular communication material used by the utilities is the booklet, fol-

lowed by telephone book inserts, calendars, newsletters, letters to EPZ residents, and posters.

Utilities were then asked to indicate which one of these communication materials they primarily

relicd on to meet the NUREG·O654 criteria for providing EPZ residents with emergency infor-

mation. Table 2 shows that the majority of utilities rely on booklets and calendars to meet the

· requirements, while two utilities rely on telephone book inserts and one on a brochure.

Telephone book inserts are advertisements containing essential emergency information that

are placed by the utilities in telephone books serving the EPZ. Although a number of utilities

prepare the inserts, their low ranking as a primary tool for meeting the NUREG-0654 criteria for

EPZ residents suggests that most utilities rely on the inserts as a device for reaching transient pop-

ulations who pass through the EPZ but do not reside there.

It is important to note that this study sought to identify utility communication materials

that went directly to EPZ residents without being iiltered through an information "gatekeeper" such

as the news media. Most utility public education programs also involve communicating messages

to EPZ residents through the news media via press releases, press conferences, interviews, and other

media relations techniques. In addition, some nuclear utilities have extensive public speaking pro-

grams about nuclear power and/or hold meetings in neighborhoods at which EPZ residents can

receive information and ask questions. These neighborhood meetings are normally informal ses-
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Table 1. Utility emergency communication materials.

Material Utilities
(N = 46)

Booklets 32
Tel. Bk. Inserts 27
Calendars 18
Newsletters 17
Letters 12
Posters 12
Print Ads ll
Broadcast Ads 10
Stickers 7
Brochures 6
Signs 3
Maps 2
Annual Reports 1
Leatlets 1
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Table 2. Primary utility emergency communication materials.

Material Utilities
(N = 46)

Booklets 26
Calendars ' 17
Tel. Bk. Inserts 2
Brochures 1
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sions for which transcripts are not kept, but utilities that hold such meetings generally provide

participants with printed materials such as the booklets and calendars mentioned above.
W

Forty-one of the 46 utilities, nearly 89 percent, said they took primary responsibility for

seeing that their principal communication material was distributed to EPZ residents, while the re-

maining five utilities relied on either state or local govemmental agencies to handle the distribution.

All but two of the utilities said that their materials were distributed by mail, but 10 utilities indicated

that they used several distribution methods, including hand-delivery to EPZ residents, central

pickup points, and placement at public buildings and other locations where EPZ residents were

likely to visit. All of the utilities responding to the questionnaire said they annually update their

primary communication material for EPZ residents.

To determine the level of involvement by state and local government in the preparation

of emergency communication materials, utilities were asked to estimate the percentage ofejfort that

govemmental agencies contributed to the development of these primary materials. As shown in

Table 3, state/local govemmental involvement is extremely limited. Only 35 percent of the re-

sponding utilities reported that state/local govemments contributed 25 percent or more of the effort

required to write and edit the materials, while govermnental involvement ir1 photograph selection

and graphic design was considerably less.

It should be noted that the overall emergency planning process requires state and local

agencies responsible for emergency plarming to review and approve these materials, and those

agencies are listed in the materials as points of contact for the public during emergencies. But these

findings do indicate that, with few exceptions, state and local govemmental agencies do not actively

participate in the preparation of utility public education materials for EPZ residents.

The survey also indicates that federal involvement in the development of nuclear public

education materials is more extensive than state/local involvement. All but two of the 46 nuclea.r

utilities responding to the survey reported that their communication materials had been reviewed

by FEMA, which has an ongoing program to improve the quality and effectiveness of utility public

education programs. FEMA has told the General Accounting Office that its review program has

caused some utilities to revise the format and style of brochures and change the reading level to
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Table 3. Utility estimates of state/local governmental efl'ort in emergency material preparation.

Effort Write/Edit Photography Graphics
(N=46) (N=46) (N=46)

> 50 percent 5 2 3
25-50 percent 11 4 5
< 25 percent 30 40 38
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coincide more closely with that of a plant's geographie area. This survey confrrms that FEMA has

been active in suggesting changes for utility communication materials. Of the 44 utilities who said

FEMA had reviewed their communication materials, 28, nearly 64 percent, said that the federal

agency had suggested changes in the fonnat and organization of the materials, while 50 percent re-

ported that FEMA had proposed changes in the graphic design of the materials.

However, the survey frndings support the GAO's concem that not enough attention is be-

ing devoted to determining whether EPZ residents actually read and understand the emergency

communication materials they receive from nuclear plant owner/operators." Twenty utilities, 43

percent of those responding to the survey, said they do not assess whether EPZ residents understand

their primary emergency communication material. Of the utilities that did make an assessment of

residents’ understanding of emergency information, one-third made the assessment on an annual

or more frequent schedule. The most popular method for making the assessment was a survey of

EPZ residents (18 responses), followed by analysis of letters and infomial comments (12 responses).

Three utilities indicated that they met with ”focus groups' of EPZ residents to discuss emergency

communication materials, one utility used reading experts to determine readibility of the publica-

tions, and one utility relied on the FEMA survey of the emergency notification system as a measure

of residents’ understanding of its communication materials. One utility noted that it had been able

to assess the understandability of its communication materials when emergency evacuations were

conducted within the plant EPZ for both a chemical plant problem and a hurricane.

Because the cost of communicating to a large EPZ population might influence a utility’s

public education strategy, an analysis was conducted to see if EPZ population size rrright be a factor

in (a) choice of primary communication material and (b) whether a utility assessed the level of

understanding of that material within its EPZ population. Table 4 shows that calendars were the

communication material of choice for utilities with small EPZ populations, while EPZ size does

not appear to be a factor influencing whether utilities assess their residents’ understanding of the

content of emergency communication materials.

While the survey did not attempt to gather information from the utilities about factors af-

fecting their selection of materials, common sense may suggest why 13 of the 17 utilities that used
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Table 4. Utility knowledge assessment and communication material selection by EPZ size.

< 50,000 2 50,000
(N= 25) (N= 19)*

Made Assessment 13 12
No Assessment 12 7
Calendars 13 4
Booklets 12 12
Brochure 0 1
Tel. Bk. Insert 0 2

*Two utilities did not provide EPZ size.
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calendars have EPZ populations of 50,000 or less. Emergency calendars are similar to those

produced for commercial sale in that they rely on full-color photographs, special folding and bind-

ing, and other graphic techniques that increase production expense. Most of the booklets analyzed

in this study do not use full color photographs, special bindings, or complicated graphics, and are

therefore less expensive to produce than calendars. Thus, utilities having to communicate with large

EPZ populations may find it too expensive to utilize calendars, while utilities with small popu-

lations are better able to absorb calendar costs.

lt might be assumed that utilities serving small populations would be more likely to assess

EPZ residents’ knowledqe of information contained within their emergency materials that utilities

with large populations. However, 63 percent of the utilities with large EPZ populations indicated

they assessed EPZ residents’ knowledge of their primary communication material compared with

52 percent percent of the utilities serving small populations.- Because 88 percent of the utilities

serving small EPZ populations also indicated that they are responsible for only one EPZ, it may

be that communication specialists serving small populations feel they obtain an adequate assess-

ment of their cornrnunication programs through normal community contacts such as speaking en-

- gagements, complaint letter monitoring, and simply living and/or working in the affected

communities. For these specialists, more formal assessment mechanisms are not necessary because

of more frequent contact with EPZ residents, while utilities serving large EPZ populations often

must attempt to communicate with people in multiple geographie locations. For example, nearly

one-half of the utilities with large EPZ populations indicated that they have two or more EPZs for

which they must provide emergency materials. Communication specialists for these utilities may

feel that more formal techniques, such as surveys, are necessary to assess knowledge levels across

varying EPZ populations.

This study of nuclear plant public education programs shows that while nuclear plant

owner/operators use a variety of materials to communicate emergency information, they rely prin-

cipally on annual mailings of booldets and calendars to meet the NUREG-0654 criteria for public

education of EPZ residents. The materials are prepared by the utilities with rninirnal input from

state and local governmental agencies, although these agencies approve the materials before they
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become part of the emergency plan. And while the federal government reviews and suggests im-

provements in the readability and graphic design of the materials, the study confirms that a sub-

stantial number of utilities still do not assess whether EPZ residents understand the information

being provided them. Thus, the content of important emergency information being distributed to

EPZ residents by nuclear plant owner/operators is essentially the product of utility communication

specialists, and many utilities do not assess whether this information contributes to the public’s

knowledge about what to do in a nuclear plant emergency.

In an effort to better understand the content and design of these important communication

materials, I have reviewed more than 40 booklets, calendars, brochures, and telephone book inserts

that have been provided EPZ residents by nuclear plar1t owner/operators since 1986. This review

indicates that while the content and design of the materials varies greatly even within specific cate-

gories such as calendars and booklets, images and rhetoric associated with the promotional history

of nuclear power have become imbedded in many utility emergency communication materials. But

before tuming to the specific informational content of these materials, and the images they project,

it is important to iexplain how this information is ”packaged" so that the reader will have a more

complete picture of the impact that the words, pictures, and graphic designs contained within these

materials has upon the level of knowledge that EPZ residents must have to survive a radiological

emergency.

Booklets. As noted above, booklets are the most popular vehicle used by nuclear utilities

to communicate emergency information to EPZ residents. For this study I exarnined 23 booklets

published between 1986 and 1988 that were obtained by writing to nuclear plant owner/operators.

The booklets 1 examined were published in various sizes, with the cover size ranging from about

38 square inches (about 5 x 7 inches) to a maximum of nearly 94 square inches (8.5 x ll inches).

While there was no ”typical" booklet cover size, the two most preferred sizes were 8.5 x ll inches

and 5.5 x 8.5 inches. All of the booklets were stapled and, with a few exceptions, the booklet spine

ran vertically. Counting both the front and back covers, the booklets ranged in size from four pages

to 32 pages. Fouxteen booklets contained between 10 and 20 pages and eight booklets contained

more than 20 pages. No doubt to save printing costs, a majority of the booklets exarnined were
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printed with only two ink colors, while four booklets were printed in four colors. One booklet

printed in two colors did include an inserted map that was printed in four colors. Thirteen of the

booklets were printed on textured paper while the remainder were printed on glossy, coated paper.

Calendars. Calendars are becoming increasingly popular among utility communication

specialists as tools for communicating emergency information to EPZ residents. FEMA believes

that calendars are more likely to be retained by residents than other materials, and at least one utility

communication specialist has told me informally that FEMA encourages utilities to utilize calendars

in conjunction with other materials."' For this study I examined 16 utility emergency communi-

cation calendars published in 1988 and 1989. Full-sized calendars ranged from about 94 square

inches (8.5 x ll inches) to 154 inches (ll x 14 inches), while one desk calendar was about 47 square

inches (5.5 x 8.5 inches). With the exception of the desk calendar, which was bound by staples on

its vertical spine, the calendars were bound along the horizontal spine with either staples or spiral

plastic and metal binding. All but the desk calendar came with pre-cut holes for wall·mounting.

Counting both the front and back covers, the calendars ranged in size from 24 to 48 pages, with

13 of the 15 calendars having 30 or more pages. As attractiveness is no doubt one significant

function of a wall calendar, 13 utilized four-color photographs either on the cover or inside, and

all but two of the calendars were printed on glossy, coated paper.

Because so few utilities rely on brochures and telephone book inserts as their primary

communication tool for EPZ residents, I chose not to conduct an extensive analysis of their con-

tent, so I will limit my description of these two materials to their physical characteristics.

Brochures. Although utilities have traditionally relied on brochures to communicate in-

formation on a variety of topics, very few utilities rely on brochures as their primary communi-

cation tool for EPZ residents (see Table 2). For the purposes of this study, a brochure is defined

as a printed sheet folded into multiple pages, or panels, that are not bound at the spine. I was able

to obtain only two brochures published later than 1986 that contained emergency information for

EPZ residents. One brochure had a cover panel that was 50 square inches in size (5 x 10 inches)

and unfolded into 16 panels while the second was 36 inches in size (4 x 9 inches) and unfolded into

20 panels. Both brochures used four-color photography printed on glossy, coated paper. One
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functional design feature of the brochures was that they contained large, easily read evacuation

maps printed on one side of the full unfolded sheet of paper.
l

Telephone Book Inserts. FEMA considers telephone book inserts to be excellent emer-

gency communication materials because they reach into most homes, businesses, public buildings,

a.nd hotel and motel rooms within the EPZ. Utilities purchase space in either the front or back of

the commercial telephone book in which they print emergency information and maps detailing the

emergency action plan for the EPZ. The two inserts I reviewed did not contain photographs or

other graphic devices and reproduced basic emergency information without elaboration.

Categories of Information

The 39 booklets and calendars exarnined for this study organized emergency information

into several general categories, although not all categories were contained in every material exam-

ined. Table 5 shows how the categories were distributed between booklets and calendars. Here is

a summary of the information content of each theme:

Notification. All of the materials contained information on how EPZ residents wouldbe

notified in the event of a radiological emergency and what residents’ actions should be upon learn-

ing of the emergency. Most utilities use either one of two warning strategies -- sirens and weather

alert radios -- and the materials contained information describing the nature of the warning signal

or message. Sirens are generally used in heavily populated areas while weather radios are provided

EPZ residents who live in areas where the population is more scattered. One utility in the study

also relies on a computerized telephone system to automatically call residents with an emergency

message. The communication materials listed radio and television stations that residents should

tune to for emergency instructions upon hearing the emergency warning signal.

Sheltering. All of the communication materials contained information on what EPZ resi-

dents should do if advised by emergency oüicials to stay indoors ('sheltering"). This advice included
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Table 5. Content categories of booklets and calendars.

Category Booklet Calendar Total
(N=23) (N=16) (N=39)

Notiiication 23 16 39
Sheltering 23 16 39
Evacuation 23 16 39
Radiation 22 1 5 37
Introduction 21 15 36
Problem Class. 18 I5 33
Special Needs 19 12 31
Children 20 10 30
Spec. Needs Card 18 12 30
Plant Description 18 ll 29
Summary 14 12 26
Planning Rationale 16 5 21
Glossary 6 8 14
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gathering family members and pets inside the home, closing windows and doors, turning off air

conditioning and other ventilation systems, closing fireplace flues, etc.

Evacuation. All of the communication materials contained specific instructions on how

residents should prepare for evacuation of their homes, if necessary. This information included

turning off lights, electrical appliances, and other equipment; packing items such as bedding, pre-

scription medications, clothing changes, etc.; and securing the home. Many of the materials re-

cornmended that residents leave pets at home with adequate food and water. All of the booklets

and calendars also contained an evacuation map showing EPZ residents the appropriate transpor-

tation routes for leaving the area and locations of reception centers and shelters outside the l0-mile

EPZ where residents could wait out the emergency.

Radiation. All of the calendars and all but one of the booklets contained information on

radiation. The level of detail varied greatly between booldets but generally included a definition of

radiation, an explanation of how radiation is produced, comparisons of human exposure to radi-

ation from both "natural" and "man-made"' sources, and health effects associated with various levels

of radiation exposure.

Introduction. All but three of the communication materials examined for this study con-

tained an introduction that explained the purpose of the booklet or calendar and encouraged EPZ

residents to read the information carefully. In 16 of the materials examined, the introduction was

in the form of a "Dear Friend"' or 'Dear Neighbor" letter from either the utility management, local

emergency management agency officials, local govemmental officials, or the govemor of the state

ia which the plant was located.

Problem Classification. All but one of the calendars and more than three—fourths of the

booklets contained a description of the NRC system for classifying radiological emergencies at nu-

clear power plants. The system ranks problems into four classes depending upon their severity and

their potential effect outside the plant boundary.

Special Needs. Eighty-three percent of the booklets and 75 percent of the calendars

prorninently displayed inforrrration directed at persons with physical impairments that might make

it difficult for them to respond quickly in an emergency. Slightly more than three-quarters of the
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publications contained tear-off cards that individuals could mail to emergency planning officials so

that residents with special needs could be identified.

School Children. Although most of the materials contained some reference to evacuation

of children who might be away at school, this information was prorninently featured in 87 percent

of the booklets and 63 percent of the calendars. While the instructions varied from plant to plant,

generally EPZ residents were told not to travel to schools to pick up children during an evacuation

but to meet them at pre-designated reeeption centers to which the children would be transported

by school buses.

Plant Description. Nearly 75 percent of the communication materials contained a de-

scription of how a nuclear plant produces electricity. These descriptions were often accompanied

by schematic drawings of the various reactor and power production systems.

Summary. About two-thirds of the materials contained a summary of emergency notifi-

cation, sheltering, and evacuation procedures. In some cases the summary was included on the

same page as the evacuation map so that essential emergency information could be removed from

the publication, apparently for quicker access.

Planning Rationale. About one-third of the calendars and two-thirds of the booklets con-

tained a brief section, separate from the introduction, in which the utility explained why emergency

planning was necessary and what groups were involved. In some cases this rationale was added to

the end of other sections.

Glossary. Slightly more than one-third of the booklets and one-half of the calendars con-

tained a glossary of nuclear terms. Terms defined by these glossaries included ^'control rods,"

"emergency core cooling system,” "fuel rods,' "uranium,' and various radiation terms such as ”rem"

and ”rnillirem."

Other Information. All of the booklets and calendars contained telephone numbers that

EPZ residents could call to obtain further information about emergency planning, and nine pro-

vided special rumor "hotline" telephone numbers that residents could use during an emergency.

Some of the brochures and calendars discussed steps that farmers should take to protect livestock
I

and crops during an emergency, although in some cases readers were referred to other publications
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available from the utility and/or local emergency management ofiicials. Two calendars also dis-

cussed the value of electricity to society.

Visual Presentation

Graphic design -- the combination of typography, color, paper, layout, photographs and

artwork -- is a particularly important component of emergency communication materials. "Graphic

design is one of the more important factors affecting comprehensibi1ity," notes FEMA in its guide

to preparing emergency public information materials. 'Effective graphic design reduces the level

of effort for the reader, motivating interest and making a clear irnpression. . .Most adult readers are

Hooded with printed materials. This makes good graphic design all the more important if emer-

gency preparedness documents are to compete for reader attention/’°°

With the emergence of calendars as important emergency communication tools, graphic
V

design takes on a new significance as a factor in effective emergency corrununication. lf EPZ resi-

dents are to keep calendars and the emergency information they contain within easy access on a

wall or desk, they must be designed so that they are attractive. The problem for the graphic de-

signer, of course, is that the effort to please the eye may overwhelm the importance of the infor-

mation contained within. Calendars have traditionally been a visual rather than a texzual medium

of communication, so photographs take on added significance as frarning devices when important

information is included in calendars. Table 6 compares several visual elements of the booklets and

calendars I examined for this study.

It is apparent from this chart that calendars rely much more heavily on visual elements than

do booklets. The page size of calendars is more than 50 percent larger than booklets. Four out

of five calendars had photographs on the cover, compared to 43 percent of the booklets, and all of

the calendars contained at least one photograph while nearly one-half of the booklets did not. In-

deed, calendars on average contained nearly eight times the photographs as booklets and were much
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Table 6. Visual elements in calendars and booklets.

Element Calendar Booklet

Avg. Page Size‘ 103.4 67.3
No. Using Photos 16.0 12.0‘

No. Using Cover Photos 13.0 10.0
Total Photographs Used 234.0 43.0
Avg. Photos/Material 14.6 1.9

No. Using Ful1·Color Photos 14.0 4.0
Total Color Photos Used 137.0 33.0
Avg. Color Photos/Material 9.8 8.3
Avg. Color Photo Size‘ 80.5 39.4

No Using Artwork 13.0 16.0
Total Artwork Used 81.0 80.0
Avg. Artwork/Material 6.2 5.0

No. Using Symbols 5.0 10.0
Evac. Map Sizel 62.5 45.9

‘Square inches.
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more likely to utilize color photography than were booklets. When color photographs were in-

cluded in both calendars a.r1d booklets, the calendar photographs were, on average, twice as large

as those in the booklets. Average color photograph size for calendars was 80.5 square inches, „

compared to 39.4 for booklets.

When comparisons are made between other visual elements, such as art work a.nd charts,

booklets compared more equally with calendars. Eighty-one percent of the calendars and 70 per-

cent of the booklets used art work to complement points in the text, and calendars averaged slightly

more drawings per material thar1 did booklets. Booklets contained twice as many symbols as cal-

endars (e.g., a wheelchair for special needs, car for evacuation, etc.) to identify important sections

of text.

One apparent advantage of the calendar format is that the larger page size permits utilities

using calendars to publish larger evacuation maps. When the 10-mile EPZ was measured on the

maps printed in the booklets and calendars, calendar maps were 36 percent larger than booklet

maps. Some booklet desigiers solved the problem of small maps by printing maps across two

pages, on fold-out paper, or by inserting large printed maps into 'pockets" designed ir1to the booldet

cover. Evacuation maps are perhaps the most important visual feature of nuclear emergency com-

munication materials because they detail both evacuation planning zones and approved evacuation

routes to shelters and reception areas. Twenty·one of the 39 materials exarnined for this study

contained maps that divided the 10-mile EPZ into zones to permit partial evacuation. Six maps

had EPZs divided by township or county, while 12 maps did not divide the EPZ due to low pop-

ulation density, geographical considerations, or limited highway access out of the EPZ. Under the

premise of zonal evacuation, a radiological release into the atmosphere from a nuclear plant would

most likely affect only part of the EPZ (the part downwind from the plant). Emergency ofiicials

would therefore order an evacuation of only that portion of the EPZ directly affected by the release.

Announcements to the public would designate the portion of the EPZ to be evacuated by zone

number or some other designation while residents living in other EPZ "zones” would be asked to

remain ir1 their homes until the emergency passed. Thus, it is important for EPZ residents to be
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able to clearly identify and remember their zone designation from the evacuation maps so that they

do not needlessly evacuate and clog roadways for those who must get out.
I

As noted earlier, the heavy emphasis placed on visual attractiveness for calendars presents

the graphic designer with a dilernrna that is obliquely acknowledged in the FEMA guide to pre-

paring emergency public information materials. The guide notes that by making a document 'at-

tractive and useful' so that it is ”placed in plain sight, like a kitchen calendar,” EPZ residents will

be encouraged to keep the instructions handy. But a few sentences later, the guide admonishes

designers to use photographs and artwork in such a way that they "highlight the subject matter that

requires most attention.'°7 The problem for utility communication specialists is to select photo-

graphs and other visual elements that are both visually attractive and that complement the text; in

effect, that draw readers to the text and help communicate the importance of the emergency infor-

mation contained within.

In an effort to see how the photographie selection process has been carried out in nuclear

plant emergency information materials, I coded all photographs by theme in the 39 calendars and

booklets obtained for this study. Photographs were classified into categories on the basis of the

images depicted. The results of the photographie analysis is shown in Table 7.

Photographs were classified "nuclear' if they contained images of nuclear plant equipment

or individuals working in a nuclear environment, such as a plant control room. Photographs that

depicted elements of emergency safety, such as sirens, police directing traffic, or first aid equipment,

were classified 'safety/evacuation/’ Photographs were classified 'rural/ag1icultural' if they depicted

crops, agricultural/pastoral landscapes, forest/mountain scenes, people in agxicultural settings, or

buildings, such as barns, that are part of an agricultural/rural environment. Photographs in which

a body of water was the focal point, such as a river, pond, lake, or ocean scene, were classified as

"water.' Any photograph in which an animal was the focal point was classified "animal,' as were

photographs of animals and people together. Scenes of people working or playing together, ex-

clusive of agricultural settings, were classified 'people scenes.' lf a photograph was made of a city

scene, such as a busy streetcomer, where people were subordinated to other elements of the pho-

tograph, or if there were no people visible in a city photograph, it was classified a "city scene."
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Table 7. Photographs classified by themes.

Theme Calendars Booklets Total Percentage

Rural/Agricultural 51 1 53 19
Nuclear 17 23 40 14
Animals 34 0 34 12
Water 32 1 33 12
People Scenes 21 1 21 8
Historic Landmarks 22 0 22 8
Safety/Evacuation 9 9 18 6
Flowers 12 0 12 4
Portraits 7 2 9 3
City Scenes 7 1 8 3
Sunrise/Sunset 6 1 7 3
Churches 5 1 6 2
Seasonal Symbolic 5 0 5 2
Houses 4 0 4 1
Industrial 2 1 3 1
Electricity 0 2 2 1

Totals 234 43 277 991

‘Does not equal 100 percent due to rounding.
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Industrial scenes, involving non-nuclear industrial equipment, were classified "'mdustrial.’ Photo-

graphs were placed in the ”historic landmark" category if they were so identified by caption. Clas-

sifications of photographs into ”flowers," "houses," ’churches," ’sunrise/sunset," and "head shots"

are self-evident.

In general, nuclear emergency communication materials use a variety of photographie

themes, yet as Table 7 shows, most of these visual themes do not complement a text devoted to issues

involving emergency notüication, sheltering, evacuation, and radiation protection., Only one-frfth of

all photographs analyzed could be classified as fitting in either the "nuclear” or 'safety/evacuation”

themes. The lack ofphotographs that tie into nuclear emergency issues becomes even more evident

when the "nuclea.r" and "safety evacuation" themes are combined into one category labeled ”nuclear"

and all other photographs are classified "non-nuclear," as shown in Table 8.

From this comparison we can see that calendar designers are much more inclined to select f
photographs depicting non—nuclear themes than are those who design emergency booklets. I am

not suggesting that calendar designers and their employers make a conscious effort to subvert or
V

minirnize the seriousness of the cornrnunication process by selecting photographs that avoid nuclear

themes. However, it is apparent that when nuclear utilities decide to communicate emergency in-

formation through calendars, rather than booklets or some other mechanism, the medium of

communication dictates selection of photographs that are aesthetically pleasing. While creative in-

dustrial photographers can soften the appearance of industrial equipment, few would disagree that

photographs of cooling towers and containment buildings are less pleasing to the eye than pictures

of horses grazing ir1 fields, winter farm scenes, and people having fun on the Fourth of July.

The problem, of course, is the subtle message that such photographs convey to EPZ resi-

dents. By loading calendars with benign images to keep the communication medium within reach,

graphic designers may be deemphasizing the seriousness of the emergency messages contained be-

tween the photographs. At a minimum, calendars give nuclear utilities the license to ”naturalize"

nuclear power by subtly associating photographs of nature scenes and animals with nuclear images.

(In some cases a less than subtle connection is made, as in one photograph showing two horses

playing under a cooling tower). In effect, calendars legitimize the nuclear publicists’ historic image
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Table 8. Photographs classilied by nuclcar and non-nuclear themes (in percentages).

Material Calendars Booklcts Total
(N = 234) (N = 43) (N = 277)

Nuclear 1 1.1 74.4 20.9
Non·Nuclear 88.9 ' 25.6 79.1
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of the "machine in the meadow" by associating "things nuclear' with sunsets and sunrises, green

fields teeming with crops, and the timeless rush of water -· images that evoke a sense of the natural

continuation of the world as we know it. Indeed, the very act of using a calendar to mark off or

measure the future implies that there will be a future, free from disruption, and that nuclear energy

has a place in that future.

While the majority of images in the calendars and booklets are non-nuclear, some photo-

graphs do depict both "nuc1ear” and "evacuation/safety” themes. Although accounting for only six

percent of the photographs examined, all of the "evacuation/safety” photographs complemented the

text by depicting either safety equipment, i.e., sirens, radios, ambulances, first aid kits, etc., or

played an instructional role by showing people closing windows, listening intently to a radio for

emergency instructions, or obeying police at a roadblock.

However, many of the photographs classified as "nuclear' maintained the tradition of the

nuclear industry either to rninirnize or to naturalize images ofnuclear power plants. In the materials

I exarnined, 24 of the 43 photographs classified as "nucIear" were either full views or partial views
1

of the plant buildings and cooling towers. Twelve of the 24 building/cooling tower photographs

were taken from the air, thereby rninimizing the size of the buildings and towers, while four of the

remaining 12 ground-level photographs were frarned so that the plant was photographed near water,

a traditional industry technique for making plants blend into the environment (one photograph

showed a power boat zipping past the plant). Two ground-level photographs frarned plant

buildings between the legs of electric transmission towers, making a visual connection between

nuclear energy and electricity, and two other ground-level photographs were shot at dusk, so that

the contrast between the sky and the lighted plant outline caused the plant to take on an almost

ethereal image (in one of these photographs, a quarter-moon is shown rising over the plant). Only

two photographs were included that showed the inside of containment buildings, and only one of

these showed the nuclear reactor. Seven photographs showed the inside of plant control rooms,

all containing operators who were either monitoring or checking instruments in a manner that

suggested control. The remaining photographs were either of buildings not readily identifiable as
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nuclear plant buildings (plant information centers) or of people performing maintenance operations

on plant equipment.

I noted earlier in this chapter that the nuclear industry has traditionally used drawings and

cartoons to educate and promote nuclear power, and in its emergency communication materials the

industry has chosen to use artwork as a tool for education. As shown in Table 9, there were 161

drawings split almost equally between the 39 calendars and booklets examined for this study.

In contrast to the photographs, of which barely 21 percent dealt with nuclear images, more thar1

one-half of the drawings supported the emergency information contained within the text and an-

other one-third complemented information about radiation or nuclear power. Drawings were used

to symbolize emergency warning devices such as sirens and radios, the need to pay attention to

emergency broadcast messages, and highlighted sheltering and evacuation information. General

radiation drawings illustrated sources and types of radiation. Radiation charts were either
”pie”

or

bar charts depicting the contribution of various radiation sources to background radiation. General

nuclear drawings were most commonly of plant buildings, accompanied by a key that identilied

features of the plant layout. Schematic drawings illustrated the nuclear generation process, showing

how the reactor heated water to produce steam and drive electrical generating turbines, and visually

demoristrated that nuclear plants differed only from conventional electrical generating plants by fuel

type.

The 24 drawings that did not relate to safety or nuclear information were prirnarily con-

tained in two communication materials. In one booklet, the utility chose to use drawings of area

scenes rather than photographs, while another utility placed drawings of animals at the bottom of

calendar pages.

It should not be surprising that nuclear utilities are more likely to use drawings rather than

photographs to support text about potential emergencies at nuclear power plants. By using

drawings to illustrate sheltering and evacuation, utilities do not have to photograph "real" people

taking steps in an emergency to protect their health and safety. A drawing of a family gathered

together around a radio, or loading suitcases in a car in preparation to leave home, is more detached

from reality than is a photograph. And, of course, by using a drawing rather than a photograph,
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Table 9. Drawings classified by themes (in percentages).

Theme Calendars Booklets Totals
(N=81) (N=80) (N= 161)

Support Text 54.3 48.8 51.6
Non-Safety/Nuclear 17.3 12.5 14.9
Schematic 7.4 15.0 1 1.2
Radiation Charts 3.7 12.5 8.1
General Radiation 8.6 5.0 6.8
General Nuclear 8.6 6.3 7.5

Tota1s‘ 99.9 100.1 100.1

‘Does not equal 100 percent due to rounding.
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the utility sends the subtle message that nothing has occurred that could be photographed —· no

· evacuation has taken place, hence none likely will ever take place. Drawings and charts illustrating

various points about radiation sources and relative levels of exposure also tend to distance the

viewer from the realities of radiation exposure. Rather than photograph workers ir1 protective

clothing using Geiger counters, utilities chose to depict radiation either with abstract charts or

through drawings that illustrated natural radiation sources such as the sun and brick buildings.

Textual Themes

This analysis has shown that nuclear utilities have continued their historic tendency to as-

sociate nuclear power with positive images that do not complement the critical information con-

tained within nuclear emergency communication materials. Although the positive, aesthetically

pleasing photographs selected for these materials may be more a product of relying on calendars

as a communication medium than of deliberately trying to ”naturalize" nuclear power, the result is

the same. Important information about surviving a radiological emergency is framed by images that

visually construct a world separate from nuclear power plants, radiation, and even technology.

Even when images are chosen that do relate to nuclear power and safety issues, most have been

composed to minimize the connection between nuclear power and public safety.

While the visual impact of nuclear emergency communication materials raises serious

questions about the effectiveness of calendars as a medium for communicating important informa-

tion about nuclear plant emergencies, equal concems have been raised about the textual content

of both booklets and calendars. In his 1986 analysis of 40 booklets, brochures, and calendars,

Philip Rutledge concluded that the materials ”tend to present information about plant design, low

level radiation, and nuclear energy ’issues’ in such a way that an emergent thesis becomes apparent

that the risk posed by the nuclear plant is low. Thus, the additional information, rather than rein-
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forcing the critical information, obscures it. Secondly, by playing down the risk posed by the plants,

the booklets may negatively influence receptivity to the critical information/’°8

At the heart of Rutledge’s analysis is a content analysis in which he coded text paragraphs

by information themes. Rutledge found that 65 percent of the 41 booklets he examined devoted

less than one-half of their text to essential information about notification and protective actions,

and that the remainder of the text provided information on radiation, plant design or operation, and

nuclear energy issues that were ". . .superfluous and compromise the efficacy of the [education]

program in fulfilling its required function.”” Of more relevance to this study was Rut1edge's finding

that many of the topics discussed in the booklets contained what he terrned ”reassurances" that

presented 'nuclear energy to the reader in a favorable light" and worked to ". . .reinforce an

emergent thesis that the nearby nuclear plant does not pose a significant risk to the public/"°° He

found that reassurances were most common in discussions of nuclear issues, radiation, and plant

design:

Thus, a typical public education booklet might reassure the reader than an accident isn’t likely to
happen (ever), the plant is well designed and operated, the nuclear industry has an excellent safety
record, the emergency plans are the best they can be, radiation is not harmful (at least during periods
of normal plant operation), and that even if an emergency were to happen there would be plenty of
time to escape.‘°‘

What Rutledge calls "reassurances" are, I believe, a manifestation of the nuclear industry’s

historic strategy to "naturalize" nuclear power in the public mind through rhetoric associated with

the nuclear ”ethic" that (1) makes nuclear power production appear to be no different than any

other industrial process, particularly the production of electricity from other sources; (2) equates

radiation as another industrial risks with no greater consequences; and (3) stresses the "control" that

scientists and engineers have over the "good atoms" that produce nuclear energy. In an effort to

confirm tl1is thesis, I analyzed the text of 39 booklets and calendars for specific statements that

presented nuclear energy favorably. The results are shown in Table 10. The unit of analysis was

the text paragraph and each paragraph was classified as to whether it contained a reassurance

statement or statements.

Knowing the nuclear industry’s historic concem with public fear of radiation and radiation

issues, it is not surprising that 42 percent of the reassurance statements were found in sections of
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Table 10. Number of reassurance paragraphs ranked by section.

Section Calendar Booklet Total

Radiation 59 99 153
Plant Description 33 63 96
Need for Plar1s 1 37 38
Introduction 12 18 30
Not./Shelter/Evac. 6 10 16
Summary 1 2 3

Total 129 245 374
Avg./Mat. 8.06 10.65 9.60
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the materials providing EPZ residents with information on radiation. Sections detailing how nu-

clear plants produce electricity accounted for nearly 26 percent of the reassurance statements, while

sections on the need for emergency planning contained about 10 percent of the total. Sections on

emergency notification, sheltering, and evacuation contained only about four percent of the reas-

surances.

Reassurance statements averaged about ll per booklet and about eight per calendar ana-

lyzed. Part of this disparity may be explained by the fact that the booklets contained more textual

material than did calendars. For example, a paragraph count of the radiation sections of each ma-

terial showed that booklets averaged about one more paragraph on radiation than did calendars.

Reassurance statements in both the booklets ar1d the calendars tended to follow historic

rhetorical themes of the nuclear power industry. A sampling demonstrates how these statements

conform to the industry’s strategy to ”natura1ize" nuclear power a.nd rhetorically proclairn control

over the atom.

One of the nuclear industry’s traditional methodologies for the "naturalization" of nuclear

power has been to stress the theme that nuclear power is similar to other industries and particularly

to conventional electric generating plants. In the emergency communication materials I examined,

this theme was presented in several ways. For example, two reassurance statements emphasized

that many industries besides the nuclear industry do emergency planning:

Nuclear power plants are not unique in having emergency plans. Oil, chemical and transportation
industries require such plans as well. Nuclear emergency plans are more detailed than others because
the federal regulations are more demanding.

No energy source can be free of all risks even though such steps have been taken to make it safe.
That is why special safety plans like these have been made. They can help people who live near the
plant to be safe if an emergency were ever to happen.

Many statements reassured EPZ residents that while nuclear plants may use a different fuel source

than coal or oil-fired electric generating plants, all other equipment and processes are essentially the

sa.me:

A nuclear power reactor in short, is very similar to a furnace in a fossil-fuel plant. lnstead of
producing steam by burning coal, it is done with fuel rods heated by nuclear fission. Everything used
in t.he design of conventional boilers applies here also.
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A nuclear energy plant is much like a power plant that burns coal or oil. At the Perry Plant, heat
comes from uranium instead of coal or oil.

Some statements sought to compare the environmental impacts of nuclear power plants favorably

with those of other generating sources:

When any fuel is used to make energy, some waste products result. Coal power plants have smoke,
slag and ashes as waste. Nuclear power plants collect wastes right in the fuel pellets, rat.her than re-
leasing them to the environment. These waste products could be hazardous and must be kept sealed
away from our environment.

Much of the industry’s effort to 'naturalize' nuclear power has centered on radiation. The

industry has historically sought to show that nuclear plants do not measurably add to the ”natural”

background and man-made radiation that is already present in the environment, and as one reas-

surance statement points out, other energy production teclmologies produce radiation also:

Coal-fired electric power plants emit measurable amounts of radioactivity, due to the presence of
radioactive materials in coal. Geothermal power plants emit radioactivity, too, due to the natural
presence of radon gas in steam from the earth. Nuclear power plants also emit low-level radioactivity
to the environment.

Many statements sought to reduce public fear about radiation by pointing out that it was a part

of the 'natural" world:

There is nothing new or mysterious about radiation.

Radiation is all around us in the world. lt is in the air, in food and in water. lt is in our homes and
in our bodies. This is background radiation. Man-made radiation is used by doctors and dentists
in t.he form of X-rays and gamma rays.

lt [radiation] is a very natural part of our daily world. lt has been since the world began. Most of
t.he natural radiation we receive is from the sun. Very small amounts of radiation are also present
in the food we eat. It is also in the air we breathe and the water we drink. lt is even in t.he materials
we build with.

An operating nuclear power plant produces radiation that is basically no different from nature’s ra-
diation.
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Some reassurances also stressed that the contribution of nuclear power to radiation in the envi-

ronment was si.milar to that of more familiar radiation sources:

ln addition to background radiation, there is also man-made radiation. lt comes from such things
as medical and dental x-rays, color televisions, smoke detectors and some watches with dials that glow
in the dark. Very small amounts of radiation come from nuclear power plants.

Within a decade after X-rays came into use, it became apparent that they could be either beneficial
or harmful depending on their use and control and that protective measures were necessary. This
applies to other kinds of radiation as well, including that produced in the nuclear power industry.

As I have shown, the nuclear power industry, from its infancy, has stressed that the magic

of the "good atoms” has always been under the control of scientists, the modern alchemists, and

by proxy the engineers and technicians who design and build nuclear power plants. A number of

statements in the emergency communication materials sought to demonstrate that the industry has

the knowledge necessary to control the atom and that scientists, engineers, and trained technicians

have designed and are operating the plants to keep them under control:

Rancho Seco was designed with safety as the most important consideration. Engineers and scientists
contributing to the project used ’Safety in Depth’ as their criterion. Multiple barriers and redundant
systems were used extensively to provide protection for the employees as well as for the public. This
means that if for some reason one essential system fails, there is a second, or back-up, safety system
ready to take over.

Medical scientists have been studying radiation and its effects on human health for more than 80
years. The National Academy of Sciences has stated, '. . .it is fair to say that we have more scientific
evidence on the hazards of ionizing radiation than most, if not all, other environmental agents that
affect the general pub1ic.'

The plant operators must meet stringent licensing requirements of the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion. What’s more, they receive refresher training throughout the year to assure that they remain
prepared to cope with any equipment failures or malfunctions which may occur.

Chances are that an emergency involving public actions would never develop, but specially-trained
personnel are ready for action -- just in case.

You cannot see or smell radiation, but it can be detected, accurately and easily, with the aid of in-
struments designed for that purpose. Highly trained technicians using these instruments are contin-
ually checking radiation in and around Cooper Station. Should a nuclear incident occur, they will
check all areas that might be affected.
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Scientists have been studying radiation for nearly a century, and all evidence ofharmful health effects
is based on exposures that are hundreds of times higher than the level that we receive from nature.
The scientific and medical communities have worked to keep the average exposure to medical and
dental X-rays to that same level and to keep other man-made exposures, like consumer products and
nuclear power plants, to small fractions of the total exposure.

The nuclear industry’s major metaphor for ”control' has become "safety,’ and many of the

reassurance statements in the emergency communication materials sought to reassure EPZ residents

that 'their' plant was designed and operated with safety as the number one consideration:

Operation of the reactor is controlled by rods which contain a neutron~absorbing substance. These
control rods absorb neutrons much as a blotter soaks up ink.

A serious emergency at t.he Brunswick plant is not likely for two reasons. First, it was planned and
built with many safety systems. Second, both CP&L and government agencies watch as it operates.

When a nuclear energy plant makes electricity, its fuel becomes more radioactive. But the plant is
built to protect the public. The fuel is kept in special metal tubes. The tubes are kept in a steel re-
actor. Around this are thick walls of concrete and steel.

Safety comes first in all nuclear plants. At the first sign of trouble, the nuclear reactor is tumed off.
The plant has many automatic safety devices. lf one does not work, anot.her will take its place. Even
if several do not work, others will protect the plant and local residents. Nuclear power plants are
designed with safety in mind.

Nuclear utilities also emphasize their control of the technology by pointing out the indus-

try’s safety record, even to the extent of using well-known nuclear plant accidents as positive rather

than negative examples:

With more than 90 nuclear powered commercial electric plants operating around the country, there
has never been an accident that has exposed a member of the public even to the level of a year's
natural radiation. At Three Mile lsland in 1979, the containment building was able to prevent a
major release of radiation, as it is intended to do, even during a complicated accident.

Nuclear power stations are designed and built to prevent radioactivity from reaching the environment,
both during normal operation and in the event of an accident. These intensive efforts by the industry
have worked in the more than 20 years of nuclear power production in this country. Not a single
death or serious injury from radiation has ever been recorded among the public. The likelihood of
such an occurrence in the future is extremely small.

Nuclear power stations have been producing electricity in the United States for more than 20 years.
During t.his time no member of the public has been killed or seriously injured as a result of com-
mercial generation of nuclear power.
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Because of fundamental differences between Maine Yankee and Chemobyl, it is extremely unlikely
that an accident like the one at Chernobyl could happen here. The Chernobyl accident involved

_ unstable reactor design and inadequate containment. These situations are prevented by regulation,
procedure and design at Maine Yankee.

And despite more than 30 years of intensive public education programs to separate the

”good" controlled atoms from the "bad" uncontrolled atoms, emergency cornrnunication specialists

still feel compelled to emphasize the differences between reactors and bombs:

A nuclear plant cannot explode like an atomic bomb. The kind of uranium used for fuel makes a
nuclear explosion physically impossible. g

Many safety systems and the building design at the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant are intended to protect
you and the plant workers. Keep in mind that a nuclear reactor cannot explode like an atomic bomb.

Could a nuclear plant blow up? A nuclear plant is not like a bomb. lt cannot explode.

There are other, isolated examples within the emergency communication materials that tap

into well-wom themes of the nuclear industry. For example, one utility uses its emergency com-

munication booklet as an opportunity to tout nuclear power as a deterrent to increased usage of

foreign oil:

By using nuclear fuel, the Nine Mile Point One and Two and Fit1Patrick plants make unnecessary
l

the burning of more than 15 million barrels of imported oil each year. By substituting nuclear energy
for imported oil, the t.hree plants save consumers hundreds of millions of dollars a year in electric
rates.

But perhaps the most prevailing theme that comes through the materials is a sense of denial that

nuclear plant accidents car1 even happen. When reading these booklets and calendars, one is struck

by the effort to minimize and downplay the risk of a serious nuclear power plant accident by en-

couraging EPZ residents to put their trust in those who operate and regulate the plants:

lt’s
unlikely that anything serious will ever happen at the Farley Nuclear Plant. There are many

safety features in the plant to prevent accidents. Alabama Power and government agencies constantly
check the plant’s operation.

This booklet contains important information. You will need this if there is an emergency at the Perry
Plant. That should not happen, but you need to be prepared.
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Nuclear power plant operators are required to have emergency plans to handle any incident, no
matter how unlikely their chances of happening are.

Nuclear power plants are much less likely to produce fatal accidents than many things we do every
day.

If an emergency occurred at Cooper Station, it is unlikely that everyone in the 10-mile radius would
be alfected.

The law requires emergency plans for every nuclear plant. These plants have been making electricity
for almost 30 years. ln all that time, no member of the public has been hurt as a result ofan accident
at a U.S. nuclear power plant. But it is best to be prepared.

The federal government has set protective action guidelines for radiation exposure to the public from
nuclear plant accidents.

The Brunswick Steam Electric Plant near Southport has produced power since 1975. Carolina Power
& Light built the plant to run safely. Like all nuclear plants, the Brunswick plant is run under strict
safety rules. These have been set and are watched by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (N RC).
This is the oflice which has been set up to be sure nuclear plants are safe.

It should be apparent by now that nuclear emergency communication materials are a mixed

bag of warnings and reassurances, benign images and life-saving information. Calendars, in an ef-

fort to become something that people will keep handy, are loaded with attractive photographs that

have nothing to do with emergency communication and, indeed, present a view of the world that

confirms its normalcy rather than its dangers. Booklets, on the other hand, rely less on benign

images and more on rhetoric that reassures EPZ residents that accidcnts are unlikely and that nu-

clear plants are under the control of scientists, engineers, technicians, a.nd government ofiicials. lt

seems that the central message of nuclear emergency communication has become, to parrot a line

from a popular song, ”Don’t worry about a thing, ’cause every little thing’s gonna be allright!”

I am convinced and have demonstrated that this subversion of nuclear risk communication

is the direct result of the influence of the historic promotional strategy of the nuclear power indus-

try. That strategy created a public relations campaign that emphasized control of the atom by sci-

entists and engineers and "naturalized" commercial nuclear power within American culture -- a

strategy whose elements are only too apparent in the images and rhetoric of the emergency com-
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munication materials examined for this study. Indeed, the ”culture" of nuclear power promotion

-- its "nuclear ethic’ -- has become the ’culture" of nuclear risk communication. Obviously, the

most important question is what has been the impact of that ”culture" on the knowledge and atti-

tudes of people who live within the shadow of the nation’s nuclear power plants? Do they know

how to survive a radiological emergency or have they been lulled into a false sense of security by

booklets and calendars that reassure them that nuclear accidents will never happen. In Chapter IV

I will try provide some answers to these and other questions surrounding the impact of nuclear risk

communication on those who read it -- and whose lives may one day depend on it.
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Chapter IV
"How Do You Keep Them Down On The Farm

After the Sirens Blow?" The Failure of Nuclear Risk
Communication

The irony of the nation’s nuclear risk communication program is that the federal agencies

charged with regulating the program have made little effort to assess whether individuals living

around nuclear power plants understand the risk communication materials they receive or know the

actions they must take in a radiological emergency. As noted earlier, FEMA conducts limited

surveys which detennine only if some EPZ residents have received the risk communication mate-

rials, but the agency does not attempt to measure comprehension. Moreover, 43 percent of the

utilities surveyed for this study indicated that they make no etfort to determine residents’ knowledge

of emergency information procedures. Of the utilities that do make such an assessment, only about

one-third do so annually.

in his 1986 study of the McGuire Nuclear Station in North Carolina, Rutledge found that

while 77 percent of the EPZ residents surveyed by telephone recognized that sirens were the prin-

cipal emergency notification method for an emergency, less than one-half knew that their next step

upon hearing the sirens was to turn on their radio or television set for emergency instructions.

Rutledge also found that 44 percent of those responding indicated that they either didn’t know what

they would do if the sirens sounded or that they would evacuate the area immediately} As noted

in Chapter I, the tendency of individuals to evacuate spontaneously in a nuclear plant emergency

without f1rst'receiving instructions has severe implications for emergency plans predicated on evac-
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uating only a portion of the EPZ depending upon the nature of the radiation release from the nu-

clear plant. In some situations, it may be safer for people to remain inside their homes until the

emergency passes. Wholesale evacuation also has the potential of clogging roads, hence preventing

those in serious risk of radiation exposure from leaving the area. Thus, utility public education

efforts are aimed at cautioning people to listen first to instructions and then take the appropriate

action. Rutledge’s findings, albeit limited to one EPZ, gives some indication that this fundamental

objective is not being achieved.

It is the premise of this study that by allowing nuclear utilities to frame their risk commu-

nication messages with rhetoric and images that downplay or mask the seriousness of nuclear plant

emergencies, federal regulatory agencies have contributed to the apparent inability or unwillingness

of EPZ residents to respond properly to risk messages. I have shown that many nuclear risk

communication materials are dominated by rhetoric and images that have roots in the long pro—

motional history of nuclear power development in the United States. Some of these materials,

particularly calendars, frame emergency information with non-nuclear, aesthetically pleasing images

that may deemphasize the seriousness of the emergency messages contained within, while all of the

materials contain statements that reassure the reader that nuclear plant accidents are highly unlikely.

The next phase of this analysis will attempt to determine the level of EPZ residents' knowledge

about what to do in a nuclear plant emergency at four nuclear plants that produce risk communi-

cation materials of varying content and design. Table ll summarizes the characteristics of the EPZs

and the communication materials selected for this analysis.

The four EPZs are located in various regions of the country and range from a rural EPZ

in Arizona to an urban EPZ in Pennsylvania. Residents of two EPZs, Palo Verde (Arizona) and

V. C. Summer (South Carolina), receive calendars that vary widely as to the number ofnon-nuclear

images but contain a similar number of reassurance statements. Residents of the Clinton (Illinois)

and Susquehanna (Pennsylvania) EPZs receive booklets that do not contain non-nuclear images

but that vary widely in the number of reassurance statements. Thus, the EPZs are dispersed ge-

ographically across the United States, represent both urban and rural environments, and receive

varying risk communication treatments.
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Table ll. Characteristics of nuclear plants selected for survey.

Plant State BPZ Media R' F

Palo Verde AZ 1,672 Calendar 8 13
Summer SC 10,000 Calendar 7 1
Clinton ILL 13,500 Booklet 19 0
Susquehanna PA 70,000 Booklet 7 0

‘Reassurance statements. 2Non-nuclear images.
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One concem in the selection process for this study was that the operating history of the

plants might have an impact on EPZ residents’ knowledge of emergency communication proce-

dures. For example, residents living near a plant that had experienced a highly publicized

radiological event might be more knowledgeable about emergency procedures than people living

near a plant that had operated without incident. To detemrine plant operating history, a copy of

Nuclear Power Safety: 1979-I989 was obtained from the Critical Mass Energy Project in

Washington, D.C.2 The report compiles Licensee Event Reports (LERs) that utilities are required

to file with the NRC whenever breakdowns of nuclear plants systems or procedures occur. Thus,

the LERs are an effective way to determine if the plants in question have had an unusual operating

history that might have generated concern on the part of EPZ residents living near those plants.

According to the Critical Mass report, there were an average of 35 LERs filed with the NRC per

United States reactor for the period 1984-1988. The Clinton plant, with 39 LERs, was the only

one of the four plants that averaged more LERs than the national average during this period, but

this number was not considered a significant factor that would affect the study?

Of more concem to the study, however, was a widely-publicized $250,000 NRC fine of the
C

Palo Verde plant in December 1988 for a variety of infractions, including allowing a worker to re-

ceive excessive exposure to radiation; several violations of NRC regulations related to sealing off

and posting areas of high radiation within the plant; the inadvertent shutdown of a part of a reac-

tor’s air conditioning system; and the failure of a radiation oversight committee to fulfrll its

responsibilities.‘ Despite having experienced this incident, the Palo Verde plant was retained in the

study for geographie reasons. Of the seven nuclear plants located in the westem region of the

United States, three are located in California and have received extensive publicity for many years

due to a variety of nuclear protests and referenda on the continued development of nuclear power.

The Fort St. Vrain reactor in Colorado is the only high-temperature, gas cooled reactor in the

United States, making its characteristics so dissirnilar to other U.S. reactors that it was rejected from

consideration for the study. The lone commercial reactor in Washington is operated by the

Washington State Public Power Supply System, which has received considerable national publicity

because of its shaky financial circumstances, while the Portland (Oregon) General Electric Com-
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pany which operates the Trojan reactor did not respond to the May 1989 survey until it was too

late to be included in this phase of the study. Only by leaving the Palo Verde plant within the study

could geographie diversity be assured.

. To test EPZ residents’ knowledge of emergency communication procedures, a mail survey

of 500 residents living near each plant was conducted in July of 1989. A random sample of the

names and addresses of 500 heads of households was drawn from each EPZ using ZIP codes.’

Since ZIP code boundaries do not correspond to the roughly circular EPZs, the sample included

people who lived outside the EPZ and thus permitted comparisons between EPZ residents who

receive risk communication materials and non-EPZ residents who do not.

The mail survey instrument consisted of a letter to each head of household explaining the

nature of the study and an enclosed, stamped post card on which the respondents could check off

their answers to three questions? The letter and post card are reproduced in Appendix C and D,

respectively. Respondents were asked to estimate their distance from the nuclear plant so that the

analysis could differentiate between individuals receiving the principal utility communication ma-

terial and those living outside the EPZ who did not receive the material. Although it was not

possible in this study to test the reliability of the respondents’ estirnates of distance, a study of res-

idents living around the Shoreham Nuclear Plant on Long Island, N.Y., found that perceived dis-

tance from the plant correlated strongly with actual distance (r= +.90).7 A second question

described a situation in which the nuclear plant sirens had sounded and the respondent knew that

the sirens were not being tested. Respondents were asked to choose what their first action would

be in such a situation from among several possible courses of action. They were also allowed to

indicate that none of the actions listed would be their frrst choice. The third question was designed

to test attitudes of those living near the plants about plant safety practices. This question was in-

cluded to see if the actions people said they would take in an emergency were related to their atti-

tudes about nuclear power, and whether attitudes were related to the distance people lived from a

nuclear plant and/or the risk communication material received.

As noted above, each of the EPZs selected for this analysis received either a booklet or

calendar containing various combinations of rhetorical messages and visual images. Summarized
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below is a brief description ofeach of the surveyed plants and the risk communication materials that

each provides to EPZ residents.

Palo Verde

The Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station, the largest commercial nuclear plant complex

in the United States, is located about 45 miles west of Phoenix near the town of Wintersburg ir1 the

Arizona desert. It is the only nuclear plant either operating or under construction in Arizona.?

The plant is owned by the Arizona Nuclear Power Project, a consortium of utility companies

consisting of Arizona Public Service Company, Salt River Project, El Paso Electric Company,

Public Service Company of New Mexico, Southem California Edison Company, Southem

California Public Power Agency and Los Angeles Department of Water and Power. Arizona

Public Service Company is the largest shareholder with 29.1 percent and is the plant’s project

manager.?

Palo Verde consists of three Combustion Engineering nuclear reactors, each with a gener-

ating capacity of 1,270 megawatts. The first reactor began commercial operation in January 1986,

followed by Unit 2 in September 1986 and Unit 3 in January 1988. Electricity produced by the

plant is shared by the participating utilities. Arizona Public Service Company’s share goes into the

company’s electric generating and transmission system that serves about 1.5 million people in ll

of Arizon’s 15 counties, some 45 percent of the state’s population.‘°

According to a representative of the plant’s emergency planning department who responded

to the May 1989 survey, 1,672 people live in the circular 10-mile EPZ surrounding Palo Verde.

The plant uses a variety of cornrnunication materials to provide information to EPZ residents and

transients, including brochures, telephone book inserts, letters, newsletters, and posters, but relies

prirnarily on calendars to cornmunicate emergency information to the residents. The plant takes
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primary responsibility for seeing that the calendars are distributed by mail to the public living

- nearby and updates the information annually. Palo Verde annually determines whether BPZ resi-

dents understand the information contained within the calendars, and conducts the assessment from
surveys of residents and through letters and informal comments. State and local oflicials do not

actively participate in the writing/editing, photography, and graphic design of the calendars; and

while FEMA has reviewed the calendars, the utility says that FEMA has not made suggestions to

improve either the calendar content or design.

The 1989 Palo Verde calendar is a striking document that employs large color photographs

throughout. The calendar pages, or panels, are 132.25 square inches (11.5 x 11.5), the second

largest page size examined in this study. The calendar is designed so that the cover unfolds vertically

into four panels. The cover panel is a color photograph of what the text describes is one of

Arizona’s 'secret crops" -- wheat. The second "outside' panel is a photograph of the plant taken

at night with the cooling pond in the foreground and the lighted plant ir1 the background. The two

"inside” panels contain the evacuation map and emergency information about notification, shelter-

ing, evacuation, locations of reception and care centers, provisions for the disabled, and emergency

telephone numbers. Following the fold-out panels, the ca1endar’s second page contains information

on radiation, a glossary ofnuclear terms, and the names ofvarious government emergency responseagencies. ‘
With the exception of the last two panels, which contain information on how Palo Verde

generates electricity and a description of various plant buildings, the remaining panels are designed

in typical calendar format. The calendar unfolds vertically so that it can be hung on a wall with a

large color photograph at the top and the days of each month at the bottom. The panels for each

month contain a short sentence advising residents to tum on their radios or televisions when the

plant’s emergency sirens sound. There is also a sentence at the bottom of each month’s panel

telling readers whom they should call for assistance during an emergency.

Including the cover, there are 16 color photographs in the 1989 calendar, about one more

than the average for calendars analyzed in this study. Thirteen of the photographs depict non-

nuclear themes; seven reproduce rural, desert, or agricultural scenes; two contain children; and there
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are single photographs of animals and flowers. The rema.ining two non-nuclear photographs are

seasonal symbolic -- one illustrates Independence Day through a scene in which an American flag

is draped over a rustic porch railing, while the other is of a holiday Christmas wreath. In addition

to the photograph of the plant at night near water, there are two other plant photographs; one is

a full-view of all plant buildings photographed from the air and the other is a long-range photo-

graph of part of the plant shot at ground level with desert mountains in the background. A sche-

matic diagram showing how Palo Verde produces electricity and a drawing of the various plant

buildings are also included.

The text contained within the 1989 Palo Verde calendar has eight reassurance statements

about nuclear power, the average for calendars examined for this study. Two of the statements

characterize emergencies associated with two levels of emergency classifications as "minor prob-

lems.' Two statements are contair1ed in a 'Dear Neighbors” introduction section ir1 which the text

reassures readers that accidents are 'unlikely' at Palo Verde due to the 'safeguards and safety sys-

tems" built into the plant. The remaining reassurance statements are contained within a section

on radiation that begins by pointing out that radiation 'is a very natural part of our environrnent.'

The text notes that ”public safety officials take great care to make sure the public is not exposed to

any unnecessary radiation' after first pointing out that 'no long-term effects have been found for

acute (instantaneous) radiation doses smaller than 10,000 millirem.' The section compares the

small radiation exposure received from living near a nuclear plant with the larger exposures from

dental X-rays, coast-to-coast airplane flights, and watching color television. The section concludes

with the reassurance that 'there are no identifiable health effects' from low levels of radiation ex-

posure and that the health effects of receiving '350 millirems of radiation over the course of a year

has been estimated to have roughly the same risk to life as smoking 3 to 7 cigarettes.'

Thus, the Palo Verde 1989 calendar is typical of most nuclear plant calendars in that it

frames emergency information primarily with large, striking photographs of non-nuclear images.

The selection of photographs, and particularly the cover photograph of wheat, creates an image of

a world surrounding Palo Verde that has been virtually unchanged, and perhaps even improved,

by the plant’s presence in the environment. By composing photographs of the plant buildings with
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water, at night, and in a setting in which the plant is framed by desert and mountains, the calendar

designer has further naturalized the plant into its surrounding environment.

V. C. Summer

The V. C. Summer Nuclear Station is located on the Broad River about 30 miles northwest

of Columbia, South Carolina. It is a joint project of South Carolina Electric & Gas Company and

the South Carolina Public Service Authority, and is one of seven nuclear power plants now being

operated in the state. The remaining six are owned by Carolina Power & Light and Duke Power

Company. South Carolina Electric & Gas operates V. C. Summer and receives two-thirds of the

plant’s electrical output with the remainder going to the South Carolina Public Service Authority.“

The V. C. Summer plant consists of one Westinghouse nuclear reactor with a generating

capacity of 885 megawatts. The reactor went into commercial operation in January 1984. Elec-

tricity from V. C. Summer goes into South Carolina Electric & Gas' transmission system that serves

24 counties in central, southem, and southwestern South Carolina. The utility provides electricity

to 417,800 retail customers and wholesale electricity to two electric cooperatives, three munici-

palities, one public power authority, and one ir1vestor-owned utility."

According to a representative of the utility who filled out the May 1989 survey, approxi-

mately 10,000 people live in the 10-mile EPZ around V. C. Summer. The utility uses calendars,

quarterly newsletters, and signs to communicate emergency information to EPZ residents and

transients, but, like Palo Verde, relies on calendars as the primary communication tool for reaching

residents. South Carolina Electric & Gas takes primary responsibility for seeing that the calendars

are updated and mailed armually to residents. State and local govemmental officials do not actively

contribute to the writing/editing, photography, and graphic design of the calendars beyond routine

reviews. The utility reports that FEMA has reviewed the calendars and made suggestions for both
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the format and organization of the information and the graphic design. The utility does not assess

whether EPZ residents understand the information contained within the calendars.

The 1989 V. C. Summer emergency calendar is as simple graphically as the Palo Verde

calendar is complex. The calendar contains only one photograph and the panel size is 93.5 square

inches (8.5 x 11), several inches less than average for calendars analyzed in this study. The front

cover unfolds into six panels and is designed so that the calendar can be hung vertically on a wall

with the color photograph at the top and the days of the month pages at the bottom. Four of the

panels contain the evacuation map, a "To Our Neighbors' letter of introduction, descriptions of

evacuation routes and shelter locations, and notilication, sheltering and evacuation instructions.

The remaining panel contains a headline reading 'To Our Neighbors From V. C. Summer Nuclear

Station" and is designed to be addressed for mailing to EPZ residents. This panel, which functions

as the calendar’s outside cover, identilies the calendar’s contents as "Emergency Ir1formation” a.nd

asks the recipient to "Please read and keep this important information} Panels containing the

various days of the month are reproduced without emergency text; and the last two panels of the

calendar contain text and a schematic drawing describing the plant’s operation, a glossary ofnuclear

terms, information about radiation, and a listing of the various classes of nuclear plant emergencies.

The lone photograph in the 1989 V. C. Surmner calendar is a full-color photo of Canada

geese on the ground with an electric transmission tower in the background. The caption to the

photograph notes that ”Canada Geese are a familiar sight in the area around V. C. Summer Nuclear

Station" and that the utility, along with the South Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources De-

partment, began a Canada goose restoration program in 1979 that has tumed the area around the

plant into the 'year-round home to a substantial breeding population of the birds." Thus, the

photograph and caption convey an image of the V. C. Summer nuclear plant peacefully coexisting

with the natural environment.

The text of the 1989 V. C. Summer calendar contains seven reassurance statements, about

one statement less than the average for calendars analyzed in this study. In its introductory section,

the text points out that it is "ur1likely that an emergency at V. C. Summer Station’ will make it

necessary for EPZ residents to leave their homes. ln the section describing how the plant produces
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electricity, two paragraphs point out how V. C. Surmner is no different than conventional electric

plants other than the fuel used to produce power. One of the classes of emergency notification is

described as consisting of ”minor events/' The remaining three reassurance statements are con-

tained within the radiation section where radiation is described as a 'natural part of our environ-

ment' and comparisions are made between the small amount of radiation given offby an operating

nuclear plant and the amount of radiation received from a coast-to-coast airplane flight, X—rays, and

"natural background" radiation in South Carolina.

Thus, although the V. C. Summer calendar uses one non·nuclear photograph, the design

perrnits use of the calendar format without framing nuclear risk communication messages with

numerous non-nuclear images. This makes V. C. Summer an interesting contrast to the Palo Verde

calendar and other nuclear plant emergency calendars.

‘
Clinton

The Clinton Power Station is located in central Illinois about 30 miles west of Champaign.

Illinois Power Company owns 86 percent of the plant with the remainder shared between Soyland

Power Cooperative and Westem Illinois Power Cooperative. Clinton is one of 13 commercial

nuclear reactors operating in the state of Illinois; the other plants are operated by the Common-

wealth Edison Company of Chicago. The Clinton reactor was manufactured by General Electric

and has a rated generation capacity of 933 megawatts. Illinois Power operates the plant, which

began commercial electric power production in November 1987. Electricity from the Clinton plant

goes into Illinois Power’s transmission system that directly serves 1,415,000 people in southem,

central, and northem Illinois. The company also sells wholesale power to one city, two electric

utilities, and the Illinois Municipal Electric Agency which represents 10 cities."
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According to a utility representative who filled out the May l989 questionnaire, there are

13,500 people who live within the 10-mile EPZ surrounding the Clinton plant. The utility relies

on a newsletter and a booklet to communicate emergency information to EPZ residents and tran-

sients. The booklet is mailed annually to residents by Illinois Power, and state and local govem-

mental officials do not get actively involved in the writing/editing, photography, and graphic design

of the booklet. Illinois Power reports that FEMA has reviewed the content and design of the

booklet but made no suggestions for improvements. Illinois Power does not assess whether EPZ

residents understand the booklet’s contents.

The 1989 Clinton emergency information booklet consists of l4 pages that are bound to-

gether with staples. Page size is 93.5 square inches (8.5 x ll), about 40 percent larger than the av-

erage page size of the bookets included in this study. There is a color photograph on the booklet

cover, and the inside pages include an evacuation map and one schematic drawing showing how the

plant produces electricity. Small black and white drawings are used to identify various sections of

the text; e.g., a drawing of a siren is placed at the top of the page containing information on no-

tification, a drawing of a stick figure inside a house on the page with sheltering information, a

drawing of stick figures running to an automobile to symbolize evacuation, etc.

The booklet’s cover is dominated by a full color photograph of the Clinton plant. The

photograph is shot at ground level with Lake Clinton, from which the plant draws its cooling water,

in the foreground and the plant buildings in the background. A power boat is shown crossing the

lake in front of the plant, obviously traveling at high speed due to the presence of a distinctive

'rooster tail' spray of water coming from the back of the boat. Headlines on the cover identify the

booklet’s contents as 'Emergency Information' and request the reader to 'Keep This Booklet In

A Safe P1ace.'

The 1989 Clinton emergency booklet contains a total of 19 reassurance statements in sup-

port of nuclear power, almost twice the average for booklets analyzed in this study. The booklet

begins with "A Message to Our Neighbors and Friends' from Illinois Power Chairman and Presi-

dent Wendell J. Kelley in which EPZ residents are reassured that the 'Nuclear power plant experi-

ence in the United States indicates that it is unlikely we will ever have a serious accident.'
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Elsewhere throughout the text, readers are told that emergencies are 'unlikely" and that chances of

an emergency are "slirn.'

The text of the Clinton booklet devotes considerable attention to reassuring the reader that

the plant’s emergency planning process is designed to work swiftly and efficiently. "If a serious

problem occurred at Clinton, government officials would be notified irnrnediately' and the emer-

gency plan 'would immediately go into effect. All authorities would be kept up-to-date on plant

conditions.' The plan is 'tested at regular periods" to make sure that it works; and officials in these

tests, or exercises, "respond as if ir1 a real emergency.'

The Clinton booklet also contains a number of reassurance statements dealing with radi-

ation. The text describes radiation as being 'rn the air we breathe, the food we eat, the water we

drink, the homes we live in, and the earth we walk on. Even our bodies are mildly radioactive.'

Radiation has the potential to harm people, but 'Decades of experience have shown that the use

of radioactive materials in medicine and industry as well as ir1 producing electricity has greatly

benefited our society.' The text states that 'there is no measurable effect" from low levels of radi-

ation and that 'the benefit [from nuclear power] greatly outweighs the risk." Radiation from living

near a nuclear plant is compared with that received from a coast-to-coast airplane flight, and the

reader is assured that 'In most cases, there would be no excessive radiation released to the envi-

ronrnent [from a nuclear plant], even in the case of a serious accident.'

The concluding sections of the booklet focus on how nuclear power is produced. After

several pa.ragraphs which explain that the uranium fuel source makes nuclear power plants different

from other electric generating plants, the reader is assured that 'Because nuclear power plants use

a very diluted form of uranium, the reactor could never explode like an atomic bomb.' The various

levels of plant safety systems and equipment are also described. 'The combination of fuel rods,

reactor pressure vessel, and containment building provides three safety bariers to contain the radi-

ation produced when the uranium atoms are split. It is very unlikely that these three safety barriers

would all fail."

The Clinton 1989 booklet is a classic example of the use of reassurance statements to

characterize nuclear plant risk. With the exception of the cover photograph, which naturalizes the
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plant into its environment, the booklet relies on text to minimize the risk of a severe radiological

. emergency and to reassure EPZ residents that "experts' are in control.

Susquehanna

The Susquehanna Steam Electric Station is located in eastem Pennsylvania on the

Susqueharma River about 20 miles southwest of Wilkes-Barre. Ninety percent of the plant is

owned by Pennsylvania Power & Light Company and the remainder is owned by Allegheny Elec-

tric Cooperative, Inc. The plant is operated by Pennsylvania Power & Light and consists of two

General Electric reactors, each with a generating capacity of 1,050 megawatts. Ur1it 1 began com-

mercial generation of electricity in June of 1983 and Unit 2 began commercial operation in Febru-

ary of 1985. Pennsylvania Power & Light’s share of the electricity produced by the Susquehanna

plant goes into an electric transrnission system that serves 2,500,000 people in 29 counties of central

eastem Pennsy1vania." In addition to the Susquehanna reactors, there are 10 commercial nuclear

reactors in Pennsylvania owned by a variety of utilities, including Duquesne Light Company, GPU

Nuclear Corporation, and Philadelphia Electric Company. Eight of the reactors are operating, one

(Three Mile Island 2) is permanently shut down, and one is under construction."

According to the May 1989 survey retumed by Pennsylvania Power & Light, the

Susquehanna plant has an EPZ population of approximately 70,000 people, the largest of the four

plants included in this portion of the study. The utility relies on calendars, broadcast and print

advertisements, booklets, and newletters to cornmunicate emergency information to residents and

transients, but primarily relies on a booklet for EPZ residents. The booklet is updated and mailed

annually to residents, and the utility indicates that state and local ofiicials provide about 10 percent

of the writing and editing effort. According to Pennsylvania Power & Light, FEMA has reviewed

the content and design of the booklet and has made suggestions for improving the format and or-
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ganization of the information but not the booklet's graphic design. The utility does not assess

whether EPZ residents understand the booklet's contents.

The booklet analyzed for this study was issucd in November 1988 and is considerably

smaller than the Clinton booklet, consisting of 10 pages (including the front a.nd back covers) sta-

pled across the top which unfold vertically. Booklet page size is 56.25 square inches (6.25 x 9),

slightly smaller than the average page size for booldets analyzed in this study and about two-thirds

the size of the Clinton booklet. An aerial photograph tinted in green of the Susquehanna plant and

its cooling towers dominates the cover, which identiiies the contents of the booldet as 'Important

Emergency Information" across the top. The cover also lists the names of municipalities around

the plant for which the booklet has been produced.

Other visual elements found within the booklet are a schematic drawing showing how the

plant produces electricity and a ”pie" chart illustrating various sources of natural and man-made

radiation. This particular "pie" chart, or a slightly modified version, was used in 13 of the 39 cal-

endars and booklets obtained for this study and illustrates the relatively small contribution that the

nuclear industry makes to an individual’s yearly radiation dose.

The Pennsylvania Power & Light booklet contained seven reassurance statements, well

below average for the booklets and calendars examined in this study. Three of the statements de-

scribe how Susquehanna produces electricity and four are located in the section on radiation. Two

paragraphs detailing how Susquehanna works describe how "as in other generating plants,” fuel is

burned at Susquehanna in a "furnace'; only the fumace is a 'Boiling Water Reactor." In another

paragraph, the reader is reassured that the "cloud" seen rising from the plant’s two large cooling

towers was "harmless water vapor" and not radioactivity.

The radiation section of the text describes the various sources of "natural" radiation and

compare radiation from power plants to that produced by "medical and dental procedures and X-

rays," ”television sets," and ’microwave ovens." The text points out that Susquehanna contributed

'less than 1 millirem annually" to the average background radiation of about 75 millirems in the

area around the plant and that Susquehanna has both in·plant radiation monitors and environ-

mental monitoring stations located outside the plant boundary to detect and measure radiation.
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The Susquehanna emergency booklet provides a contrast to the Clinton booklet in terms

of the number of reassurance statements, and its visual impact is simple and subdued. Of the four

communication materials examined for this study, the Susquehanna booklet is the least striking

both visually and rhetorically.

Analysis of Survey Data

The post card survey was mailed on July 17, 1989, to 2,000 heads of households living

around the four plants, and 568 usable responses were received by August 17, for an overall re-

sponse rate of 30.6 percent. As shown in Table 12, the response rate ranged from a low of 22

percent from residents around the Palo Verde plant in Arizona to a high of 39 percent from the

Clinton (Illinois) plant. Due to limited resources, it was not possible to increase the response rate

through follow-up mailings or other techniques. However, it is possible to draw some tentative

conclusions from the survey findings conceming choices that nuclear plant residents say they would

make in an emergency.

The survey post card form asked respondents to assume that the plant’s emergency sirens

had sounded and that the sirens were not being tested. Respondents were asked to select what their

first action would be from a group of six possible actions, including not selecting any of the pro-

posed actions. Table 13 reproduces the results for all respondents.

As the table shows, nearly 46 percent of all respondents chose the recommended response

of turning on the radio or television to receive instructions from emergency officials, while 54 per-

cent chose another course of action. Nineteen percent said they would immediately evacuate while

more than 18 percent indicated they would first attempt to make contact with family members who

were not at the respondent’s location. Eight percent said they would first use the telephone to

obtain more information about the emergency from neighbors, police, or nuclear plant officials;
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Table 12. Survey response analyzed by plant location.

Percentage
Plant Mailed Delivered Returnsl Returned

Palo Verde (AZ) 500 431 95 22.0
Summer (SC) 500 461 110 23.9
Clinton (ILL) 500 484 189 39.0
Susquehanna (PA) 500 481 174 36.2

Totals: 2000 1857 568 30.6

‘Twenty·eight post cards were retumed that could not be used because respondents either failed
to answer all of the questions or gave multiple answers to question 2. These non-useable re-
tums are not included.
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Table 13. First actions selected by all respondents upon hearing warning sirens.

Action Responses Percentage

Turn on radio-TV 262 46.1
Evacuate 108 19.0
Contact family members 105 18.5
Telephone for information 46 8.1
None of these 33 5.8
Collect belongings/pets 14 2.5

Totalsz 568 100.0
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while nearly three percent said they would collect valuable belongings, pets, and items of senti-

mental value. Almost six percent indicated that they would not take any of the listed actions first.

Since these results involved all respondents, it could be assumed that a higher percentage

of residents living within the plant EPZs would choose the correct action of tuming on the radio

or television for instructions because they receive risk communication materials from the plants

recommending them to take this action. However, when the responses were analyzed by EPZ and

non-EPZ residents, EPZ residents were signüicarzzßr less Iikely to choose the correct first response

than were non-EPZ residents, as Table 14 indicates.

Less than 34 percent of the EPZ residents said their first action would be to tum on the

radio and television, while nearly 56 percent of respondents living outside the EPZ indicated they

would first tum on either a radio or television to receive instructions. This finding is consistent

with Rutledge’s 1986 survey of EPZ residents living around the McGuire Nuclear Station in which

41 percent responded to an open~ended question by stating that they would tum on the radio or

TV upon hearing the warning sirens at the plant. Rutledge also found in his study that many EPZ

residents expressed concems for their families, although he did not quantify these responses. The

results from this survey show a similar pattem, as 24 percent of the respondents said they would

attempt to contact family members who were not at the respondent’s location as their first action

in an emergency. In all, nearb: two-third.: of EPZ residents would take another action before lis-

tening for emergency instructions.‘°

However, the apparent willingness of a majority of non-EPZ residents first to obtain in-

formation about a radiological emergency via the broadcast media is not surprising when one con-

siders that the homes ofnon-EPZ residents are located outside the areas that would be in irnrnediate

danger in a radiological emergency. More than 65 percent of the non-EPZ residents in this study

indicated they lived between 11 and 20 miles from the plants. Because a radiological release would

take longer to reach residents living outside the EPZ, the first reaction of these respondents to

gather more information about the emergency through the broadcast media seems both logical and

reasonable. Likewise, many EPZ residents apparently feel that their close proximity to the plant

requires them to take immediate action to protect themselves and their farnilies without pausing to
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Table 14. First actions of EPZ and non-EPZ residents upon hearing warning sirens (in percentages).

Action EPZ Non-EPZ
(N = 244) (N = 324)

Turn on radio~TV 33.6 55.6
Contact family members 23.8 14.5
Evacuate 22. 1 16.7
Telephone for information 9.4 7.1
None of these 6.6 5.2
Gather belongings, pets 4.5 0.9

NOTE: EPZ and non-EPZ residents differed significantlyz chi-square= 31.77; _
p < .001.
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listen to radio and television instructions. For whatever reasons, it is evident from this jinding that

. the most basic risk communication message ofnuclear utilities to EPZ residents -- to stop and listen

before taking action -- is not being well received.

In an effort to measure attitudes toward nuclear power, respondents were also asked if the

safety practices of "their" plant were safe enough or whether stricter practices should be put into

effect. When results of the analysis were analyzed for all respondents (Table 15), about 37 percent

thought their plant was safe enough while 45 percent thought stricter safety practices should be put

into effect. Nearly 18 percent had no opinion on the question. These findings generally conform

to a body of survey research collected over the past decade indicating that people would like to see

stricter safety practices at nuclear power plants, although the differences between those with opin-

ions are not as pronounced as ir1 other surveys. This may be a factor of the phrasing of the question

and timing of the survey. For example, a 1980 national Gallup poll asked respondents if they felt

that nuclear power plants operating today were safe enough with the present safety regulations, or

did they feel that their operations should be cut back until more strict regulations could be put into

effect? Fifty-five percent thought the plants should be cut back, 30 percent found them safe enough,

and 15 percent had no opinion. When the same question was asked shortly after the Chernobyl

accident in 1986, 66 percent of the respondents said the plants should be cut back, while 25 percent

said they were safe enought and nine percent had no opinion}7 ·

In an effort to see if persons living close to nuclear plants differ in their attitudes toward

nuclear power from those living farther away, the survey data were broken down between EPZ and

non-EPZ residents, as shown in Table 16. Although the differences were not statistically significant,

these findings suggest that people living within 10 miles of the four nuclear plants were more con-

cemed about the safety of ”their” plant than were non-EPZ residents, while the number of people

with no opinion about the issue increased as distance from the plant increased. This latter finding

may reflect a sense of optirnism about the impact of an accident on the part of residents who do

not live within the emergency planning zone. As Sandman et al. have pointed out from their study

of public perceptions of radon risk, people who do not expect a risk to affect them personally are

apt to react apathetically toward that risk, an observation that has been coniirmed by foHowup
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Table 15. Comparision of attitudes of all respondents toward safety practices at selected plants.

Attitude Responses Percentage

Safe enough 212 37.3
More strict 256 45.1
No opinion 100 17.6

Totals: 568 100.0
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Table 16. Attitudes of BPZ and non-BPZ residents toward safety practices at selected plants (in per-
centages).

Attitude BPZ Non-BPZ
(N = 244) (N = 324)

Safe enough 38.1 36.7
More strict 48.0 42.9
No opinion 13.9 20.4
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studies afier the Three Mile Island accident. In one study conducted four months after the accident,

residents around the TMI plant were asked whether they had considered moving out of the area

as a result of the accident. As the distance the respondents lived from TMI increased, the per-

centage of those who indicated they had thought about moving dropped very quickly.‘“

When attitudes about safety were compared with the actions respondents said they would

take in an emergency (Table 17), it was found that both EPZ and non-EPZ residents who believed

' the plant safe were signiiicantly more inclined to take an appropriate first response than people who

did not believe it to be safe.

These findings seem to suggest that people who believe the nuclear plants near where they

live are safe are more inclined to listen first for emergency instructions given over the broadcast

media in a radiological emergency than are people who have safety concems. The differences were

statistically signiiicant and suggest that the appropriate response by residents to a nuclear plant

emergency may be influenced by their perception of the plant'.: safegv practices. Thus, the attitudes

people have toward "their" nuclear plant in advance of an emergency may help determine choices

they make when responding to an emergency.

When comparing responses at individual plants, it was not possible to compare knowledge

of emergency actions and attitudes of Palo Verde EPZ residents with those of the other three plants

because of the limited number of cases. As Table 12 shows, 69 Palo Verde surveys were retumed

by the U.S. Post Office as undeliverable, almost twice the number of retums for any of the other

plants. In addition, the ZIP code boundaries around the Palo Verde plant are much larger than

those around the other plants, with the outer edges of some of the boundaries being as much as

40 miles away from the plant. The small number of EPZ respondents may be the result of random

sampling from these large ZIP code boundaries and also because the area immediately around the

plant contains no sizeable population centers.

Table 18 breaks down the sample by EPZ and non-EPZ respondents, and illustrates that

the majority of the Palo Verde respondents are located outside the plant’s EPZ. Because the

samples were drawn randomly from the ZIP codes surrounding each of the plants, it was decided

to include the Palo Verde data in the combined statistical analysis of results, although the small
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Table 17. Comparison of first response to sirens with attitudes about nuclear plant safety (in percent-
ages).

EPZ Non·EPZ
Attitude · Radio·TV Other Radio-TV Other

(N = 82) (N = 162) (N = 180) (N = 144)

Safe Enough 48.8 32.7 42.2 29.9
More Strict 41.5 51.2 35.0 52.8
No Opinion 9.8 16.0 22.8 17.4

NOTE: Both EPZ and non-EPZ residents who believed the plants were safe enough and
who chose radio-TV differed significantly from residents making other choices: EPZ
residents, chi square = 6.31, df= 2, p < .05; non-EPZ residents, chi square = 10.37,df= 2, p < .01.
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Table 18. Location of heads of households responding to the survey (in percentages).

Plant Inside EPZ Outside EPZ
(N = 244) (N = 324)

Palo Verde (AZ) 2.9 27.2
Summer (SC) 7.8 28.1
Clinton (ILL) 56.1 16.0
Susquehanna (PA) 33.2 28.7
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number of respondents located within the Palo Verde EPZ precluded any meaningful compasisions

between Palo Verde and the other three plants. Comparisons, however, could be made between

V. C. Surnrner, Clinton, and Susquehanna.

Table 19 compares the first actions that EPZ residents at the three plants said they would

take in the event of an emergency while Table 20 compares their attitudes toward safety practices

at the plants -- attitudes which were more negative than positive. As the table illustrates, 70 percent

of the EPZ respondents at Clinton, more than 63 percent of those at V. C. Summer, and more than

59 percent at Susquehanna indicated that they would choose an inappropriate first action upon

hearing the emergency warning sirens. The differences between EPZ residents choosir1g to tum on

the radio-television or make other choices at Clinton and Susquehanna were statistically significant.

Attitudes toward safety practices at the three plants were most negative at Clinton 8.Ild least

negative at Susquehanna, while a large percentage of respondents said they had no opinion about

safety practices at the V. C. Summer plant.

Although sweeping conclusions about the effectiveness of nuclear emergency communi-

cation programs cannot be drawn from these data, it is apparent that none of the plants surveyed

has been successful in convincing a majority of EPZ residents to turn to the broadcast media for

instructions as their first action in a radiological emergency. Even at Susquehanna, where nearly

46 percent of the respondents felt the pla.nt was being operated safely, only about 40 percent said

they would first turn on the radio or television in an emergency.

Discussion

Above all, this survey indicates that nuclear risk communication materials are not meeting

their major objective under current federal regulations: convincing EPZ residents to tum to the

broadcast media for information about what to do in a radiological emergency. Although EPZ
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Table 19. Comparisons of first actions taken by EPZ residents at three nuclear plants (in percentages).

Action Summer Clinton Susquehanna
(N= 19) (N= 137) (N=81)

Turn on radio·TV 36.8 29.9 40.7
Other actions 63.2 70.1 59.3

NOTE: EPZ residents choosing to tum on the radio or television differed signiiicantly from
EPZ residents making other choices for Clinton and Susqueharma: Clinton, chi·square = 12.39,
df= 1, p < .001; Susquehanna, chi-square= 8.95, df= 1, p < .01.
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Table 20. Attitudes toward safety practices at three nuclear plants.

Attitude Summer Clinton Susquehanna
(N= 19) (N= 137) (N= 81)

Safe enough 31.6 33.6 45.7
More strict 31.6 56.2 39.5
Don’t know 36.8 10.2 14.8
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residents are instructed in the risk communication materials to tum on the radio or television first,

and not to evacuate or tie up telephone lines, nearly 66 percent of the EPZ residents sampled for

this study at four nuclear power plants said that their first action in an emergency would be contrary

to this directive. Indeed, EPZ residents were signyicantß: more inclined to select an inappropriate

first response to an emergency than were people living outside the 10-mile zone.

Under certain circumstances, those contrary actions could be extremely harmful to public

health and safety. For example, 22 percent of the EPZ respondents said they would immediately

evacuate to a safe location without knowing whether or not they were at risk. Such an action could

unnecessarily clog roadways and prevent others who were at risk from leaving the area. Likewise,

the characteristics of some radiological emergencies might make it safer for people to remain inside

their homes rather than outside in the open air. Evidence suggests that some of the Soviet citizens

living around the Chemobyl plant were spared many of the harmful effects of the radiation releases

from the accident by staying inside concrete apartment buildings rather than evacuating the area

immediatelyfg Persons evacuating the area at the first sound of the emergency sirens might be

unnecessarily exposing themselves to airborne radiation.

Nearly 24 percent of the EPZ residents who responded to the survey said that upon hearing

the emergency sirens, they would attempt to make contact with other family members who were

not at home. While respondents were not asked to specify how they would make contact, it could

be assumed that most would begn with the telephone and that some would attempt to reach the

dislocated person or persons by automobile or other means, adding to highway congestion. An-

other nine percent of the respondents said that their first action would be to use the telephone to

obtain more information about the emergency. These contrary actions also have the potential to

create a dangerous situation in a severe radiological emergency by tying up telephone lines needed

by officials to direct emergency operations.

What, then, are the ramifications of these findings for nuclear risk communication beyond

the obvious indication that EPZ residents are either not reading or not following the advice con-

tained within the booklets and calendars distributed by these nuclear utilities? The survey indicates

that the attitudes of EPZ residents toward the nuclear plant near which they live may have an im-
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pact on their actions during an emergency. lt appears from this study that people who believe

"their" nuclear plant is being operated safely are more inclined to take the correct first action of

tuming on the radio or television in an emergency than are people who have reservations about

plant safety practices. But the data also suggest that these attitudes are not being formed by the

reassurance: and images contained within utility risk communication materials.

For example, nearly 46 percent of the EPZ residents living around the Susquehanna plant

indicated that they believed the plant’s safety practices were adequate, the highest percentage for

any of the plants.2° Yet, 59 percent of those residents said they would choose a first response other

than tuming on the radio or television in an emergency. The Susquehanna risk communication

brochure has the fewest number ofnuclear reassurance statements and images of the plants included

in the study, yet EPZ residents living around Susquehanna still chose to take an inappropriate re-

sponse in numbers comparable to the other plants. This suggests that EPZ residents are either not

reading the risk communication materials or do not believe what they read. In either case, it would

seem that the reassurance statements and images contained within nuclear risk communication

materials are not influencing either the attitudes of EPZ residents toward the plants or their be-

havior in a radiological emergency.

While this study did not attempt to ascertain what factors may be influencing the attitudes

of EPZ ar1d non-EPZ residents toward nuclear power, several respondents wrote unsolicited com-

ments on their survey post cards that reilected their concems. A few were fatalistic. "If there is a

radiation leak in the plant that escapes to the outside, you are dead," wrote one V. C. Summer

resident who would not check any of the actions. Several cormnents seemed to equate mechanical

breakdowns at the nuclear plants with safety problems. ”Plant is a joke. Down more than
up,”

wrote one Clinton resident who checked "Needs Stricter Practices' on the survey. Another Clinton

resident said he/she would not take any of the listed actions first because the plant "is always

breaking down. . .we would be leaving town all the time."

Other comments reflected a sense of distrust about information coming from the plants.

"I do not think they would even warn anybody," wrote a Palo Verde resident/' and another Palo

Verde resident commented that the plant "should be closed down; has poor management and poor
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construction." Next to the question about safety practices, a Susquehanna resident wrote "Who

really knows? Can only judge from what we are told,' while a Clinton resident who believed the

plant needed stricter safety practices asked a series of questions: ”How do you know? Who do you

trust? Kerr·Megee [sic] or 3 [sic] Mile Island? Could we have another?"“ One V. C. Summer

resident called for ’more dope (drug) tests' and a Clinton resident commented that the plant
”is

definitely not safe enough -· it’s down more than up. I worked there and know what went on.

Thanks for asking." Another Clinton resident simply wrote "Scarey' [sic] at the bottom of the post

card.

It would appear from this survey that both EPZ and non-EPZ residents have formed atti-

tudes and opinions about nuclear power safety that most likely will not be overcome by sweeping

reassurance statements and non-nuclear images contained within the nuclear risk communication

materials being distributed today. It is beyond the purview of this study to suggest ways in which

nuclear utilities can overcome these attitudes and the impact they may have on behavior during a

radiological emergency. However, the most important questions remain: can utilities successfully

communicate appropriate emergency information to EPZ residents so they can survive a
l

radiological emergency and what role should federal, state, and local govemments share in the nu-

clear risk communication process which could make the difference between the life and death of

their citizenry?
I

I will tum to address these questions in the final chapter.
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Chapter V
The Need for "Authentic" Nuclear Risk

Communication

Americans appear to have settled into an uneasy peace with commercial nuclear power.

The 1979 accident at Three Mile Island has faded into a distarrt, though still uncomfortable mem-

ory; and while the Chemobyl accident in 1986 revived public misgivings about nuclear power, dif-

ferences between Soviet and American nuclear technology reassured many that a Chemobyl-type

accident could not happen at a U.S. reactor. In fact, there is some limited evidence to suggest that

Chemobyl had a minimal impact on public perception of nuclear power risk}

Although there have been no new orders for reactors in the United States since 1978, during

the first three months of 1989, nuclear power produced more than l8 percent of the country’s total

electxicity supply, and plants ordered before 1978 are still being completed and brought into

operation.2 And while safety considerations and economics have severely curtailed nuclear power

development in the United States, there is an indication that the industry may be on the brink of

a rebirth. The effect of fossil fuels on global warming, predictions that national demand for elec-

tricity has finally caught up with supply, and new developments in the design of safer reactors have

all breathed a bit of life into the moribund industry.

This is not to suggest that nuclear power in the United States will ever return to the halcyon

days of the 1960s and early 1970s; nonetheless, Americans do appear to be learning to live, albeit

uneasily, with nuclear power plants. At a time when recent headlines are focusing on the shutdown

of a plant in California due to economic concems and the inability of completed plants in New
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York and New Hampshire to operate because of resistance from state govemments concemed with

emergency preparedness, more than 100 nuclear reactors are producing electricity ir1 34 states with

little notice from the average American. And although there have been isolated protests at nuclear

plants and news stories about malfunctions and safety violations, more than three million Ameri-

cans apparently are willing to allow a proven "risky" technology to operate in their backyards and

go about their business each day while living within the shadow of nuclear power plants.

Thus, while Americans as a group may not 'trust' nuclear power and a substantial per-

centage do not want a nuclear plant built near them} several million people apparently are willing

to live in close proximity to the technology. Moreover, research indicates that many of these
”nu-

clear neighbors" do not consider moving once a plant has been built in their neighborhoods} The

apparent willingness of so many people to coexist with a dangerous technology provides scholars

with a number of "living laboratories" around nuclear power plants in which to study the impact

of communication on people's awareness of and behavior towards risk. Such a resource may prove

extremely valuable as regulatory agencies and other groups seek to learn more about how best to

meet their responsibilities for protecting human life and property by providing the public with in-

formation on ways either to avoid risk or to rnitigate its effects.

The nation’s nuclear risk communication program has nearly a decade of experience,

making it one of the country’s most sustained programs to communicate information about tech-

nological risk. However, despite a substantial effort to provide people living around nuclear plants

with a variety of information about risk, evidence suggests that nuclear public education programs

are not communicating the critical safety information that people would need in a radiological

emergency. In Chapter IV I have shown that two·thirds of a sample of residents living within 10

miles of four nuclear power plants indicated that in a nuclear plant emergency they would take a

frrst action contrary to the recommended response of turning on a radio or television for emergency

instructions. This finding follows a 1986 assessment of a North Carolina nuclear plant in which

59 percent of a sample of EPZ residents indicated they would not take the recommended action

first} Instead of waiting for official instructions in a nuclear plant emergency, a majority of EPZ

residents are more likely to try to contact family members not at home, telephone for more infor-
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mation, or simply leave the area. Yet most emergency plans around nuclear power plants are

predicated on people tuming to the broadcast media for instructions on whether they should take

shelter indoors or, in extreme emergencies, evacuate.

Throughout this study I have resisted the temptation to create "scare” scenarios of what

might happen to people living around a nuclear plant that experiences a major radiological emer-

gency necessitating evacuation within the EPZ. At a minimum, based on this study as well as

analysis of the Three Mile Island accident and studies of evacuation behavior in natural and other

technological disasters, we would expect a considerable portion of the EPZ population to imrne·

diately leave the area via automobile or other available means of transportation, after first at-

tempting to make contact with family members who are not at home at the time of the emergency.

Under some circumstances, irnmediate evacuation may be the most appropriate behavior for these

residents. Under other conditions, as Chemobyl demonstrated, remaining inside the home or an

office building may be the safest response. Most likely, in a severe nuclear plant accident situation,

some people would be told by ofticials managing the emergency to leave and others would be in-

structed to stay, clearing the highways for those most at risk. The key problem for those managing

the emergency is to convince people to follow instructions so that those who are most at risk will

have a chance to survive the accident. But how? Before answering this question, we must re-

examine the deep roots of distrust which, as this study has shown, have pemieated our cultural

consciousness about nuclear power.

The frnding that people won’t do what oflicials want them to do in a nuclear plar1t emer-

gency coniirms the disparity that exists between technical and lay perceptions of risk, a disparity

that has grown out of the cultural heritage of the nation’s nuclear power program and its effect on

nuclear risk communication. For decades, people were told by "experts' in govemment and in-

dustry that accidents at nuclear power plants were extremely unlikely. However, accidents did

happen, and investigations revealed that the 'experts' had been overconlident, or simply dead

wrong, in their analysis of what could and could not happen at a nuclear power plant. As Otway

points out, the public responded to this perceived failure of expextise by steadily increasing its par-

ticipation in technological decision making by either intervening in the decision-making process or
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by simply preventing the implementation of decisions made by others.° Over the years, as the ex-

perts have attempted to reassert their expertise and the public has observed continuing technological

failures such as the Chernobyl disaster, the gap between technical and lay perceptions of what is

risky and what is not has enlarged to the point that it is doubtful that the relationship will ever be

the same again.

If we are serious about creating a environmment in which critical nuclear risk messages can

be heard and understood as essential and authentic information that can save lives, I believe we

must start by removing the elements of the historical promotional heritage of nuclear power from

modern risk communication programs ·· a heritage that represents the extremes of the expert-public

debate over the nature ofnuclear power risk. As I have already demonstrated, that heritage includes

more than three decades of nuclear power promotion by the nuclear industry, the federal govem-

ment, and the scientific community. By and large, as Chapter III indicates, nuclear risk commu-

nication programs are a product ofnuclear plant owner/operators with only minimal attention from

the federal government and virtually none from state and local governments. In effect, an industry

that has activeb: promoted the idea that commercial nuclear power is safe for more than 30 years

has been handed by default the task of providing information that raises questions about the very

safety of the industry itself. This places the industry in an impossible dilemma, and as 1 have shown

in Chapter III, nuclear utilities have resolved that dilemma by framing risk messages with promo-

tional rhetoric and images that have the effect of downplaying the possibility of a nuclear plant

accident and masking the seriousness of the emergency information being cornmunicated to people

living near the plants.

My analysis of risk communication at four nuclear plants suggests that residents either do

not read or do not trust the messages they are receiving from the utilities operating the plants. In-

stead, their response to a nuclear plant emergency seems to be predicated on the attitudes they have

formed about the plant. People who believe that a nuclear plant is being operated safely appear to

be more inclined to take an appropriate first response in an emergency than people who do not

believe the plant is operated safely. However, the findings also suggest that promotional messages
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and images contained withir1 risk communication materials have no eßect on the choice of frrst

action by residents and may even have a negative eßect.

These frndings point to what Otway and Brian Wynne have described as the ”credibility·

authenticity paradox' of risk communication, which draws a distinction between credible informa-

tion and authentic communication. They identify credible information as material 'presented in

discreet and carefully designed packages,' as distinguished from 'authentic communication,' which

involves trusting relationships ir1 which 'mutual trust and respect are nurtured."7 Further, Otway

and Wynne argue that, although it might appear that a presentation of authentic information

'would entail open recognition of the unavoidable uncertainties and diiliculties of managing tech-

nological risks” and hence be considered a hindrance to credibility, in actuality the development and

maintenance of credibility depends less on the packaging of information than on the quality of the

relationshqas between risk communicators and those receiving the communication. Otway and

Wynne go on to point out that by putting the emphasis on authentic rather than merely credible

communication, the public will be less likely to become complacent with technology management

and be more diligent about maintaining high levels of safety.° The question for nuclear power, of
l

course, is whether more public concem for safe plants is a desired goal for those managing the

technology and the risk communication.

Can authentic, open, two-way communication take place between a nuclear utility and the

'neighbors" surrounding its plant so that the objectives of nuclear risk cornrnunication programs

will be achieved? The evidence is not encouraging, even in the best of circumstances. The

Susquehanna plant in Pennsylvania operates 15 public information programs, supports a committee

of 30 community leaders who advise the plant management on residents’ concems, and gives tours

that allow the public to see every aspect of the plant. One Susquehanna official is quoted in an

industry trade publication as saying that Susquehanna "put[s] out more news material on this plant

than goes out on any other plant in the country."’ Yet, my study found that although 46 percent

of the EPZ residents living around Susquehanna thought the p1ant’s safety practices were safe

enough, only 41 percent said they would take the recommended first response in a radiologica.1

emergency of turning to the broadcast media for instructions. While this was the highest percentage
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for the plants surveyed, it is still a woefully inadequate response which illustrates that even when a

nuclear utility makes a sincere effort to improve its credibility with the public, the gap between

utility risk instruction and public response may be too wide to bridge.

Let me emphasize here that I do not believe that utility communication specialists delib-

erately try to mislead the public about the dangers of nuclear power. Nonetheless, such specialists

are participants in an organizational culture that has put heavy faith in the ability of scientists, en-

gineers, and technicians to control the power locked inside the atom -- a culture founded, as we

have seen, on an ethic that equates national progress and, indeed, national survival with the suc-

cessful development of commercial nuclear power. It is therefore not surprising that messages

produced by these specialists about risk have become diluted with rhetoric and images that support

the cultural milieu in which they work.

Likewise, the people who live around commercial nuclear power plants are products of a

larger national culture that has seen atomic energy evolve from a savior of humankind into a de-

structive force evoking images of terxible death and devastation. Since the beginning of the twen-

tieth century, Americans have been bombarded by a myriad of conflicting atomic images. Those

images associated with the promise of nuclear power -· unlimited electric power, "cures" for cancer

and other diseases, new ways of growing crops -- now clash with sinister pictures of missile silos,

the mushroom clouds over Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and the smoky radioactive cloud rising from

the top of the Chernobyl reactor building. Is it any wonder that the public’s reaction to a nuclear

plant emergency differs so greatly from what is expected by the utility culture?

If people’s actions in a nuclear emergency are predicated on their attitudes toward nuclear

power and those attitudes are not influenced by the rhetoric and images contained within nuclear

risk communication materials, why do utilities persist in communicating messages that have so little

effect on behavior? One answer may be found in the long path that atomic scientists, American

govemmental oflicials, and the nuclear industry have taken to reach the present state of nuclear risk

communication. I have presented evidence in Chapters II and III to demonstrate that public edu-

cation about nuclear power has been a signilicant element of the nuclear industry’s public relations

strategy since the early 1950s, despite the fact that researchers have found a very weak relationship
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between education and behavior. The industry, however, has persisted in a public relations pro-

gram that equates understanding of nuclear power with acceptance of nuclear power, and that

thread of the industry’s strategy has found its way into modem nuclear risk communication mate-

rials. Unfortunately, the promotional rhetoric and images that have marked these education pro-

grams also have found their way into the risk communication effort, reducing the authenticity of

its message and masking the critical safety information contained within its materials.

Many of the promotional themes that frame modem nuclear risk communication messages

have evolved from the industry’s effort to "naturalize” nuclear power by making nuclear plants ap-

pear to blend into America’s technological culture. Since the 1950s, industry executives have re-

cognized that the economics of power production dictated the locating of larger reactors near

population centers, and that people would be more willing to accept a nuclear power plant in their

communities if they could be convinced that nuclear power production was no different from any

other industrial process. This strategy was successfully carried out throughout the late 1950s and

1960s, but when safety concems about nuclear power began to emerge in the 1970s, capped by the

Three Mile Island accident in 1979, a strategy based on naturalization was inadequate to sway

negative public attitudes. Nuclear power was no longer just another industry and radiation was not

simply another industrial hazard. Unfortunately, as 1 have shown in Chapter III, much of the su-

perfluous rhetoric in emergency calendars and booklets distributed by nuclear utilities continue the

charade of trying to make nuclear power blend into the technological landscape. With Three Mile

Island and Chemobyl now a part of the teclmological legacy of nuclear power, this is obviously a

strategy whose time has long since passed.

A second contributing factor to the apparent failure of nuclear risk communication is the

industry’s historic reluctance to raise issues it considers 'negatives" about nuclear power for fear that

these issues will somehow "delegitimize" the industry as a contributing force toward achieving

societal goals of safety and security. Industry executives can read polls and no doubt fully recognize

that the public today distrusts nuclear power. However, the industry still has billions of dollars

invested in plants and equipment, with hopes for further development of nuclear power through

safer reactor designs and increasing public concems over the impact of fossil fuels on the environ-
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ment. A risk communication effort that strips away reassurance statements and benign images to

_ focus solely on nuclear risks may become more authentic and thereby more functional, but it might

also destroy what little coniidence remains in the public mind about an industry that 'cannot be

allowed to fai1" because the consequences of that failure are too great.

Yet the industry, for all practical purposes, has faltered in the United States. There have

been no new reactors ordered since 1978, and it is doubtful that even the most ardent advocate of

commercial nuclear power will argue that authentic risk communication is going to "kill" the in-

dustry’s hopes for a comeback. Safer reactors, solutions to the problems of waste disposal, and

better economics may help revive nuclear power, but not a continuation
hof

the false premise that

accidents won’t happen. For too long, that premise has governed the nuclear risk communication

process -— and its falsity is becoming more and more appparent as nuclear plants in this country

continue to age.

Why have federal regulatory agencies failed so far to insist on a no-nonsense approach to

nuclear risk communication'? As has been argued in Chapter I, risk communication programs

symbolically serve to confrrm with the public that regulatory organizations support societal norms

of safety and security. Regulatory agencies may be concemed that an intensive effort to force nu-

clear utilities to remove promotional rhetoric and images from their public education materials and

concentrate solely on the risks of nuclear power operations may be considered an admission that

the regulators cannot guarantee with certainty that the industry will operate safely. Rosener and

Russell point out that state and local govemments also steer clear of nuclear risk communication

programs because they fear being dragged into the nuclear debate. My survey of state and local

involvement in utility risk communication programs confrrms this tendency: only 16 of the 46 nu-

clear utilities responding to my survey indicated that state and local govemments contributed 25

percent or more of the writing effort required to produce utility risk communication materials. As

a result, most nuclear utilities are virtually left on their own in the production of risk communi-

cation materials.

There are some concemed with risk management, however, who believe that open, au-

thentic communication about risk can happen between the public and various federal, state, and
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local agencies responsible for protecting public safety in a radiological emergency. Paulette L.

Stenzel argues that by becoming more active in the development of meaningful public risk com-

munication programs, govemment agencies can help themselves better manage the public debate

about ’acceptable” risks:

By conveying risk information to the public in a systematic, meaningful manner, administrative
agencies could assist people in leaming to recognize and confront uncertainties. This would promote
at least two general benefits to society. First, the public would begin to realize that there is no such
thing as absolute safety in life and would learn to tolerate risk. Second, the public would learn to
distinguish those risks which warrant investment of limited social resources from those which they
must simply tolerate.’°

Stenzel proposes the creation of a national "Risk Assessment Communication Policy Act"

(RACPA) pattemed somewhat along the lines of legislation that has been introduced on several

occasions by Congressman Don Ritter of Pennsylvania. Ritter is prirnarily concemed that science

and the federal government work together to develop a 'consistent scientific methodology to iden-

tify and evaluate risk" so that government car1 pursue a rational plan to "address the worst risks

first/’“ He has also made provisions ir1 his legislation for a study to make recommendations for

increasing public awareness a.nd understanding of risk and regulatory decisions related to risks}2

Stenzel would carry Ritter’s proposal a step farther by requiring that all federal regulatory

agencies which are required by law to engage in risk assessment to convey those assessments to the

public ’in a consistent, meaningful manner/’" She would have Congress create a non-partisan ad-

visory board made up of a diverse body of laypeople, scientists, scholars, and federal ofiicials to

develop guidelines for describing risks. Congress would establish "educational" requirements within

the RACPA that describe "how, where, and when risk assessments must be disseminated to the

public" and would include methods for funding the programs. Stenzel believes that:

lf agencies share risk information with the public in a consistent, straight-forward manner, the public
will become more knowledgeable about risk. The use of consistent sets of assumptions and the
comparison of new risk assessments to assessment of familiar, everyday risks will help each individual
build a body of knowledge about risk. More information will reduce the public's misperceptions
about risks.

‘

She argues that one of the benefits from her proposal will be to open up the lines of com-

munication between the laypublic and administrative agencies charged with regulating risk -- in

other words, the development of "authentic" communication:

The public must perceive administrative agencies as straight-forward and honest. Studies by risk
perception experts demonstrate that people must trust the disserninator of information before they
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will accept that information. By establishing consistent, open communication by agencies in the area
of risk assessment, the RACPA will assist agencies in improving their public image. In tum, the
public will accept and support administrative decisions more readily. Such acceptance and support
will lead to reduced public furor in response to regulatory decisions, fewer lawsuits, and more efficient
overall operation of the administrative agency."

Stenzel’s proposal to make risk communication more open and consistent is one approach

to helping the public and administrative regulatory agencies grapple with the problems of risk

communication. However, an administrative mechanism is already in place that could be used to

improve risk communication around the nation’s nuclear power plants. The Federal Management

Emergency Agency (FEMA), as part of its oversight of off-site emergency plans at nuclear power

plants, maintains close contact with utility risk communication programs through a program of

contractor review of materials distributed by nuclear utilities to EPZ residents. The review program

has reached most nuclear utilities; 43 of the 46 nuclear utilities responding to my survey reported

that their communication materials had been analyzed by FEMA.

However, as described in Chapter I, FEMA unfortunately does not attempt to determine

whether EPZ residents understand the information contained within these materials and reviews the

materials solely to improve readability and graphic desigi. Why is FEMA’s oversight function so

limited? One reason is that in 1981 the agency was prohibited by the Ofiice of Management and

Budget (OMB) from conducting annual surveys of EPZ residents nationwide to determine how

much the public knew about radiological emergency procedures. This decision was strongly criti-

cized by the General Accounting Office in a 1987 report, which also noted that an OMB ofiicial

was "surprised” that FEMA had not revised its survey and resubmitted it for approval.‘° Instead,

FEMA attempts only to assess whether EPZ residents have received the emergency communication

materials by including a question about receipt as part of a telephone survey to determine the ade-

quacy of coverage of the plant’s emergency siren system.

Moreover, FEMA presently has no plans to request that OMB remove its restriction on

EPZ surveys to determine residents' knowledge of emergency procedures, according to Bill McAda

of the agency’s Office of External Affairs:

At the present time, FEMA does not intend to request that OMB modify the current survey format
in order to determine EPZ residents' knowledge of emergency procedures. Each year since 1981
FEMA has been required to receive approval from OMB to continue the [siren coverage] surveys.
OMB was very specific in outlining the information FEMA would be allowed to gather in the surveys
and we have no reason to believe that OMB has changed its mind in the interim.'7
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McAda noted that turning on the Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) for emergency in-

structions is emphasized in the emergency materials distributed by utilities, but that ”the decision

to act on those instructions rests with the individual." While McAda said he had no data to con-

tradict the fmding that a majority of the EPZ residents surveyed indicated they would not tum orn

the radio or television for instructions, ’it is extremely difficult to accept the idea that a person,

upon hearing an alert signal, would not turn on the EBS for official information and guidance/"°

This decision is unfortunate because FEMA starnds in a unique position to significantly

improve the public’s ability to cope with nuclear plant accidents. Armed with the admirnistrative

responsibility for nuclear risk communication oversight and at least not directly involved in the long

history of govemment promotion of nuclear power, FEMA, founded in 1979 following Three Mile

Island, seems to be the appropriate federal agency to initiate a process to improve the authenticity

of the nation’s nuclear risk communication. That process, in my view, should begin with a

broad-based study of nuclear utility risk communication efforts that would address the following

questions, among others:

l. Who should be responsible for nuclear risk communication?

2. What role should citizens living near the plants play in the development of nuclear risk com-

munication progarns?

3. What information should be included in nuclear risk communication progams and who

should make the final choices as to what is included and omitted?

4. What should be the criteria for evaluating the success of a nuclear risk communication pro-

gam?

Such a study could begin with surveys of EPZ residents, not only to determine the level of their

knowledge of emergency preparedrness information, but also to explore the complex relationship

between the attitudes of people toward nuclear power and their receptiveness to nuclear risk com-
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munication. Otway and Wynne have argued that the current risk communication paradigm ”rests

on unexamined and unarticulated assumptions about who is communicating what, to whom, and

in what context/"’ By focusing less on the "nuts and bolts" of the communication process --

readability and comprehension of information, retention of materials, etc. ~- and more on the his-

toric attitudes and relationships of people to nuclear power, such studies would shed considerable

light on why current nuclear risk communication programs apparently fail so dismally. As Plough

and Krimsky have emphasized, studies of risk communication cannot be divorced from their cul-

tural milieu.2°

An effective technique for further involving the public in the development of authentic risk

communication has been suggested by William H. Desvousges and V. Kerry Smith. They propose

using focus groups of citizens to supplement other methods for gathering data on how people re-

spond to risk. Desvousges and Smith believe that by listening to the 'consumers" of risk messages,

risk communicators can make their messages more effective:
l

Too often, risk communicators are more concerned with educating the public, rather than first lis-
tening to them and then developing communication policies. Focus groups allow the consumers of

_ risk messages or communication programs, to provide critiques and feedback to their designers.
Using feedback from focus groups, researchers can gain qualitative insights on how people perceive
risk, as well as evaluations of the perceptual or cognitive effects of the risk information format. Such
feedback is crucial to communicating risk more effectively.2‘

By talking to EPZ residents in small groups, FEMA would learn much more about how the people

most affected by nuclear power plants feel about living near a risky technology, the language they

use to discuss that risk, and their attitudes toward those who operate the technology. "Focus

groups improve the quality of information ultimately acquired in surveys,’ note Desvousges and

Smith. ”[Focus groups] suggest hypotheses for testing with those data; and, equally important,

provide a wealth of insights (and anecdotes) that can vividly illustrate the fmdings from the quan-

titative results/’“ ‘

Perhaps the most promising approach for developing meaningful public involvement in

nuclear risk communication is presently underway as a state initiative in California. On September

30, 1988, the Califomia Radiation Protection Act of 1988 was signed into law." Developed to

improve the state’s capability to respond to a nuclear emergency, the act created a Citizens Advisory
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Committee on Emergency Planning charged with the task of providing public input into nuclear

risk communication and other aspects of the emergency planning process.

The California Radiation Protection Act resulted from a series of recornmendations made

by a Task Force on California Nuclear Emergency Response created by the state Senate in 1986

as a result of the Chemobyl accident. The state Senate instructed the task force to "for·mulate a

report on the State of Ca1ifomia’s present medical and emergency response capacity ir1 the event

of a major nuclear facility accident, includi.ng recommendations as to how the state might improve

this capacity and limit damage from, or limit exposure to, radiation in the event of such an

accident.'“

The task force report to the Senate, completed in April 1988, listed 31 specific recommen-

dations on how the state could improve its capability to respond to a nuclear emergency. Included

in those recommendations was a recognition by the task force that nuclear public education mate-

rials distributed by the state’s utilities ”lack credibility in the eyes of many residents within the

EPZs,' and recommended more public involvement in the emergency planning process to increase

the public’s confidence in the plan and to give the plarmers more credibility with the public.2’

The report was particularly concemed that the focus of nuclear risk communication mate-

rials be altered to point out to EPZ residents the negative results of not following the recommended

protective action of tuming on the radio and television for instructions from oflicials in a nuclear

plant emergency. The report recommended that risk materials specifically address why residents,

upon hearing the emergency sirens, should not immediately evacuate the area, call local authorities

for more information, or pick up their children at school.2°

The report recommended establishing a citizens’ advisory comrnittee as an "independent,

ongoing forum" for citizens to have input into nuclear emergency planing. The committee was

created under the act passed by the legislature in September 1988 and charged with the following

specific responsibilities:

•
Deterrnining whether emergency information materials convey information and recommen-

dations that the public will be inclined to follow in an emergency.
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•
Obtaining public comment on the adequacy of nuclear plant emergency response plans.

•
Determining whether citizens should be allowed to observe the annual emergency preparedness

exercises conducted by the nuclear utilities and state and local emergency officials.

•
Assessing the validity of assumptions in nuclear emergency response plans that are related to

public response. For example, the committee is specifically instructed to investigate whether

it is a valid assurnption that parents will not pick up their children from school during an

emergency.

•
Determining whether efforts should be made to provide nuclear emergency information mate-

rials to non-English-speaking populations within the EPZs.

•
Determining whether 'special response personnel,' such as bus drivers and teachers, need ad-

ditional information.

•
Providing an annual report to the appropriate legislative committees with specific recommen-

dations on how emergency plans can be improved. The first report is due in 1990.27

The act creates a nine-person committee appointed by the Govemor, the Senate, and the

Speaker of the Assembly. The act requires that three members of the committee be residents of the

EPZs of the state’s three nuclear plants. It further requires that the committee include a nuclear

utility employee, a health physicist, a physician familiar with radiological procedures, a local gov-

ernrnental official who works in emergency planning, a member of an environmental organization,

and a licensed psychologist or psychiatrist in human behavior. Funding for the cornmittee’s activ-

ities will be provided under existing California law that requires the state’s nuclear utilities to re-

imburse state and local agencies for emergency planning costs.2“

Whether the California Citizens Advisory Cormnittee on Nuclear Emergency Planning will

become a model for increasing public participation in nuclear risk communication throughout the

nation remains to be seen. As noted earlier, states have been reluctant to participate in the risk
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communication process; and under the California statute, there is no obligation on the part of

_ Califomia utilities to irnplement the cornrnittee's recommendations, although the utilities may rec-

ognize that there are obvious public relations advantages in cooperating.

Could FEMA play a role in the establishment of local citzens advisory cormnittees for

nuclear plant risk communication? As noted in Chapter I, through the cooperative relationship

between the NRC and FEMA, FEMA judges the adequacy of off-site emergency planning through

periodic evaluations of emergency preparedness exercises at the plants. FEMA reports its findings

to the NRC, which can then decide whether the planning is adequate to allow the plant to continue

operating. While there is no federal statute requiring state and local govemments to prepare

emergency plans, most have cooperated in the planning effort, particularly since many states and

some local governments have developed financial arrangements with the utilities to cover planning

costs.2’

Under this process, local citizens’ advisory committees could be established to assess utility

risk communication programs and make recommendations to FEMA as part of its periodic as-

sessment of off-site emergency planning. Through its relationship with the NRC licensing process,

FEMA could put "teeth" into the committees’ recommendations and encourage state and local

govemments to take a more active role in the preparation ofnuclear risk communication materials.

Local committees could be convened to review utility risk communication programs at the time

FEMA conducts its assessment of off-site emergency planning, make recommendations for im-

provements, and then be disbanded until the next periodic assessment.

As noted earlier, FEMA presently conducts its review of nuclear risk communication ma-

terials through a contractor, but that review concentrates on readability and graphic design of the

materials, and does not attempt to assess public reaction to the information. Local advisory com-

mittees composed of members of the public who reside in the EPZ ~- as well as experts in the as-

sessment, management, and communication of risk, psychologists, environmental planners, a.nd

representatives of the affected utility -- could help bridge the gap between the industry’s view of

nuclear plant risk and that of objective experts and members of the public living near the plants.

A public participation approach to risk communication may be a more acceptable alternative to the
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utility industry because most nuclear utilities have had some experience with public participation,

particularly in conjunction with the NRC licensing process. And by becoming more active in the

evaluation of nuclear risk communication programs, FEMA could become a clearinghouse for

evaluating successful nuclear risk communication strategies and pass those strategies along to other

local cormnittees and nuclear utilities.

An altemative approach for improving nuclear risk communication would involve shifting

the risk corrununication function away from the nuclear utilities entirely to organizations that are

in a better position historically to establish 'authentic' cornrnunication with EPZ residents, such

as state and/or local govemmental bodies or even FEMA itself. Nuclear risk communication ma-

terials now list the names and telephone numbers of responsible state ar1d local emergency agencies,

but only a handful of nuclear utilities indicate that state or local ofiicials contribute more than an

official review to the content of these materials. However, it is clear to the EPZ resident receiving

these materials that the utility is the source of the information contained within.

While the latter recommendation might ultirnately be more effective as a mechanism for

improving the climate for authentic communication between emergency ofiicials and the public, the

former may be more practical. The American nuclear industry, with billions of dollars invested in

plants and equipment and hundreds of thousands of employees, is a powerful political force ir1 the

Ur1ited States. The industry's political clout may be one explanation for OMB’s refusal to allow

FEMA to obtain more information about the knowledge that EPZ residents have conceming

emergency procedures and for FEMA's reluctance to challenge that decision. Furthermore, giving

state and local govemments more responsibility for emergency planning may be anathema to an

industry already concemed about the refusal of state govemments to cooperate in developing

emergency plans as a mechanism for delaying or halting the nuclear power plant licensing. Finally,

FEMA historically has opposed a broader federal role in nuclear emergency planning, contending

that state and local govemments are in the best position to determine the specific emergency plan-

ning requirements around "their" nuclear plants.’°

Whatever the long-term plan for the improvement of nuclear risk communication, we must

begin acknowledging that there are considerable gaps in our knowledge conceming how people re-
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spond to nuclear plant risk, gaps that must be studied and understood before nuclear risk commu-

nication programs will succeed in preparing people for radiological emergencies. As Baruch

Fishhoff points out, 'It is both unfair to the public and corrosive for the social fabric to criticize

laypeople for failing to respond wisely to risk situations for which they are not adequately equipped

to make the appropriate response/"‘ By analyzing its cultural context, we have seen how modem

nuclear risk communication, rather than fulfrlling its functional role as a realistic appraisal ofnuclear

power risk, became a memorial to the hopes of the nuclear industry for commercial development

of atomic energy. While the future of the nuclear power is uncertain, the nuclear industry must

realize that it can no longer afford to perpetuate the promotional history of the nuclear ethic. For

the safety of those who live near our nation’s nuclear plants, can we afford to allow nuclear risk

communication to do otherwise?

After all, accidents can, and do, happen.
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Appendix A
Utility questionnaire

NUCLEAR PUBLIC EDUCATION QUESTIONNAIRE

As you know, federal criteria for evaluating radiological emergency response plans and preparedness
around nuclear power plants (NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-l, Rev. l) requires Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) licensees to provide information to the public living within the Emergency
Planning Zone (and to transients passing through the EPZ). EPZ residents are to be informed
about how they will be notilied that a radiological emergency has occurred and what their actions
should be.

As part of a nationwide research project, I am compiling information from NRC licensees concerning
the communication materials they use to periodically provide this information to the public. Please
answer the following questions by either checking the blank or circling the number next to your se-
lected responses.

(1) My research indicates that NRC licensees use one or a combination of several different com-
munication materials to meet federal criteria for public education and information under
NUREG·0654. Please study the following list of the most comrnonly used communication mate-
rials and check those that your organization relies on to meet the NUREG·0654 requirements:

Brochure‘ Booklet:
Calendar Newsletter
Tel. Bk. Insert Posters
Annual Report Stickers
Letters to EPZ Residents Print Ads
Broadcast Ads Other:

‘One piece, folded. :Multi-page, stapled or bound.
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(2) Of the materials your organization uses to meet federal criteria for public education and in-
formation under NUREG-0654, please indicate on the following list which one of these materials
you believe most effectively communicates essential emergency information to people living within
the EPZ around your nuclear plant(s). In other words, if you were going to rely on one of these
materials to meet the NUREG-0654 criteria for EPZ residents, which one would it be?

Booklet Brochure
Calendar Newsletter
Tel. Bk. Insert Posters
Annual Report Stickers
Letters to Residents Print Ads
Broadcast Ads Other:

QUESTIONS 3-10 RELATE SOLELY TO THE COMMUNICATION
MATERIAL CHECKED IN QUESTION 2.

(3) Which of the following organizations takes primary responsibility for seeing that the comrnu-
nication material checked in question 2 is distributed to the public living in the EPZ?

l. Your organization (the operating utility).
2. City/County Government.
3. State Govemment.
4. Other .

(4) How often is the communication material checked in question 2 updated and distributed to
the public living in the EPZ?

l. Annually. -
2. More frequently than annually.
3. Less frequently than annually.

(5) How is this communication material transrnittcd to EPZ residents?

1. Mail. '
2. Hand-delivered by utility/govemment personnel.
3. Picked up by EPZ residents at central locations.
4. Other .

(6) The amount of state and/or local (city-county) involvement in the preparation of public edu-
cation materials varies widely from state to state. To gain some understanding of the level of state
and local goverrrmental involvement in your organization’s public education program, I would like
you to estimate the percentage of effort state and local govemment contributes to the preparation
of the communication material checked in question 2.

For example, if your organization does all of the writing of this material, you would place 100 in
the space for this category under "Licensee" and 0 under the spaces for "State" and ”City/Cour1ty.”
However, if you believe the state contributes 25 percent of the writing of this material, either
through original writing or through editing, and your organization contributes 75 percent, you
would write those percentages in the appropriate spaces.

State City/County Licensee
Writing/Editing
Photography
Graphic Design _
Mailing ___ __
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(7) The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has informed Congress and the Gen-
eral Accounting Ofiice that it routinely works with NRC licensees ’to improve the quality and ef-
fectiveness of their public education programs" established to meet NUREG-O654 criteria. Please
answer the following questions concerning FEMA’s involvement with your orgar1ization’s prepa-
ration of the communication material checked in question 2:

a. Has FEMA ever reviewed the content and design of this material?

l. Yes (Please answer parts b and c.)
2. No (Please skip b and c and go directly to question 8.)

b. Has FEMA suggested changes in the format and organization of this material?

1. Yes
2. No

c. Has FEMA suggested changes in the graphic design of this material?

I. Yes
2. No

(8) Does your organization assess whether EPZ residents understand the information contained
in the communication material checked in question 2?

l. Yes (Please answer question 9.)
2. No (Please skip questions 9 and 10; go directly to 11.) _

(9) Please circle the method or methods that your organization uses to assess whether EPZ resi-
dents understand the information contained within the cornrnunication material checked in ques-
tion 2?

l. Survey of EPZ residents.
2. Focus groups of EPZ residents.
3. Letters and/or informal comments from EPZ residents.
4. Other .

(10) How frequently is the assessment in question 8 made?

1. Armually.
2. More frequently than annually.
3. Less frequently than armually.

(ll) Now I would like to obtain some information about the size of your organization and the
number of EPZ residents atfected by your public education program.

a. For how many nuclear reactors does your organization presently hold operating licenses?

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

b. For how many EPZs does your organization presently prepare communication materials?

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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c. What is the total combined resident population of the EPZs for which your organization is re-
sponsible?

Thank you for completing this survey. If you would like a copy ofour results, please print your name
and address below.
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Appendix B
Utilities returning questionnaires

Alabama Arizona

Alabama Power Co. Arizona Public Service Co.

Arkansas California

Arkansas Power & Light Co. Pacific Gas and Electric Co.
Sacramento Mun. Utility District
Southern California Edison Co.

Colorado Connecticut

Public Service Co. of Colorado Northeast Utilities

Florida Illinois

Florida Power Corporation Commonwealth Edison Co.
Florida Power & Light Co. Illinois Power Co.

Kansas Louisiana

Kansas Gas & Electric Co. Gulf States Utilities Co.
Louisiana Power and Light Co.

Maine Maryland

Yankee Atomic Electric Co. Baltimore Gas and Electric Co.

Massachusetts Michigan

Boston Edison Company Consumers Power Co.
Ya.nkee Atomic Electric Co. Detroit Edison Co.

Indiana Michigan Power Co.

Minnesota Mississippi

Northern States Power Co. System Energy Resources, Inc.
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Missouri Nebraska

Union Electric Co. Nebraska Public Power District
Omaha Public Power District

New Jersey New York

GPU Nuclear Corporation Consolidated Edison Co.
Public Service Electric and Gas New York Power Authority

Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation
Rochcster Gas and Electric Corp.

North Carolina Ohio

Carolina Power & Light Co} Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co.
Toledo Edison Co.

Oregon Pennsylvania

Portland General Electric Co. Duquesne Light Co.
GPU Nuclear Corporation
Pennsylvania Power & Light Co.

South Carolina Tennessee

South Carolina Electric & Gas Co. Tennessee Valley Authority:

Texas Virginia

Houston Lighting and Power Co. Virginia Electric Power

Washington Wisconsina

Washington Pub. Pr. Supply Sys. Wisconsin Electric Power Co.
Wisconsin Public Service Corp.

’Also operates reactors in South Carolina.
:Also operates reactors in Alabama.
:The Wisconsin utilities operate plants that are live miles apart and share a combined EPZ. Be-
cause the utilities use the same brochure to communicate with EPZ residents, they have been
treated as one utility operating two plants in the survey.
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Appendix C
Letter to residents

LETTER MAILED ON VPI&SU DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION STUDIES
LETTERHEAD

Dear Susquehanna Nuclear Plant Neighbor:

I teach in the Department of Communication Studies at Virginia Tech and would like to request
your help in a national research project I am conducting to improve emergency communications
in our nation. This project is being conducted solely by me and does not involve the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, the Federal Emergency Management Agency, the State of Pennsylvania,
or Pennsylvania Power & Light.

Because your name has been randomly selected from people living near the Susquehanna nuclear
power plant near Berwick, it is very important to the study for you to take a minute and answer
the three questions on the back of the enclosed postcard. Your responses will be kept strictly
coniidential and will help me determine the eifectiveness of emergency communication around the
Susquehanna plant. When you linish checking off your answers, please drop the postcard in the
mail as soon as possible.

Thank you very much for taking the time to participate in this project.

Sincerely:

Louis Gwin
Instructor

Enclosure
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Appendix Dh Return postcard

1. Please indicate how far you live from the Palo Verde nuclear power plant:
10 miles or less_ 11-20 miles _ 21-30 miles ___ Over 30 miles __

2. If you heard the emergency warning sirens go on at the Palo Verde plant and knew it was not
a test, what would be the first action you would take? (Please check only one)

Make contact with other family members not at your location.
Irnrnediately evacuate to a sa.fe· location.
Collect valuable belongings, pets, and items of sentimental value.
Tum on radio/television for instructions.
Telephone others for more information, such as neighbors, police,

nuclear plant officials, etc.
I would not take any of these actions first.

3. Do you feel that the Palo Verde nuclear plant is safe enough with its present practices, or do
you feel that stxicter safety practices should be put into effect?

Safe Enough _ Needs Stricter Practices _ No Opinion
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